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Is function structure or dynamics ?

Structure Dynamics
- X-ray crystallography 
- electron microscopy 
- atomic force microscopy 
- electron diffraction 
- X-ray absorption spectroscopy 
- NMR

- Laser spectroscopy 
- NMR 
- time-resolved diffraction 
- X-ray absorption spectroscopy

Protein structure of human hemoglobin in 
the T-state with oxygen bound at all 4 

hemes (from PDB 1GZX Wikipedia)

Rotating hydrated myoglobin molecule 
http://uweb.cas.usf.edu/chemistry/faculty/space/ 

B. Space & J. Belof (University of South Florida)
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attoseconds 
10-18 s

femtoseconds 
10-15 s

picoseconds 
10-12 s

nanoseconds 
10-9 s

microseconds 
10-6 s

milliseconds 
10-3 s

electron motion 
core-hole lifetimes

motion of nuclei 
molecular vibrations 
optical phonons 
molecular bond formation

rotation of molecules 
molecular librations 
vibrational dephasing

electronic relaxation 
fluorescence 
thermal effects

large-scale protein motion 
phosphorescence

protein folding 
chemical kinetics

lasers

electronicshigh-harmonic generation

synchrotrons

X-FELs

laser-slicing

110 as delay 
between electron 
emission from 
conduction band 
and lower-lying 
states in Tungsten 
upon irradiation

The Fe K-edge core-
hole lifetime is 4 fs

period of the 
symmetric 
stretch in H2O is 
10 fs 

< 200 
fs

Hemoglobin R-
>T transition 
takes 
microseconds Camera 

shutter 
speeds 
range from 
ms through 
to seconds

laser plasma

X-rays

On what timescale do we want to measure structure ?
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How do we measure fast things ?

Time

Stroboscopic photography 
techniques depend on flashing 
a bright light quickly and using 
a slow detector

This works just as well if we 
replace the light with a laser pulse

photos by Prof. Andrew Davidhazy, Rochester Institute of Technology 
http://people.rit.edu/andpph/
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http://people.rit.edu/andpph/
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X-ray absorption: Retrieving local structure
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X-ray absorption gives information on the 
unoccupied electronic states and the local 

structure

unoccupied 
electronic states

C.J. Milne, T.J. Penfold & M. Chergui Coord. Chem. Rev. 277, 44 (2014)
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X-ray emission: Retrieving electronic information

λ
Analyzer

Sample

Detector

x-rays

fluorescence

λ = 2dhklsinθB

P. Glatzel et al. Coord. Chem. Rev. 249, 65 (2005) 
G. Vankó et al. JPCB 110, 11647 (2006) 1s
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X-ray emission gives information on the 
occupied electronic states

J. Szlachetko et al. Rev. Sci. 
Instr. 83, 103105 (2012)
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X-ray scattering: Retrieving local and global structure

X-ray scattering gives information on 
relative atomic positions of all atoms in 

the sample

You can retrieve the pair 
distribution function, giving the 
distances between two atoms in 
the sample

•S. Bratos and M. 
Wulff Adv. Chem. 
Phys. 131, 1 (2008) 
•J. Kim et al. Acta. 
Cryst. A 66, 270 
(2010)

with static scattering measurements. This method has been
shown to provide a significantly more accurate fit to experi-
mental data than, for example, molecular dynamics approa-
ches (Cammarata et al., 2006). The contributions to !SðQÞ
from bulk solvent changes and structural changes can
furthermore be considered as independent, !S = !SSolute +
!SSolvent, and in the remaining part of this work we will focus
the discussion on the solute contribution to !SðQÞ and its
interpretation in terms of structural changes in the investi-
gated solute systems. Fig. 2 shows !SðQÞ as obtained and with
the contribution from bulk solvent changes subtracted.

3.1. Maximum-likelihood framework

Referring to Fig. 2, the basis for the structural analysis is a
slowly varying curve with three to four slightly perturbed
oscillations. As this constitutes a fairly information-poor
starting point, ab initio derivation of the structural changes in
a molecule as complicated as PtPOP is not a viable strategy.
Instead, the analysis is carried out in terms of comparison of
structural models, where prior information from, for example,
crystallographic investigations and spectroscopy can be
included in the analysis as has also been done in similar
analysis of time-resolved EXAFS data (van der Veen et al.,
2009).

One way of quantitatively comparing structural models is to
parameterize the structural variations within a maximum-
likelihood framework, where a relative likelihood L is
assigned to each combination of M parameters ðP1; . . . ;PMÞ
proposed to explain a set of N data points ðxi;1...N; yi;1...NÞ.
Assuming that the noise !i follows a Gaussian distribution, the
relative likelihood LðP1; . . . ;PMÞ that some set of parameters
describes the data set can be calculated from a (reduced) "2

estimator (Press et al., 1986),

LðP1; . . . ;PMÞ / expð#"2Þ;

"2 ¼
X

Q

½SSimðQÞ # SDataðQÞ&
2

!2
Q

=ðN #M # 1Þ: ð2Þ

In the present context, a ground-state structure could be
identified based on crystal data and steady-state measure-
ments on concentrated solutions of PtPOP (Christensen et al.,
2009). The target for the investigation was the excited-state
structure, and based on suggestions in the literature (Novoz-
hilova et al., 2002; Coppens et al., 2005; Yasuda et al., 2004) a
set of putative excited-state structures were derived from the
established ground-state structure and parameterized in terms
of the distance dPtPt between the Pt atoms and the perpendi-
cular distance dPpPp between the square-planar phosphorous
units. Solute-only difference signals !SSoluteðQÞ were calcu-
lated by subtracting the simulated scattering from the ground-
state structure from simulated scattering from an excited-state
structure, both calculated from the orientation-averaged
Debye expression (Als-Nielsen & McMorrow, 2001; Chris-
tensen et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2009b). Including the fraction of
excited-state molecules # (and the two hydrodynamic vari-
ables !T and !$) as free parameters, the objective of the
structural analysis thus becomes to determine the most likely
values of dPtPt and dPpPp as well as the associated uncertainties
from calculations of "2 for each combination of
fdPtPt; dPpPp;#;!T;!$g.

3.2. Correlations and experimental fixing of variables

The output from the maximum-likelihood global fitting
introduced above is a five-dimensional likelihood distribution.
In the present case, there is a single, well defined maximum
corresponding to one five-parameter combination resulting in
the best fit of the model to the data. Fig. 3(a) shows the very
good agreement between this best-fit model and the data; the
bulk solvent contribution has been subtracted from both the
data and the model for clarity.

The determination of experimental uncertainties is illu-
strated graphically in Fig. 3(b), where the projection of the
full-likelihood distribution onto a plane spanned by two fit
parameters, # and dPtPt, illustrates the strong correlation
between these two parameters. For an unbiased determination
of the experimental uncertainty associated with each of the
five fit parameters, the full likelihood distribution must be
projected onto each of the five axes as shown in the two-
dimensional case in Fig. 3(b). From this procedure, the most
likely value of each parameter can be determined and the
uncertainty estimated as the interval centred on the most

dynamical structural science
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Figure 2
(a) !SðQÞ for a 12 mM solution of PtPOP in water 100 ps after excitation.
(b) Solvent contribution determined from the two hydrodynamic
differentials (see text). As little or no solvent expansion is observed at
sub-nanosecond timescales after excitation the contribution from
!$ @ð!SÞ

@$ jT has been multiplied by ten. (c) Solute-only difference signal
obtained after subtracting the bulk solvent contribution.

K. Haldrup et al. Acta. Cryst. A66, 261 (2010)

curves for a 12 mM PtPOP (aq.) solution, scaled to the
calculated scattering from a single unit cell.

From the scaled scattering curves Sð2!Þscaled, difference
signals are formed by appropriate subtraction of laser-Off
signals from laser-On signals. Commonly, an alternating
sequence of laser-On and laser-Off scattering patterns is
acquired such that each laser-On signal is bracketed by two
laser-Off signals in order to minimize the effects of drift.
In this case, the difference signal is constructed as !Sð2!Þ =
Sð2!ÞOn # ½Sð2!ÞOff1 + Sð2!ÞOff2%=2, but more intense beams and
faster detectors can allow for different and faster acquisition
schemes. Fig. 1(a) shows an example of a !Sð2!Þ curve based
on a single On–Off repetition for a single time delay (100 ps).

In order to reduce noise, it is common to repeat the data-
acquisition sequence between 10 and 50 times and it has
proven crucial for our work to develop a robust method for
rejecting outliers in such sets of !Sð2!Þ curves. These outliers
often arise due to unstable jet conditions and/or precipitates
formed in the investigated solution-state systems and manifest
themselves as having, for example, increased or decreased
intensity at high or low scattering angles or through diffraction
rings giving rise to sharp peaks in the difference curves. In the
course of the data pre-analysis, these are removed as discussed
in detail in previous work (see online supplementary material
of Haldrup et al., 2009), based on a point-by-point application
of the unbiased Chauvenet criterion (Taylor, 1997). By this,
the standard deviation "!Skð2!iÞ of the ensemble consisting of j
!Sð2!iÞ curves ( j = 10–50) is calculated at each !Sð2!iÞ point,
omitting the kth of the j !Sð2!Þ curves. Subsequently, for each
!Skð2!iÞ on this chosen curve, one evaluates whether the
probability of finding a particular value of !Skð2!iÞ is below
0.5, given the standard deviation "!Skð2!iÞ determined at this
value of 2!i. If this is the case for a fraction of points exceeding
a pre-set threshold, the difference curve is excluded from the
later analysis. This provides a well defined and robust way of
determining outlier curves, and using the unbiased version of
the criterion [omitting the kth curve when calculating "!Skð2!iÞ]
provides robustness against individual outliers with large
amplitudes. A constant cutoff threshold of 2.5% has been
found to work very well in terms of identifying outlier curves,
the fraction of which usually lie in the 5–10% range,
depending on experimental conditions. A more rigorous
treatment where the set of j values of the fraction of points on
each curve failing the criterion is subjected to a similar
analysis and rejection process is under development. Fig. 1(b)
(top) illustrates an average curve based on 45 repetitions for
the same time delay. The total data-acquisition time for 45
cycles and a single time delay with the present ID09B set-up
(Frelon detector) is &400 s.

While the noise level for each point on an averaged !Sð2!Þ
curve can, in principle, be estimated from a knowledge of the
detector counts on each pixel and applying the laws of error
propagation to each subsequent data-analysis step, this is in
practice an unwieldy process. In our previous work, an ad hoc
procedure for estimating the noise level was implemented,
where the standard deviation at each point, obtained from the
ensemble of difference curves, was scaled to the ‘local’ stan-

dard deviation estimated from five-point intervals. Here, we
propose to use a more robust and straightforward method,
first introduced by Dent et al. (1991) in an EXAFS application
and based on the observation (also discussed below) that the
information-containing part of the signal has low-frequency
oscillations on which high-frequency noise is superposed. By
this method of error estimation, a low-order polynomial is
fitted to the data points in a narrow interval around each data
point and the standard deviation estimated from the set of
residuals in this interval. It is found that in the present case an
interval length of 20 points and a second-order polynomial
fit are able to accurately capture the highest frequencies
contained in !Sð2!Þ (see below) and the resultant calculated
"!Sð2!Þ are shown for some data points in Fig. 1(b), top, and
plotted for all data points in the lower graph of Fig. 1(b). The
angle dependence of the noise reflects the complex interplay
between scattered intensity, number of pixels and pixel effi-
ciency, the latter related to variations in beam–phosphor
interaction length as a function of angle.

Having obtained low-noise, averaged difference scattering
curves that are unbiased by outliers, the final step in the
pre-analysis procedure is to convert !Sð2!Þ to !SðQÞ,
Q ¼ ð4#=$Þ sin !. This is done by discretizing the X-ray (pink-
beam, see below) spectrum Ið$Þ ¼

P
i Ii$i, calculating !SðQÞi

for each discrete wavelength $i and forming the weighted
average !SðQÞ ¼

P
i Ii!SðQÞi.

3. Data analysis

Starting from !SðQÞ for either one or several time delays, the
objective of the analysis described here is to determine the
structural changes in the liquid volume subjected to the pump
pulse and subsequently probed by the X-ray beam. Contained
within !SðQÞ are the scattering contributions from every
atom–atom pair in the system being affected by optical exci-
tation of PtPOP. As mentioned in x1, these contributions can
be divided into three groups according to either structural
changes within the bulk solvent, in the oriented solvent shell
around the excited molecule or in the excited PtPOP mole-
cules. To a good first approximation (Christensen et al., 2009),
the shell term can be ignored for the systems discussed in this
work, while the contribution from the changes in the scat-
tering properties of the bulk solvent due to the impulse
heating from the laser and fast internal conversion processes
needs to be considered in some detail.

As discussed in detail in previous work (Cammarata et al.,
2006), the bulk solvent contribution !SSolv to the total
difference scattering signal can be accurately described in
terms of two solvent differentials, describing !SSolv as a
function of the temperature rise !T due to impulse heating
and the associated expansion causing a change in density !%.
The total hydrodynamic response is thus given through

!SSolv ¼ !T
@ð!SÞ
@T

!!!
%
þ!%

@ð!SÞ
@%

!!!
T
: ð1Þ

The solvent differentials @ð!SÞ
@T j% and @ð!SÞ

@% jT are determined in a
separate experiment through direct laser excitation combined
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medium-pressure nozzle connected to a heated sample reser-
voir (Ihee et al., 2001). Typically, the pressure at the nozzle is
about 5 torr when the backing pressure is about 100 torr. At
this condition, the ambient pressure inside the vacuum
chamber can be as high as 10!3 torr. To maintain a good
vacuum in adjacent chambers, differential pumping should be
employed. For both electron and X-ray diffraction experi-
ments, the carrier gas that is normally used in time-resolved
spectroscopic experiments is not desirable because the carrier
gas also contributes to the diffraction, thereby increasing
the background and deteriorating the signal-to-noise ratio.
However, a carrier gas of low-Z value such as helium can still
be used because of its relatively low scattering intensity versus
atoms with higher Z. Clusters of atoms or molecules can be
obtained as well by using a sufficiently high backing pressure.

4. Photochemistry in the liquid and solution phases

The chemistry in the solution and liquid phases has formed an
important field of research because many biological and
industrially important chemical reactions occur in solution.
The major challenge in understanding solution-phase chem-
istry arises from the presence of numerous solvent molecules
surrounding a solute molecule, leading to solute–solvent
interactions. The solute–solvent interaction often alters the
rates, pathways and branching ratios of chemical reactions
through the cage effect (Hynes, 1994; Frauenfelder &
Wolynes, 1985; Maroncelli et al., 1989; Bagchi & Chandra,
1991; Weaver, 1992). For example, the timescale of the
response of solvent molecules to electronic rearrangement of
solute molecules critically affects the rates of photochemical
reactions in liquid phase. Therefore, to have a better under-
standing of solution-phase chemical dynamics, it is crucial to
consider the complex influence of the solvent medium on the
reaction energetics and dynamics, i.e. the solvation effect.

It has been demonstrated that the solvent reorganization
response to a change in solute charge distribution is strongly
bimodal, that is, an initial ultrafast response owing to inertial
motions followed by a slow response owing to diffusive
motions (Impey et al., 1982; Maroncelli & Fleming, 1988;
Jimenez et al., 1994). The timescale of the former is of the
order of tens to hundreds of femtoseconds so, to resolve such
fast dynamics, it is required to have an experimental tool with
sufficient time resolution. In that regard, ultrafast laser spec-
troscopy in the optical and infrared regime has flourished in
studying reaction dynamics in solution phase owing to their
superb time resolution. While optical spectroscopies are
highly sensitive to specific electronic or vibrational states, they
are unable to provide information on global molecular struc-
ture. In contrast, time-resolved X-ray scattering (or diffrac-
tion) techniques can provide rather direct information on the
global structure of reacting molecules, complementing the
optical spectroscopy.

In recent years, we have witnessed that synchrotron-based
TRXD can serve as an excellent tool for studying elementary
chemical reactions in liquid and solution. For example, struc-
tural dynamics and transient intermediates in solution reac-
tions of small molecules and proteins have been elucidated
with a time resolution of 100 ps (Plech et al., 2004; Bratos et al.,
2004; Davidsson et al., 2005; Ihee et al., 2005a; Wulff et al.,
2006; Kim et al., 2006, 2009; Lee et al., 2008; Cammarata et al.,
2008; Ihee, 2009). However, owing to the limited time reso-
lution, TRXD has been only used for probing rather slow
processes leading to intermediates in quasi-equilibrium, with
ultrafast dynamics arising from the interplay between the
solute and solvent beyond its scope. Now that highly coherent,
sub-100 fs X-ray pulses are available for use with the advent of
XFELs, TRXD can reach the realm of optical spectroscopy in
its capability of resolving ultrafast processes. Thus, femto-
second resolution brought by the XFEL should allow inves-
tigation of ultrafast reaction dynamics in the presence of
solvent interaction.

Among the candidates for the first femtosecond solution-
phase TRXD experiment are diatomic molecules (I2 and Br2),
hydrocarbons (stilbene), haloalkanes (CBr4, CHI3, CH2I2,
C2H4I2 and C2F4I2), organometallic compounds [Platinum
Pop, ferrocene, Fe(CO)5, Ru3(CO)12 and Os3(CO)12] and
protein molecules (myoglobin, hemoglobin and cytochrome
c), which have been studied previously by using time-resolved
X-ray diffraction with 100 ps time resolution. In particular,
molecules containing heavy atoms will be promising since
heavy atoms give a large signal and thus a good contrast of the
solute signal against solvent background. In that regard,
iodine (I2) in solution is a good example for XFEL-based
time-resolved X-ray diffraction experiments. The photo-
dissociation and recombination of iodine in solution has been
regarded as a prototype example for the solvent cage effect
and thus has been a topic of intense studies (Meadows &
Noyes, 1960; Harris et al., 1988; Yan et al., 1992; Scherer et al.,
1993). As shown in Fig. 5, once an iodine molecule is excited to
a bound B state and relaxes to a repulsive 1! state, the two
iodine atoms start to separate as in the gas phase. However,
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Figure 4
Schematic of the experimental set-up for time-resolved X-ray diffraction.
An optical laser pulse initiates the chemical reaction in the molecules
supplied by one of the sample-flowing systems, depending on the phase of
the sample. Subsequently, a time-delayed X-ray pulse synchronized with
the laser pulse probes the structural dynamics of the reaction. The
diffracted signal is detected by a two-dimensional CCD detector to record
the diffraction pattern.

the difference radiation depends on the number of excited molecules, which in
turn is a function of the solute concentration. If the system is excited with
ultrashort optical pulses, this number should not exceed a critical system-specific
level. If this restriction is not respected, multiphoton absorption may be activated
in the solute and solvent, and this may obscure the interpretation. In practice, the
concentration of excited species is thus always very low, typically 1

1000 . Once
again, the intensity of the X-ray beam is all important.

Another specific difficulty in X-ray experiments is that diffraction images
contain contributions not only from the liquid sample but also from the capillary
and air. It is often delicate to disentangle these contributions from each other
(Fig. 3). Note that the main noise in the difference signal comes from the photon
statistics in the X-ray background. This is an intrinsic limitation in solution
phase ultrafast X-ray scattering. One must also take into account the presence of
radioactivity and cosmic rays. The parasitic counts generated by these two
mechanisms may be eliminated by subtracting two images, the original minus
180! rotated.

All measured intensities can be put on absolute scale by proceeding as
follows. At high angles the scattering pattern can be considered as arising from
a collection of noninteracting gas molecules rather than from a liquid sample.
The Compton scattering cannot be neglected, but it is independent of molecular
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X-ray scattering is sensitive to all the 
atoms in the sample
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X-ray diffraction: Retrieving atomic-scale structure

X-ray diffraction gives information on the 
atomic positions of all atoms in the 

crystal with Ångstrom accuracy

X-ray crystallography is the most successful method for
determining new membrane protein structures. Mem-
brane protein crystallization, however, continues to pose

many challenges because of the inherent conflict between
hydrophilic and hydrophobic domains within the protein, flexible
loops and low protein expression yields1. When crystals are
obtained they are often small, frequently diffract to low
resolution, and crystal collection and cryoprotection can
introduce additional challenges. As such, it has become
increasingly common to use synchrotron-based microfocus
beamlines2 to screen large numbers of very small membrane
protein crystals and to merge diffraction data from multiple
crystals so as to recover complete diffraction data.

Serial femtosecond crystallography (SFX) brings a new
dimension to the challenge of screening small crystals. This
approach has been developed as a high-resolution structural
method3–6 at X-ray free-electron lasers (XFELs) and allows
diffraction data to be collected at room temperature from
thousands of randomly oriented, fully hydrated micron-sized
crystals injected into the XFEL beam using a microjet7,8. In
combination with rapid X-ray detectors9, it is possible to collect
millions of frames in a 12 hour shift at the Linac Coherent Light
Source (LCLS)10, which provides extremely intense X-ray pulses
at a repetition rate of 120 Hz. In addition to microfocusing, the
key advantage of XFEL-based serial femtosecond crystallography
over conventional diffraction strategies using synchrotron
radiation is that each XFEL pulse of B1012 X-ray photons is
only a few tens of femtoseconds in duration. This allows
diffraction data to be recorded using brilliant X-ray bursts
before the microcrystals have time to be destroyed by the effects
of radiation damage11–13.

The first proof-of-principle SFX structures were of photosyn-
thetic membrane protein complexes3,4 up to 8.2 Å resolution and
were recovered from diffraction data recorded at the atomic,
molecular and optical science experimental station14 of the
LCLS10 using the CAMP instrument15. High-resolution SFX
structures of the soluble proteins lysozyme5 and cathepsin B6

(1.9 and 2.1 Å resolution, respectively) were reported following
the commissioning of the coherent X-ray imaging (CXI)
instrument16, which operates at shorter wavelengths. Despite
these advances, diffraction data recorded at the LCLS from
membrane protein microcrystals have been considerably weaker
than data recorded from microcrystals of soluble proteins.

The highest-resolution membrane protein SFX structure reported
to date is from photosystem II (ref. 17) and extends only to 5.7 Å
resolution, a resolution at which side chains cannot usually be
resolved.

In this work, microcrystals of the photosynthetic reaction
centre from Blastochloris viridis (RCvir), a four-subunit integral

Figure 1 | SFX diffraction data. Data were recorded on the Cornell-SLAC Pixel Array detector from microcrystals of RCvir at the CXI beamline of the LCLS.
The resolution limit at the edge of the detector was 2.62 Å. Diffractions spots were observed up to 2.8 Å resolution.

Table 1 | Data collection and refinement statistics.

Data collection and refinement SFX RCvir

Data collection
Total number of recorded images 2,744,614
Number of images 410 spots 88,924
Number of confirmed diffraction patterns 5,767
Number of indexed images 1,175
Space group P212121

Unit cell parameters
a, b, c (Å) 57.9, 84.8, 384.3
a, b, l (!) 90, 90, 90
Resolution (Å) 49.6–2.62

Data collection statistics in the range 50–3.5 Å
Completeness (%) 99.1 (93.4)
Multiplicity 27.0 (27.6)
Overall Rsplit on I (%) 36.5 (52.7)
Mean I/s(I) 3.50 (2.0)
CC1/2* 0.54 (0.32)

Refinement
Refinement resolution limits (Å) 49.6–3.50 (3.66–3.50)
Number of unique reflections 24,721
Rwork/Rfree 29.4/32.7
Overall figure of merit (%) 78
Number of atoms 10,039
Protein 9,224
Ligand/ion 815
Root mean square (bonds, Å) 0.02
Root mean square (angles, !) 1.517
Average temperature factor (Å2) 58.51
Wilson B factor (Å2) 79.50
Cruickshank diffraction precision index (Å) 0.749

Values in parenthesis refer to the highest-resolution shell (3.66–3.5 Å).
*Calculated using Aimless.

ARTICLE NATURE COMMUNICATIONS | DOI: 10.1038/ncomms3911

2 NATURE COMMUNICATIONS | 4:2911 | DOI: 10.1038/ncomms3911 | www.nature.com/naturecommunications

& 2013 Macmillan Publishers Limited. All rights reserved.
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Swiss Light Source

There are two methods of generating light at a 
3rd-generation storage ring source (synchrotron)

Bending magnet

http://www.synchrotron.org.au/content.asp?Document_ID=97

undulator spectrum

[1]! B. L. Smith, editor, Scientific Report 2001 / Volume IV (Paul Scherrer Institute, 2002), pp. 1–166.   
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Myoglobin: Ground-state X-ray absorption spectroscopy

MbNO

Myoglobin is an oxygen transport protein that has the ability to bind small molecules such as 
O2, CO, NO and CN

We can knock this 
ligand off with a photon 
of green or blue light

other three forms. The UV-Vis of deoxyMb shows that the Soret band is red-shifted, being centered
at 434 nm and has a shoulder on the blue-most part. The appearance of one Q-band at about 558
nm is an indication that the oxidation state of the Iron atom has changed from FeIII to FeII . The
UV-Vis spectra of MbNO shows the Soret band centered at 421 nm and the Q-bands at 547 nm and
582 nm. There’s also a strong absorption at 316 nm. This absorption band seems to decrease as
time passes. The Soret band of the MbCO shows at 422.5 mn and Q-bands at 541 nm and 579 nm.
Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show a zoom around the regions where the di�erent forms of Myoglobin shows
absorption bands.
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Figure 5: Comparison of the UV-Vis spectra of di�erent forms of Myoglobin.

(a) Soret band region (b) Q-bands region

Figure 6: Important regions on the UV-Vis absorption spectra of di�erent forms of Myoglobin. (a),
Arrows indicate the wavelength of the maximum of the absorption spectra, (b)Q-bands region. The
pump wavelenght(532 nm) is marked as a vertical dashed line.
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Small changes in the 
ligand character have 
profound spectroscopic 
effects
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Myoglobin: Ground-state structures using MXAN
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Resulting optimized 
MXAN structure 
gives good 
agreement with 
crystallography with 
better precision

F.A. Lima, T.J. Penfold et al., PCCP 16, 1617 (2014)
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S/N ratio
Fluorescence = 2.7 / single scan
Transmission = 3.9 / single scan
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Myoglobin: Pre-edge transitions using TD-DFT

ORCA: F. Neese, WIREs Comput Mol Sci 2012, 2: 73–78

The pre-edge peaks are primarily 1s to 3d transitions with core-to-ligand contributions 
only to the CO/NO/CN/O2

deoxyMbMbCN

MbCO MbNO
MbO2

metMb

F.A. Lima, T.J. Penfold et al., PCCP 16, 1617 (2014)
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How do we apply this to time-resolved 
experiments ?
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microXAS beamline 
- tuneable hard x-ray in-vacuum undulator (4-20 keV) 
- Si (111), Ge(111) & Si(311) monochromator crystals 
- micro-focus capability (< 1µm2) 
- 1012 photons/second 
PHOENIX beamline 
- tuneable ‘tender’ x-ray in-vacuum undulator (0.8-8 keV) 
- Si (111), KTP, Be, InSb monochromator crystals 
- micro-focus capability (< 1µm2) 
- 1011-1012 photons/second
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Using fast avalanche photodiodes and either 
boxcar integrators or track-and-hold circuits 
we can selectively measure using only the 
camshaft pulse giving us 100 ps time 
resolution

o Transmission
Diode

Fluorescence 
APD

ADC Trigger
  2.08 MHz

SLS master clock
500 MHz

X-ray pulses 
   (1.04 MHz)

Laser pulses
     (520 kHz)

              DAQ
computer control

Phase modulator
    (QPMX-500-S)

Timing stabilizer
      (CLX-1100)

Liquid flow

  FEMTO
amplifier

  FEMTO
amplifier

Track and Hold

MHz ADC

T&H Trigger
  1.04 MHz

Synchrotron

Laser

Pulse picker 
trigger

F.A. Lima, C.J. Milne et al. Rev. Sci. Instr. 82, 063111 (2011)

High-repetition rate pump-probe X-ray experiments
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Myoglobin: Unresolved dynamics & structural issues

of unity quantum yield out to the nanosecond time regime where
a small geminate rebinding phase can be observed.6,28

In Figure 1C and D, we display the spectral dynamics for
samples of MbO2 and MbNO, respectively In these samples,
there are several processes that take place simultaneously: (i)
there are the initial bleaching (∆A < 0) and antibleaching (∆A
> 0) signals that arise from ligand photolysis; (ii) there is a
signal due to geminate ligand recombination that is characterized
by the simultaneous change in ∆A at the peaks of the bleach
and antibleach (this signal is particularly evident for MbNO);
and (iii) there are spectral cooling signals that arise from Mb*
and from the residual six-coordinate heme material that has
absorbed a photon but not dissociated ligand. This latter signal
is particularly evident for MbO2 near 420 nm because there is
only a relatively small amount of O2 geminate recombination

competing with the cooling signal from the MbO2* Soret band.
The distinct decrease in the bleaching signal near 420 nm in
Figure 1C (without a concomitant change in the antibleach at
434 nm) is a characteristic of the hot (and broadened) six-
coordinate Soret spectrum of MbO2* as it cools and narrows.
Since the Soret band area is fixed, the narrowing line shape
leads to absorption from the MbO2* species that increases at
420 nm (thus reducing the magnitude of the initial bleaching
signal). The opposite effect (i.e., a decrease in absorption)
observed in the wings of the absorption band (e.g., between 400
and 410 nm) confirms the narrowing (and cooling) of the MbO2*
Soret band in the first few picoseconds following excitation.
The MbNO sample (Figure 1D) presents a more complicated

signal because both geminate ligand recombination and cooling
are taking place simultaneously. Since it turns out that the
quantum yield for ligand photolysis is twice as large for MbNO
compared to MbO2 (see below), the signals from the cooling

(28) Tian, W. D.; Sage, J. T.; Srajer, V.; Champion, P. M. Phys. ReV. Lett.
1992, 68, 408-411.

Figure 1. (A-D) Transient spectra of various myoglobin samples pumped at 580 nm. In this and the following figures, au stands for arbitrary units. In this
figure, the ordinate values are proportional to the lock-in amplifier read-out in microvolts, while in the following figures, the ordinate has been renormalized
to accommodate the fitting procedure.

Photodissociation Quantum Yields of MbNO and MbO2 A R T I C L E S

J. AM. CHEM. SOC. 9 VOL. 124, NO. 20, 2002 5917
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MbO2 MbCO MbNO
Quantum yield 0.28 1 0.5
Hot 6-coordinate relaxation 1 ps - 1 ps
Geminate recombination 4–5 ps - 13 & 200 ps
Geminate probability 0.3 - 0.5 & 0.5
Binary recombination >10 µs >10 µs -
Binary probability 0.7 1 -

Of the ligands, MbNO is the most interesting but still 
poorly understood 
•NO rebinds very quickly 
•Geminate recombination occurs on two timescales (13 & 
200 ps) 
•There’s an indication of a 6-coordinate domed structure 
•MbNO & MbO2 have similar binding geometries but very 
different affinities 
•The geminate recombination has an excitation 
wavelength-dependence

S. Kruglik et al. PNAS 107, 13678 (2010)

A straightforward separation of the mode ν4 corresponding
specifically to species D is rather complicated by the facts that
(i) the frequency difference between the limiting values for
six-coordinate planar Mb-NO (1;374 cm−1) and five-coordinate
domed deoxy-Mb (1;354 cm−1) is 20 cm−1 (Fig. 3), whereas
our spectral resolution is 25 cm−1; (ii) because the ν4 band
position is sensitive to polar heme environment, we may expect
fine ν4-frequency difference between the species X (NO far from
the heme) and B (NO in the vicinity of the heme), so that four
different components (or a continuous distribution) are expected
to contribute to the resulting Raman contour; (iii) in our experi-
ments the total amount of the photoproduct species constitutes
no more than 35% (determined by ground-state subtraction) of
the probed molecules and from this amount, the maximal popu-
lation of species D is about 24% (Fig. 2B).

Therefore, we compared the photoproduct transient spectra at
various time delays with that at 2 ps (minimal contribution of
species D). The spectrum at 30 ps with maximal contribution

of D (Fig. 2C) is highlighted in Fig. 3. Importantly, the intensity
of the ν4 band (1;355 cm−1) clearly decreased at 30 ps, whereas
that of νFe-His intensity is much less pronounced (Fig. 3). The
difference (Fig. 3E) reveals a pronounced high-frequency shift
of the ν4 band (shift centered at ∼1;362 cm−1), whereas the bands
ν7 (672–675 cm−1) and νFe-His (223–225 cm−1) experience only
very small shifts. Fig. S3 shows transient spectra in the entire
frequency range and difference traces with ν4 band shift for all
time delays. Fig. S4 shows that the kinetics of band ν4 is well
superimposed with the TA decay and not with that of νFe-His,
within the accuracy of measurements. We thus conclude that
the intensity of the band ν4 follows heme coordination, whereas
that of the νFe-His band does not.

Increasing the viscosity of the solvent enhances the yield and
rates of geminate rebinding and can slow down the structural
protein relaxation (15, 32). We thus also performed TR3 mea-
surements for Mb-NO in 50% glycerol solution (Fig. 1C) in order
to investigate a change of τD for Mb as a function of viscosity. We
found that the corresponding TA kinetics were best fitted with a
triple-exponential (Table 1) and best-fit analysis of TR3 data
using modified rate equations yielded τD ¼ 40" 15 ps (Fig. 1D)
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Fig. 2. Scheme of NO recombination to Mb together with relevant transient
species within the picosecond time range (A). The positions of His side chains
are obtained from structures (2FRK and 2V1K) in the Protein Data Bank. After
dissociation (thermal or photoinduced) or diffusing from solution, NO can
bind to a domed heme whose iron is displaced toward the proximal His.
The letters (X, B, D, A) refer to the kinetic model. This scheme is applicable
to other proteins studied, with time constants given in Table 1. The bimole-
cular rebinding, occurring in microsecond time scale, is represented as a
constant term. (B) Evolution of the population of the species A, D, B, and
X, according to rate equations (see Materials and Methods) for Mb-NO.
(C) Evolution of the population ratio of the six-coordinate (species D) to
five-coordinate (Bþ Xþ const) nonplanar species, for Mb-NO.
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spectrum (d) minus spectrum (c). Note that trace (e) is magnified 3 times. The
asterisk indicates Raman band of SO4

2− utilized for intensity normalization.

Table 1. Kinetic parameters obtained from transient absorption measurements and fitting the νFe-His Raman intensity kinetics (τD)

NO rebinding phases (from transient absorption)

Protein τ1 (amplitude) τ2 (amplitude) Constant Heme iron motion τD (from νFe-His kinetics)

Myoglobin 13 ps (0.40) 148 ps (0.50) 0.10 30 ± 10 ps
Myoglobin in 50% glycerol 15.3 ps (0.42) 71 ps (0.36) τ3 ¼ 378 ps (0.21) 0.01 40 ± 15 ps
Myoglobin H64V mutant 10 ps (0.51) 92 ps (0.43) 0.06 30 ± 15 ps
Dehaloperoxidase 14 ps (0.61) 65 ps (0.38) 0.01 7 ± 2 ps
Cytochrome c 8.4 ps (0.99) — 0.01 6 ± 2 ps
Hemoglobin 10.8 ps (0.74) 61 ps (0.22) 0.04 15 ± 6 ps

Only for Mb in 50% glycerol, we found a third component.

Kruglik et al. PNAS Early Edition ∣ 3 of 6
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Myoglobin: MbCO pump-probe XAS
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As expected quasi-continuous excitation of MbCO shows formation of deoxyMb
F.A. Lima, C.J. Milne et al. Rev. Sci. Instr. 82, 063111 (2011)
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Myoglobin: MbNO pump-probe XAS

4 mM MbNO excited at 532 nm and probed at the Fe K-edge

MbNOCan we extract further information ?
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Yes, but we need better time resolution
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How are we going to get better time-resolution ?
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Free electron lasers

If the electrons and light 
are resonant they can 
exchange energy as 
they propagate through 
the undulators

Which leads to microbunching and the 
electrons emit light in phase

So we have a single-pass, noise-seeded free electron laser

https://www.fels-of-europe.eu

� = �0(1��z)
�z

C. Pellegrini and S. Reiche, in Digital Encyclopedia of Applied Physics, Wiley (2003).

I / Ne I / N2
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which leads to exponential gain than saturation

gain 
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Fig. 2-9.    Spectral brightness for several synchrotron radiation sources 
and conventional x-ray sources. The data for conventional x-
ray tubes should be taken as rough estimates only, since 
brightness depends strongly on such parameters as operating 
voltage and take-off angle. The indicated two-order-of-
magnitude ranges show the approximate variation that can be 
expected among stationary-anode tubes (lower end of range), 
rotating-anode tubes (middle), and rotating-anode tubes with 
microfocusing (upper end of range).

ARTICLE IN PRESS

Phillips [7] were among the earliest to realize the advantages of
the undulator scheme together with relativistic electron beams to
break free of the limits of conventional microwave tubes, which
required some physical length of the tube to scale proportionally
with the output wavelength. The interest in this type of device for
short wavelength applications took off with the seminal work of
Madey [8,3,4], who coined the name ‘‘free electron laser’’ for such
devices [9].

The output wavelength of the FEL radiation at the n th
harmonic in a planar undulator is given in terms of the undulator
period, lu, the relativistic factor, g! E=mc2 and the undulator
strength parameter, K ! eB0lu=2pmc by

ln ¼
lu

2ng2
1þ

K2

2

! "
, n¼ 1,3,5, . . . ð1Þ

where E, e and m are the energy, charge and mass of the electron,
respectively, c is the speed of light and B0 is the peak magnetic
field in the undulator with BðzÞ ¼ B0cosð2pz=luÞ. The FEL output
wavelength scales as lplu=2g2, and is tunable over a very large
range by varying the electron energy, g, or the magnetic field
strength in the undulator by adjusting the gap between the
magnetic poles.

FELs can be operated in three different modes: the self-
amplified spontaneous emission (SASE), the seeded high-gain
amplifier, and the oscillator. In the first two modes, the FELs
operate in the high gain regime while the oscillators operate in
the low gain regime.

1.1.1. High gain FELs
In both the self-amplified spontaneous emission (SASE) [10,11]

mode of FEL operation and the seeded high gain amplifier mode,
the electron beam amplifies the initial spontaneous undulator
radiation emitted in the early portion of the undulator or the
externally injected seed radiation, respectively. As the electrons
and the radiation co-propagate through the undulator, the
radiation slips through the electron beam in accordance with
the resonance condition, so that the radiation field grows
exponentially along the undulator, PpExp½z=Lg ', if the electron
beam and undulator are of sufficient quality.

The scaling behavior of a high gain amplifier FEL amplifier in
the one dimensional, cold beam limit can be well characterized by
the so-called one dimensional FEL r(parameter or so-called

Pierce parameter [11,12],

r! 1
2g

Ipeak

IA

l2
uK2½JJ'2

8p2exbx

" #1=3

ð2Þ

where Ipeak is the peak current, IA ) 17 kA is the Alfvén current,
ex is the electron beam emittance, bx is the betatron function
characterizing the beam envelope and [JJ] is the usual Bessel
function coupling factor for a planar undulator. The subscript ‘‘x’’
on ex and bx refers to the horizontal plane; however, in the case of
FELs the vertical plane behaves in a similar fashion. The one
dimensional power gain length is given by

Lg )
lu

4p
ffiffiffi
3
p

r
: ð3Þ

Various factors reduce the FEL performance from the ideal,
cold beam limit listed above, such as electron beam energy
spread, emittance, and magnetic field errors. The gain length in
Eq. (3) is evaluated for a beam with no energy spread. Energy
spread prevents bunching of all electrons at the same phase,
because of the smearing out of the bunching due to variation in
longitudinal velocities. The bandwidth in energy, which contri-
butes to the FEL performance, is given by the FEL parameter r. To
keep the increase in the gain length reasonable, the initial rms
energy spread must satisfy [11],

sg
gR

5r: ð4Þ

Following the same argument, the deviation of the mean
energy from the resonant energy is limited to

/gS(gR

gR

$$$$

$$$$5r: ð5Þ

This condition must be further refined in the case of seeded
High Gain Harmonic Generation (HGHG) FELs where, to first
approximation, this condition must be applied locally, not to the
value averaged over the full bunch length. Thus there is a
requirement on the maximum deviation from linearity of the
energy distribution along the bunch.

Additional limitations are related to the transverse position
and momentum spread in the electron beam, measured by the
emittance ðexÞ and by the beam focusing elements along the
undulator needed to preserve the electron density and thus the
r parameter. Electrons oscillate around the undulator axis with a
periodicity much larger than the undulator period. However, the
betatron oscillations in the focusing system change the transverse

Fig. 1. Average and peak brightness versus photon energy for light sources [5].

W.A. Barletta et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 618 (2010) 69–9670

http://xdb.lbl.gov/Section2/Sec_2-1.html

corded in a single pulse of 150 ps. The bandwidth was
7–38 keV and the incident polychromatic flux through
the sample was 8!1010 photons per pulse (Wulff, Bour-
geois, Ursby, et al., 1997). Its combination with a nano-
second pump laser has permitted the determination of
nanosecond time-resolved protein structures previously
mentioned (Sřajer et al., 1996; Perman et al., 1998).

In the context of femtosecond x-ray diffraction, the
synchrotron pulse is to be considered a ‘‘long probe,’’ so
it must be combined with a streak camera in order to
achieve the desired resolution. Complete experimental
systems with synchronization of pump laser, synchrotron
and streak camera have been constructed at the ESRF
(Wulff, Bourgeois, Ursby, et al., 1997) and at the Ad-
vanced Light Source in Berkeley (Larsson et al., 1997,
1998). The strong point of streak cameras is that a large
number of different pump-probe delays are covered. For
instance, it is not certain that the coherent acoustic os-
cillations observed by Lindenberg et al. (2000, see Sec.
IV.C) would have been discovered if data had been col-
lected for one delay at a time. As already mentioned,
the drawback of streak cameras is the low sensitivity, on
the order of 0.1%, and their limited signal dynamics, on
the order of 20 (i.e., the ratio of the strongest to the
weakest detectable signal). This gives a severe drop in
the number of detected photons, which means that only
multishot experiments can be performed. Further im-
provements of the source (collimation and divergence)
could make this scheme more attractive (the new undu-
lator ESRF-U17 will increase by four orders of magni-
tude the available peak brilliance).

New experimental techniques to cut a slice of subpi-
cosecond x rays from a single, several tens of picosec-
onds synchrotron x-ray pulse have recently appeared. In
a method developed at the ALS (Zholents and Zolo-
torev, 1996; Schoenlein et al., 2000), where the x-ray
pulse duration is 30 ps, slicing of the long electron bunch
is accomplished through the interaction of a femtosec-
ond laser pulse with the electron bunch as they propa-
gate through a wiggler. The high electric field in the op-
tical pulse produces an energy modulation of the
electrons of several tens of MeV as compared to the ring
energy of 1.5 GeV. Electrons are accelerated or decel-
erated according to their phase relative to that of the
optical pulse. Spatial separation of the ponderomotively
scattered electrons from the original bunch is performed
in a dispersive (magnet) section of the accelerator and
radial apertures. Femtosecond ‘‘dark’’ (due to a hole in
the electron bunch) and ‘‘bright’’ pulsed x rays can be
obtained, with a time duration comparable to the optical
pulse time length. A significant increase of the peak bril-
liance is proposed at the ALS with the use of an undu-
lator (see Fig. 4).

2. Laser-produced plasma sources

The study of laser-plasma x-ray emission has been
stimulated by the field of laser fusion (Lindl, 1995). Re-
cently, the extension of laser-plasma x-ray sources into
the ultrafast, subpicosecond domain have been intri-
cately tied to the progress of laser technology (Perry and
Mourou, 1994; Chambaret et al., 1996; Mourou et al.
1998; Brabec and Krausz, 2000). Laser-plasmas have a
number of characteristics (Murnane et al., 1991; Kieffer
et al., 1993, 1996; Rousse et al., 1994) that make them
valuable as x-ray sources in time-resolved x-ray-
diffraction and -absorption experiments: (i) they can
provide a wide range of pulse durations, from a few hun-
dred femtoseconds to hundreds of nanoseconds; (ii)
bright x-ray sources can be generated with source sizes
as small as a few microns; and (iii) laser-plasma x-ray
sources can be accurately synchronized with other
events that can be driven, triggered, or stimulated by the
same laser light.

When a high intensity laser is focused onto a solid, the
target absorbs laser energy over a very short distance
(!10 nm). In the heated region, the electron tempera-
ture can reach values of 100–1000 eV depending on la-
ser intensity. At these high temperatures, thermal x rays
at energies above a kilovolt are produced. In addition,
nonlinear mechanisms produce fast electrons which give
rise to bremsstrahlung and K" radiation from the target
bulk. This emission is thought to be very short because,
in principle, fast electrons are produced only during the
laser pulse. The fast electrons have proved to be a con-
venient way of generating x rays in the photon energy
range above one keV (Rousse et al., 1994; Bastiani et al.,
1997; Gauthier, Geindre, et al., 1997, Gauthier, Bastiani,
et al., 1997). In the 1–10 keV energy range, efficient pro-
duction of K" radiation in aluminum, calcium, and iron
has been demonstrated (Rousse et al., 1994). Results are

FIG. 4. Peak spectral brilliance in photons/(100 fs
mrad2 mm2)/(0.1% bandwidth) as a function of photon energy.
Solid lines: synchrotron radiation insertion device (ESRF-
W70); triangles: x-ray-free electron laser; diamonds: synchro-
tron radiation from sliced electron bunches; squares: laser
plasma K-line radiation; crossed square: laser plasma thermal
radiation; circle: Thomson scattering.

22 Rousse et al.: Femtosecond x-ray crystallography
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at 13.7 nm for the first time. This 13 nm region is important because
of its relevance to EUV lithography. At saturation, FLASH delivers
ultrashort pulses with durations as low as 10 fs, and with peak and
average powers of up to 10 GW and 20 mW, respectively (record
values for EUV lasers). FLASH also produces bright emission at
the third harmonic (4.6 nm) and the fifth harmonic (2.75 nm) of
the fundamental mode. The latter wavelength is shorter than any
produced so far by plasma-based X-ray lasers, and it lies well
within the so-called water window where biological systems can be
imaged and analysed in vitro (and potentially in vivo). In addition,
the pulse durations of the harmonics decrease with harmonic
number, so their durations lie in the single-digit femtosecond
range, opening up the possibility of studying deep inner-shell
atomic and molecular dynamics on a subfemtosecond timescale.

RESULTS

PRODUCTION OF ELECTRON BUNCHES

FLASH is a SASE FEL that produces EUV radiation during a single
pass of an electron beam through a long periodic magnetic
undulator7–9. The driving mechanism of a FEL is the radiative
instability of the electron beam due to the collective interaction
of electrons with the electromagnetic field in the undulator24.
The amplification process in SASE FELs starts from the shot
noise in the electron beam. When the electron beam enters the
undulator, the beam modulation at wavelengths close to the
resonance wavelength,

l ¼ lwð1þ K2Þ=ð2g2Þ ð1Þ

initiates the process of radiation emission (here lw is the undulator
period, K ¼ eBwlw/2pmec is the undulator parameter, Bw is
the r.m.s. value of the undulator field, g is the relativistic factor, c
is the velocity of light and me and e are the mass and charge
of the electron, respectively). The interaction between the
electrons oscillating in the undulator and the radiation that they
produce, leads to a periodic longitudinal density modulation
(microbunching) with a period equal to the resonance
wavelength. The radiation emitted by the microbunches is in
phase and adds coherently, leading to an increase in the photon
intensity that further enhances the microbunching. The
amplification process develops exponentially with the undulator
length, and an intensity gain in excess of 107 is obtained in the
saturation regime. At this level, the shot noise of the electron
beam is amplified up to the point at which complete
microbunching is achieved and almost all electrons radiate in
phase, producing powerful, coherent radiation.

A qualitative estimation of the FEL operating parameter space
can be obtained in terms of the FEL parameter r (ref. 25).

r ¼ I

IA

A2
JJ K

2l2
w

32p 2g2s2
?

" #1=3

: ð2Þ

Here I is the beam current, IA ¼ 17 kA is the Alfven current, s?
is the r.m.s transverse size of the electron bunch, and the
coupling factor is AJJ ¼ 1 for a helical undulator and AJJ ¼
[J0(Q) 2 J1(Q)] for a planar undulator, where Q ¼ K2/[2(1 þ
K2)] and J0 and J1 are the Bessel functions of the first kind.
Estimates for the main FEL parameters are as follows: the field gain
length, Lg % lw/(4pr), the FEL efficiency in the saturation regime
is approximately equal to r, the spectral bandwidth
is approximately 2r, and the coherence time is tc % Lgl/(lwc).

The FLASH facility has already been described in detail
elsewhere14. A comprehensive description of specific systems, with
relevant references, is presented in the Supplementary Information,
(Sections 1–3). Figure 2a shows the schematic layout of the
FLASH facility. The electron beam is produced in a radio-
frequency gun and brought up to an energy of 700 MeV by five
accelerating modules ACC1 to ACC5 (ref. 14). At energies of 130
and 380 MeV, the electron bunches are compressed in the bunch
compressors BC1 and BC2. The undulator is a fixed 12-mm gap
permanent magnet device with a period length of 2.73 cm and a
peak magnetic field of 0.47 T. The undulator system is subdivided
into six segments, each 4.5 m long.

The electron beam formation system is based on the use of
nonlinear longitudinal compression. When the bunch is
accelerated off-crest in the accelerating module, the longitudinal
phase space acquires a radio-frequency-induced curvature.
Downstream of each bunch compressor, this distortion results in
a non-gaussian distribution within the bunch and in a local
charge concentration. It is the leading edge of the bunch, with its
high peak current, that is capable of driving the high-intensity
lasing process (Fig. 2). With proper optimization of the
bunch compression system, it is possible to obtain a low
transverse emittance for the high-current spike, which is
absolutely crucial for the production of high-quality FEL
beams. In this regard, it should be noted that collective
effects play a significant role in the bunch compression process
for short pulses. In the high-current part of the bunch, with
r.m.s length sz and peak current I, coherent synchrotron
radiation (CSR) and longitudinal space charge (LSC) effects scale
as I/sz

1/3 and I/sz, respectively. For instance, the LSC-induced
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Moving FELs into the X-ray regime

The LCLS electron accelerator is based on the last kilometre of
the SLAC 3-km-long linac. This remarkable 42-year-old
machine22 uses radiofrequency (RF) fields at 2,856 MHz (S-band)
to accelerate electrons up to 50 GeV, most prominently for high-
energy physics research. The final kilometre of this linac is now
being used to drive the FEL. To create the LCLS, the linac was modi-
fied to include a new high-brightness electron injector at the 2 km
point, and two magnetic bunch compressor chicanes (BC1 and
BC2) were added to increase the peak current of the electron
beam in stages, commensurate with the increasing beam energy.
A new 350-m-long transport line was built at the end of the linac
to deliver the 3.5–15 GeV electrons to the 132-m-long undulator
line, after which the electrons are dumped and the X-ray beam is
transported to the X-ray diagnostics, or one of several experimental
stations. The facility has been designed to allow future expansion
with up to eight undulators and separate X-ray beamlines. The
LCLS layout is shown in Fig. 1.

The new injector23 must produce a very bright electron beam in a
single bunch generated at a rate of up to 120 Hz with a charge of
0.25 nC (an empirically improved operating point that performs
better than the 1-nC design), a peak current of 35 A, and an
r.m.s. energy-normalized emittance of ,1 mm in each transverse
plane. The injector begins with a photocathode RF gun with a
copper cathode illuminated by UV light from a frequency tripled
pulse from an amplified Ti:Sapphire laser system. Uniform spatial
UV shaping is important to generate the low emittance and is
accomplished with a 1.2-mm-diameter over-filled aperture imaged
to the cathode. The (less critical) uniform temporal shaping is
accomplished by stacking two 3-ps-long (FWHM) Gaussian
beams separated by 3 ps.

The pair of new bunch compressors shortens the electron bunch
and thereby magnifies the peak current from the injector by a factor
of !100, for a final peak current of up to 3.5 kA at the end of the
linac. The high peak current is required to efficiently generate and
saturate the shortest X-ray wavelengths. The compressors were
designed to minimize the effects of coherent synchrotron radiation24

(CSR), a process that can degrade the electron beam brightness
during the compression process as the very short electron bunch
begins to radiate coherently in the chicane bend magnets. The
effects of CSR have been measured in both compressors and show
reasonably good agreement with available computer modelling
codes25. The electron bunch length is measured using a transverse
RF S-band deflecting cavity26 (‘TCAV3’ in Fig. 1), which works
like a femtosecond-resolution streak camera for electrons and is
capable of resolving bunch lengths as short as 25 fs FWHM.

A special ‘laser heater’27,28 is located in the injector at 135 MeV
(‘Heater’ in Fig. 1). This unique component adds a small level of
energy spread (!20 keV r.m.s. before bunch compression) to the
electron beam to ‘Landau damp’ a micro-bunching instability
before it potentially breaks up the high-brightness electron beam.
The system modulates the energy of the electron bunch using a
co-propagating IR-laser (758 nm) in a short undulator (0.5 m),
which is enclosed within a four-dipole magnetic chicane. The
energy modulation is immediately smeared by the last two
magnets of the chicane into an uncorrelated energy spread, which
continues to smooth the temporal distribution of the bunch as it
passes through the downstream bunch compressors. The heater is
the first of its kind in a linac-based FEL and has been shown to
be quite effective in suppressing this instability and improving
FEL performance29.

Table 1 | Design and typical measured parameters for both hard (8.3 keV) and soft (0.8–2.0 keV) X-rays. The ‘design’ and
‘hard’ values are shown only at 8.3 keV. Stability levels are measured over a few minutes.

Parameter Design Hard Soft Unit
Electrons

Charge per bunch 1 0.25 0.25 nC
Single bunch repetition rate 120 30 30 Hz
Final linac e2 energy 13.6 13.6 3.5–6.7 GeV
Slice† emittance (injected) 1.2 0.4 0.4 mm
Final projected† emittance 1.5 0.5–1.2 0.5–1.6 mm
Final peak current 3.4 2.5–3.5 0.5–3.5 kA
Timing stability (r.m.s.) 120 50 50 fs
Peak current stability (r.m.s.) 12 8–12 5–10 %

X-rays
FEL gain length 4.4 3.5 !1.5 m
Radiation wavelength 1.5 1.5 6–22 Å
Photons per pulse 2.0 1.0–2.3 10–20 1012

Energy in X-ray pulse 1.5 1.5–3.0 1–2.5 mJ
Peak X-ray power 10 15–40 3–35 GW
Pulse length (FWHM) 200 70–100 70–500 fs
Bandwidth (FWHM) 0.1 0.2–0.5 0.2–1.0 %
Peak brightness (estimated) 8 20 0.3 1032 *
Wavelength stability (r.m.s.) 0.2 0.1 0.2 %
Power stability (r.m.s.) 20 5–12 3–10 %

*Brightness is photons per phase space volume, or photons s21 mm22 mrad22 per 0.1% spectral bandwidth.
†‘Slice’ refers to femtosecond-scale time slices and ‘projected’ to the full time-projected (that is, integrated) emittance of the bunch.
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Figure 1 | LCLS machine layout. Layout from the electron gun to the main dump, with two bunch compressors, BC1 and BC2, and a 132-m-long undulator.
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2009: LCLS first 
achieved lasing at hard 
X-ray wavelengths

(time-integrated) emittance values there vary from 0.5 to 1.2 mm,
most of the emittance growth is thought to be only in the projection
(that is, due to transverse centroid shifts along the bunch). The
time-sliced emittance measured in the injector (0.4 mm) appears
to be well preserved. The figure shows a measured FEL gain

length of 3.5 m and a saturation length of 60 m (2/3 of the 90-m
design value), consistent with simulation results where the slice
emittance is taken as 0.4 mm. The FEL gain length at soft X-ray
wavelengths (15 Å) is measured to be !1.6 m (ref. 36).

To estimate the total FEL energy in the X-ray pulse, the electron
energy loss across the undulator is measured by observing changes
of the vertical electron beam position in the dump line after the ver-
tical bend magnets (see Fig. 1), where the momentum dispersion is
large. In addition to the FEL process, broadband spontaneous radi-
ation and vacuum chamber wakefields can contribute to energy loss
in the undulator. However, these non-FEL effects can be isolated by
exciting a large horizontal betatron oscillation in the undulator to
suppress the FEL interaction, allowing the FEL-induced energy
loss to be precisely determined. This measured average energy loss
per electron, multiplied by the electron bunch charge, yields the
total energy in the FEL X-ray pulse. Using this method, we consist-
ently measure X-ray pulse energies from 1 to 3 mJ with ,5% r.m.s.
precision for the nominal 250-pC bunch charge throughout the
entire operating wavelength range. This electron-based X-ray energy
measurement is also used to calibrate the gas detectors, which
measure the relative X-ray pulse energy on each pulse (see below).

Owing to the exceptional electron beam quality and feedback
controls, the electron bunch length can easily be varied during
FEL operation, especially with soft X-rays (22 to 6 Å). Figure 5
shows the measured X-ray pulse energy at 6 Å (2 keV photon
energy) as a function of the electron bunch length (FWHM) over
the range between 70 and 350 fs (corresponding to a peak current
variation of 3.5–0.7 kA). The X-ray pulse energy increases with
bunch length, probably due to reduced collective effects in the
bunch compressors and undulator, but rolls off above 250 fs,
because the peak current also drops. To estimate the X-ray peak
power, we divide the X-ray pulse energy by the X-ray pulse length,
which is assumed to be the same as the measured electron bunch
length. Figure 5 shows that the X-ray peak power is increased with
a shorter pulse length, even where the total pulse energy decreases.

To reach exceptionally short pulse durations, the LCLS has added
a low-charge operating mode (20 pC). The reduced bunch charge
provides even better transverse emittance from the gun and also
mitigates collective effects in the accelerator, allowing for extreme
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
4.1 SASE power spectral density 

A typical single-shot spectrum of the SASE FEL beam operating at 150 pC bunch charge with optimal compression is 
shown in Figure 3, where the projection in the non-dispersion direction of a single-shot spectrograph measured by with 
the Si (111) spectrometer was plotted, clearly showing the characteristic SASE spectra of large number of spikes of 
varying width and magnitude. The single-shot spectra fluctuated in both the distribution of the spikes and the center of 
the distribution on a shot-to-shot basis, consistent with the predicted spectral properties by theoretical treatment and 
numerical simulations. Finer details of the spikes were revealed in the spectra measured by a simultaneous Si (333) setup 
(data not shown).  The stochastic nature of the single-shot spectra similar to that of Figure 3 can be used to study the 
statistical properties of the SASE FEL in the spectral domain. The projection was a simple integration along the beam 
footprint perpendicular to the curvature of the spectrometer crystal, leading to an enhancement of the signal-to-noise 
ratio, which in principle was not necessary, and could smear the resolution if a spatial chirp was present. In fact, the two-
dimensional spectrograph provides a way for studying the spatial chirp often present in the direction of the dispersive 
electron optics in the accelerator system, i.e., the horizontal direction in the particular case of the LCLS. The energy 
scale was calculated based on a calibration of the spatial dispersion of the spectrometer discussed below. 

 
Figure 3. A typical single-shot hard X-ray spectrum of the LCLS SASE FEL at an average energy of 9500 eV using the Si (111) 
reflection. The FEL was operating with 150 pC bunch charge with optimal compression. The observed spiky nature was predicted by 
theoretical treatment of the FEL lasing process as well as numerical simulations. More details in the random structure were revealed 
with a high resolution setup using the Si (333) (data not shown). 

 

4.2 Calibration of the spatial dispersion 

The bent crystal creates a linear dispersion of the polychromatic incident collimated FEL X-rays that provided a unique 
mapping between the outgoing directions of the reflected X-rays, e.g., the position on a pixelated sensor and their 
energies, as given by: 
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What is an XFEL going to be good at ?
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What types of experiments are XFELs good at ?

Only three* types of experiments benefit from the high peak flux from an 
XFEL: 

1. Single-shot experiments that need lots of photons in a short pulse 
2. Pump-probe measurements where the short pulse allows measurement of 
fast dynamics 
3. Nonlinear X-ray experiments that depend nonlinearly on the number of 
incident X-ray photons

XFELS are defined by lots of photons in a very short pulse but the average flux 
isn’t that different from a 3rd-generation synchrotron

Not all experiments are going to automatically be better at an XFEL

*I’m ignoring the transverse coherence properties
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How is this relevant to biology ?
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Serial Femtosecond Crystallography (SFX)

photon energy of the X-ray pulses was 1.8 keV (6.9-Å wavelength), with
more than 1012 photons per pulse at the sample and pulse durations of
10, 70, and 200 fs (ref. 13). An X-ray fluence of 900 J cm22 was achieved
by focusing the FEL beam to a full-width at half-maximum of 7mm,
corresponding to a sample dose of up to 700 MGy per pulse (calculated

using the program RADDOSE14) and a peak power density in excess of
1016 W cm22 at 70-fs duration. In contrast, the typical tolerable dose in
conventional X-ray experiments is only about 30 MGy (ref. 1). A single
LCLS X-ray pulse destroys any solid material placed in this focus, but
the stream replenishes the vaporized sample before the next pulse.

The front detector module, located close to the interaction region,
recorded high-angle diffraction to a resolution of 8.5 Å, whereas the
rear module intersected diffraction at resolutions in the range of 4,000
to 100 Å. We observed diffraction from crystals smaller than ten unit
cells on a side, as determined by examining the data recorded on the
rear pnCCDs (Fig. 2). A crystal with a side length of N unit cells gives
rise to diffraction features that are finer by a factor of 1/N than the
Bragg spacing (that is, with N 2 2 fringes between neighbouring Bragg
peaks), providing a simple way to determine the projected size of the
nanocrystal. Images of crystal shapes obtained using an iterative phase
retrieval method15,16 are shown in Fig. 2. The 3D Fourier transform of
the crystal shape is repeated on every reciprocal lattice point. However,
the diffraction condition for lattice points is usually not exactly satisfied,
so each recorded Bragg spot represents a particular ‘slice’ of the Ewald
sphere through the shape transform, giving a variety of Bragg spot
profiles in a pattern; these are apparent in Fig. 2. The sum of counts
in each Bragg spot underestimates the underlying structure factor
square modulus, representing a partial reflection.

Figure 3a shows strong single-crystal diffraction to the highest
angles of the front detector. The nanocrystal shape transform is also
apparent in many patterns at the high angles detected by the front
detector, giving significant measured intensities between Bragg peaks
as is noticeable in Supplementary Fig. 3a. These mid-Bragg intensities
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Figure 2 | Coherent crystal diffraction. Low-angle diffraction patterns
recorded on the rear pnCCDs, revealing coherent diffraction from the structure
of the photosystem I nanocrystals, shown using a logarithmic, false-colour
scale. The Miller indices of the peaks in a were identified from the

corresponding high-angle pattern. In c we count seven fringes in the b*
direction, corresponding to nine unit cells, or 250 nm. Insets, real-space images
of the nanocrystal, determined by phase retrieval (using the Shrinkwrap
algorithm15) of the circled coherent Bragg shape transform.

LCLS X-ray pulses 

Liquid jet

Interaction 
point

Rear pnCCD
(z = 564 mm)

Front pnCCD
(z = 68 mm)

200 μm

Figure 1 | Femtosecond nanocrystallography. Nanocrystals flow in their
buffer solution in a gas-focused, 4-mm-diameter jet at a velocity of 10 m s21

perpendicular to the pulsed X-ray FEL beam that is focused on the jet. Inset,
environmental scanning electron micrograph of the nozzle, flowing jet and
focusing gas30. Two pairs of high-frame-rate pnCCD detectors12 record low-
and high-angle diffraction from single X-ray FEL pulses, at the FEL repetition
rate of 30 Hz. Crystals arrive at random times and orientations in the beam, and
the probability of hitting one is proportional to the crystal concentration.
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sioning of theLCLSCoherentX-ray Imaging (CXI)
instrument (10). The CXI instrument provides
hard x-ray pulses suitable for high-resolution crys-
tallography and is equipped with Cornell-SLAC
Pixel Array Detectors (CSPADs), consisting of
64 tiles of 192 pixels by 185 pixels each, arranged
as shown in Fig. 1 and figs. S1 andS2. TheCSPAD
supports the 120-Hz readout rate required to mea-
sure each x-ray pulse from LCLS (11, 12).

Here, we describe SFX experiments per-
formed at CXI analyzing the structure of hen

egg-white lysozyme (HEWL) as a model
system by using microcrystals of about 1 mm
by 1 mm by 3 mm (4, 11). HEWL is an extremely
well-characterized protein that crystallizes eas-
ily. It was the first enzyme to have its structure
determined by x-ray diffraction (13) and has
since been thoroughly characterized to very high
resolution (14). Lysozyme has served as a model
system for many investigations, including radia-
tion damage studies. This makes it an ideal sys-
tem for the development of the SFX technique.

Microcrystals of HEWL in random orientation
were exposed to single 9.4-keV (1.32 Å) x-ray
pulses of 5- or 40-fs duration focused to 10 mm2 at
the interaction point (Fig. 1). The average 40-fs
pulse energy at the sample was 600 mJ per pulse,
corresponding to an average dose of 33 MGy de-
posited in each crystal. This dose level represents
the classical limit for damage using cryogenically
cooled crystals (15). The average 5-fs pulse energy
was 53 mJ. The SFX-derived data were compared
to low-dose data sets collected at room temper-
ature by using similarly prepared larger crystals
(11). This benchmarks the technique with a well-
characterized model system.

We collected about 1.5million individual “snap-
shot” diffraction patterns for 40-fs duration pulses
at the LCLS repetition rate of 120 Hz using the
CSPAD. About 4.5% of the patterns were clas-
sified as crystal hits, 18.4% ofwhichwere indexed
and integrated with the CrystFEL software (14)
showing excellent statistics to 1.9 Å resolution
(Table 1 and table S1). In addition, 2 million
diffraction patterns were collected by using x-ray
pulses of 5-fs duration, with a 2.0% hit rate and
a 26.3% indexing rate, yielding 10,575 indexed
patterns. The structure, partially shown in Fig. 2A,
was determined by molecular replacement [using
Protein Data Bank (PDB) entry 1VDS] and using
the 40-fs SFXdata. No significant differenceswere
observed in an Fobs(40 fs) – Fobs (synchrotron)
difference electron density map (Fig. 2B). The
electron density map shows features that were
not part of the model (different conformations of
amino acids and water molecules) and shows no

Table 1. SFX and synchrotron data and refinement statistics. Highest
resolution shells are 2.0 to 1.9 Å. Rsplit is as defined in (16): Rsplit ¼
!

1ffiffi
2

p
#
⋅

∑
hkl

jIevenhkl − Ioddhkl j
1
2∑hkl

jIevenhkl þ Ioddhkl j
. SLS room temperature (RT) data 3 statistics are from

XDS (20). B factors were calculated with TRUNCATE (21). R and rmsd values
were calculated with PHENIX (22). n.a., not applicable. The diffraction pat-
terns have been deposited with the Coherent X-ray Imaging Data Bank,
cxidb.org (accession code ID-17).

Parameter 40-fs pulses 5-fs pulses SLS RT data 3

Wavelength 1.32 Å 1.32 Å 0.9997 Å
X-ray focus (mm2) ~10 ~10 ~100 × 100
Pulse energy/fluence at sample 600 mJ/4 × 1011 photons per pulse 53 mJ/3.5 ×1010 photons per pulse n.a./2.5 × 1010 photons/s
Dose (MGy) 33.0 per crystal 2.9 per crystal 0.024 total
Dose rate (Gy/s) 8.3 × 1020 5.8 × 1020 9.6 × 102

Space group P43212 P43212 P43212
Unit cell length (Å), a = b = g = 90° a = b =79, c = 38 a = b = 79, c = 38 a = b = 79.2, c = 38.1
Oscillation range/exposure time Still exp./40 fs* Still exp./5 fs* 1.0°/0.25 s
No. collected diffraction images 1,471,615 1,997,712 100
No. of hits/indexed images 66,442/12,247 40,115/10,575 n.a./100
Number of reflections n.a. n.a. 70,960
Number of unique reflections 9921 9743 9297
Resolution limits (Å) 35.3–1.9 35.3–1.9 35.4–1.9
Completeness 98.3% (96.6%) 98.2% (91.2%) 92.6% (95.1%)
I/s(I) 7.4 (2.8) 7.3 (3.1) 18.24 (5.3)
Rsplit 0.158 0.159 n.a.
Rmerge n.a. n.a. 0.075 (0.332)
Wilson B factor 28.3 Å2 28.5 Å2 19.4 Å2

R-factor/R-free 0.196/0.229 0.189/0.227 0.166/0.200
Rmsd bonds, Rmsd angles 0.006 Å, 1.00° 0.006 Å, 1.03° 0.007 Å, 1.05°
PDB code 4ET8 4ET9 4ETC
*Electron bunch length

Fig. 1. Experimental geometry for SFX at the CXI instrument. Single-pulse diffraction patterns from
single crystals flowing in a liquid jet are recorded on a CSPAD at the 120-Hz repetition rate of LCLS. Each
pulse was focused at the interaction point by using 9.4-keV x-rays. The sample-to-detector distance (z) was
93 mm.
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discernible signs of radiation damage. Also, when
the data were phased with molecular replace-
ment by using the turkey lysozyme structure as a
search model (PDB code 1LJN), the differences
between the two proteins were immediately ob-
vious from the maps (fig. S3).

Even though the underlying radiation dam-
age processes differ because of the different time
scales of the experiments using an XFEL and a
synchrotron or rotating anode (femtoseconds ver-
sus seconds or hours), no features related to ra-
diation damage are observed in difference maps
calculated between the SFX and the low-dose
synchrotron data (Fig. 2B). In addition to local
structural changes, metrics like I/I0 [the ratio
of measured intensities (I) to the ideal calcu-
lated intensities (I0)] and the Wilson B factor are
most often used to characterize global radiation
damage in protein crystallography (17). I/I0 is
not applicable to the SFX data. However, the
Wilson B factors of both SFX data sets show
values typical for room-temperature data sets and
do not differ significantly from those obtained
from synchrotron and rotating anode data sets
collected with different doses, using similarly
grown larger crystals kept at room temperature
and fully immersed in solution (11) (Table
1 and table S1). The R factors calculated be-
tween all collected data sets do not show a dose-
dependent increase (fig. S4). However, higher
R factors are observed for the SFX data, indi-
cating a systematic difference. This is not caused
by nonconvergence of the Monte Carlo integra-
tion, because scaling the 40- and 5-fs data to-
gether does not affect the scaling behavior.
Besides non-isomorphism or radiation damage,
possible explanations for this difference could
include suboptimal treatment of weak reflections,
the difficulties associated with processing still
diffraction images, and other SFX-specific steps
in the method. SFX is an emerging technique,
and data processing algorithms, detectors, and

data collection methods are under continuous
development.

A simple consideration shows the attainable
velocities of atoms in the sample depend on the
deposited x-ray energy versus the inertia of those
atoms: 〈v〉 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3kBT=m

p
, wherem is the mass of

a carbon atom, for example, T is temperature, and
kB is Boltzmann’s constant. For an impulse ab-
sorption of energy at the doses of our LCLS
measurements, we predict average velocities less
than 10 Å/ps, which gives negligible displace-
ment during the FEL pulses. On the time scale
of femtoseconds, radiation damage is primarily
caused by impulsive rearrangement of atoms and
electron density rather than the relatively slow-
processes of chemical bond breaking typical in
conventional crystallography using much lon-
ger exposures at much lower dose rates (the dose
rate in this experiment was about 0.75 MGy per
femtosecond).

Neither the SFX electron density maps nor
the Wilson B factors suggest obvious signs of
significant radiation damage. Very short pulses
(5-fs electron bunch) are not expected to produce
observable damage, according to simulations (3).
Furthermore, it has been reported that the actual
x-ray pulses are shorter than the electron bunches
for XFELs, making the pulse duration possibly
shorter than the relevant Auger decays (18). The
agreement between the SFX results using 40-fs
pulses and 5-fs pulses suggests similar damage
characteristics for the two pulse durations on
the basis of the available data. Our results dem-
onstrate that under the exposure conditions used,
SFX yields high-quality data suitable for struc-
tural determination. SFX reduces the require-
ments on crystal size and therefore the method is
of immediate relevance for the large group of
difficult-to-crystallize molecules, establishing
SFX as a very valuable high-resolution comple-
ment to existing macromolecular crystallogra-
phy techniques.
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Fig. 2. (A) Final, refined 2mFobs – DFcalc (1.5s) electron density map (17) of lysozyme at 1.9 Å resolution
calculated from 40-fs pulse data. (B) Fobs(40 fs) – Fobs (synchrotron) difference Fourier map, contoured at
+3 s (green) and –3 s (red). No interpretable features are apparent. The synchrotron data set was
collected with a radiation dose of 24 kGy.
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oversample the molecular transform, providing a potential route to
phasing of the pattern17,18.

In conventional crystallography, the ‘full’ Bragg reflection is deter-
mined to high precision, for example by integrating counts as the
crystal is rotated such that these reflections pass through the diffrac-
tion condition. By indexing individual patterns and then summing
counts in all partial reflections for each index, we performed a
Monte Carlo integration over the reciprocal-space volume of the
Bragg reflection and the distribution of crystal shapes and orientations
and variations in the X-ray pulse fluence. The result of this procedure
converges to the square of the structure factor moduli18. We found that
over 13% of diffraction patterns with ten or more spots could be
consistently indexed using the programs MOSFLM19 and DirAx20

(Methods). Merged intensities at 70-fs pulse duration are presented
as a precession-style image of the [001]-zone axis in Fig. 3b (see also
Supplementary Figs 3 and 4). We tested the reliability of this approach
by comparing the LCLS merged data with data collected at 100 K with
12.4-keV synchrotron radiation from a single crystal of photosystem I
cryopreserved in 2 M sucrose. These data sets show good agreement,
with a difference metric, Riso, of 22.1% computed over the entire reso-
lution range and of less than 13% in the middle resolution shells; see
Supplementary Table 1 for detailed statistics.

To complete our proof of principle, we conducted a rigid-body
refinement of the published photosystem I structure (Protein Data
Bank ID, 1JB0) against the nanocrystal structure factors, yielding
R/Rfree 5 0.25/0.23. A representative region of the 2mFo 2 DFc elec-
tron density map at 8.5 Å (Methods) from the LCLS data set is shown
in Fig. 3c. This map shows the details expected at this resolution,
including transmembrane helices, membrane extrinsic features and
some loop structures. For comparison, the electron density refined
from the 12.4-keV, single-crystal data set truncated to a resolution of
8.5 Å is given in Fig. 3d.

The dose of 700 MGy corresponds to a K-shell photoabsorption of
3% of all carbon atoms in the protein. This energy is subsequently

released by photoionization and Auger decay, followed by a cascade
of lower-energy electrons caused by secondary ionizations, taking
place on the 10–100-fs timescale21. Using a model of the plasma
dynamics22,23, we calculated that by the end of a 100-fs pulse each atom
of the crystal was ionized once, on average, and that motion of nuclei
had begun. This is expected to give rise to a decrease in Bragg ampli-
tudes, similar to an increase in a Debye–Waller temperature factor24.
We studied the effects of the initial ionization damage on the diffrac-
tion of photosystem I nanocrystals by collecting a series of data sets at
pulse durations of 10, 70 and 200 fs. The 10-fs pulses were produced
with lower pulse energy: ,10% of the total number of photons of the
longer pulses13, or a 70-MGy dose. Plots of the scattering strength of
the crystals versus resolution, generated by selecting and summing
Bragg spots from more than 66,000 patterns for each of the three pulse
durations measured, are shown in Fig. 4. The 10- and 70-fs traces are
very similar, indicating that these pulses are short enough to overcome
radiation damage at the observed resolution, 8.5 Å. For 200-fs pulses,
there is a decrease in scattering strength at resolutions beyond 25 Å,
indicating disordering on this longer timescale. The highest-resolution
Bragg peaks for the 200-fs pulses were not broadened or shifted relative
to the short-duration data sets, which indicates there was no strain or
expansion of the lattice, respectively.

Our next step is to improve resolution by using shorter-wavelength
X-rays. Resolution may ultimately be limited by X-ray pulse fluence,
the ultrafast radiation damage and the intrinsic disorder within the
nanocrystals themselves. Recent experiments21 at LCLS indicate a brief
saturation of the X-ray photoabsorption of atoms in a tightly focused
pulse, resulting in a decrease in photoionization damage on a 20-fs
timescale without a reduction in the scattering cross-sections that give
rise to the diffraction pattern22. Planned beamlines at LCLS aim to
achieve up to a 105-fold increase in pulse irradiance by tighter focusing,
allowing data collection with low-fluence, 10-fs pulses or pulses of even
shorter duration25. This provides a route to further reducing radiation
damage and may allow measurements on even smaller nanocrystals,
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Figure 3 | Diffraction intensities and electron density of photosystem I.
a, Diffraction pattern recorded on the front pnCCDs with a single 70-fs pulse
after background subtraction and correction of saturated pixels. Some peaks are
labelled with their Miller indices. The resolution in the lower detector corner is
8.5 Å. b, Precession-style pattern of the [001] zone for photosystem I, obtained
from merging femtosecond nanocrystal data from over 15,000 nanocrystal

patterns, displayed on the linear colour scale shown on the right. c, d, Region of
the 2mFo 2 DFc electron density map at 1.0s (purple mesh), calculated from
the 70-fs data (c) and from conventional synchrotron data truncated at a
resolution of 8.5 Å and collected at a temperature of 100 K (d) (Methods). The
refined model is depicted in yellow.
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(hereafter called ‘the oxidized state’) (Supplementary Note). The 
O2-reduction site of CcO10 is composed of heme a3 iron (Fea3) 
and copper (CuB) sites as well as a putative peroxide ligand in the 
oxidized state in the purified preparation used in this study11. 
X-ray irradiation reduces the peroxide ligand to give a hydrox-
ide bound state (Fea33+-OH−, CuB2+-OH−), resulting in a longer 
interatomic distance between the peroxide oxygen atoms than is 
found in a typical peroxide molecule11.

We collected 1,396 still diffraction images, each rotated by a step 
of 0.1°, from 76 crystals of CcO at 100 K, each with a maximum 
width and thickness of 500 m and 100 m, respectively. The 
crystal rotation step of 0.1° was less than one-third of the average 
crystal mosaicity of 0.35°. The radiation dose was 9.9 MGy and 
was approximately the same for each exposure. The time between 
shots was 5 s according to the readout time of the detector. 1,107 
images were processed and scaled together using MOSFLM12 and 
SCALA13 (Supplementary Table 1). The sequential still diffrac-
tion images, covering an angular range of approximately 1.5° on 
average (the maximum and minimum were approximately 10° 
and 0.5°, respectively) were collected from one crystal. The Rmerge 
and Rpim (ref. 14) of the 1.9-Å diffraction data were 24.3% and 
13.7%, respectively.

We evaluated radiation damage to the peroxide ligand as follows  
(Online Methods). An Fo − Fc map calculated with the phases 
obtained by the refinement, performed without any atoms present 
between Fea3 and CuB, possessed an elongated electron density 
shape (Fig. 2a). This is consistent with two oxygen atoms of a 
peroxide anion. The peak height of the water molecule bound to 
the O  of Tyr244 in the Fo − Fc map (Fig. 2a), which increases 
along with the reduction of the peroxide ligand, is a reliable  
and sensitive way to determine the radiation damage to a peroxide  

ligand11. The refined structure without the peroxide ligand 
obtained using XFEL radiation had a water peak (38% of the  
single water molecule) and intensity virtually identical to that 
of cyanide-bound oxidized CcO (37%). The water peak was 
most likely due to spontaneously introduced exogenous water 
molecules, as cyanide completely removes the bound peroxide. 
We compared our XFEL result to data collected on standard 
(BL44XU/SPring-8) and microfocus (BL32XU/SPring-8) syn-
chrotron beamlines. The observed XFEL peak was clearly weaker 
than the intensities observed in the data obtained at BL44XU/
SPring-8 (62%) and BL32XU/SPring-8 (43%) (Supplementary 
Table 2). The water-peak intensity clearly indicated the absence 
of any radiation damage to the bound peroxide ligand using our 
new XFEL-based method.

During structure model refinement without any restraint condi-
tions on the peroxide oxygen atoms, the O-O distance converged 
to 1.75 Å. It was the shortest relative to those refined against 
the data collected at beamlines of BL44XU/SPring-8 in previous  
work11 (1.90 Å) and BL32XU/SPring-8 (1.81 Å). We refined 
six structural models with different O-O distances constrained  
to 1.20 Å, 1.30 Å, 1.40 Å, 1.50 Å, 1.60 Å and 1.70 Å, and we  
evaluated their structures in terms of the residual electron density 
of their Fo − Fc maps (Supplementary Fig. 1), as in the previous  
study11. Shortening the O-O distance increased the intensity 
of a residual peak close to CuB and near the peroxide, whereas  
a higher peak, located just next to the bond between the two  
oxygen atoms of the peroxide, appeared upon elongation of the  
O-O distance. The convergence point for the appearance of  
the two different residual densities with an increase in the O-O  
distance was between 1.50 Å and 1.60 Å for the XFEL data, 
whereas it was 1.70 Å and 1.65 Å for the data obtained at BL44XU/
SPring-8 (ref. 11) and BL32XU/SPring-8, respectively. These 
results showed that the reduction of the peroxide was minimized 
by using XFEL femtosecond pulses.
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Figure 1 | Schematic of the data collection approach using femtosecond 
crystallography at SACLA. (a) Experimental setup for femtosecond 
crystallography characterized by the combined usage of a large crystal and 
femtosecond XFEL pulses. The distance between each irradiation point 
was set to 50 m in the horizontal direction for any rotation angle. The 
vertical step size was varied depending on the rotation angle so as to 
maintain a 50- m distance between two neighboring beam footprints. 
(b) Propagation of the radiation damage on the CcO crystal. Shown is the 
variation in the number of diffraction spots observed along the vertical 
direction, as defined in Figure 1a. The blue and red curves were measured 
with sufficiently attenuated XFEL pulses before and after a non-attenuated 
XFEL pulse irradiation (at 0 m), respectively.
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Figure 2 | The O2-reduction site free of radiation damage. (a) Fo – Fc map 
in stereo at 1.9-Å resolution for the XFEL data. Electron density cages at 
the 3  level ( /0.041 e−/Å3) are depicted along with the structural model 
of the O2-reduction site, including the Fea3 (red) and CuB (blue) atoms 
and the oxygen atoms (cyan) of the two water molecules. The two water 
molecules 705 and 723 were not included in the structural refinements in 
order to compare the electron densities with the electron density between 
Fea3 and CuB as well as the electron density near Tyr244 O . The peak 
height of both water molecules is 9.0 , and the peak height near Tyr244 
is 3.4 . (b) Diagram of ligand binding. A stick model of the O2-reduction 
site with a major component (95%; thick stick) and a minor component 
(5%; thin stick) of peroxide anions, both with an O-O distance of 1.55 Å.  
The colors used to designate the atom species are the same as in a.  
The numerical values indicated between the metal atoms and the oxygen 
atoms of the peroxide anions represent the distance in angstroms.

SFX Highlight: High-resolution damage-free measurements

with

g(q;T) = 1
T

!T

0
exp(−4p2q2s2(t)) dt (2)

for a detector pixel solid angle DV, and where re is the classical elec-
tron radius, P is the polarization factor, and F(q) is the structure
factor of the room-temperature nanocrystal (with an implicit
Debye–Waller term due to the initial displacements of the atoms
from perfect lattice positions). The dimensionless dynamic disorder
factor g(q; T) gives the change in signal relative to the undisturbed
sample for pulses of irradiance I0 and duration T.

As can be seen from equations (1) and (2) and Fig. 2b, as time pro-
gresses during the pulse, the Bragg diffraction effectively terminates
when the r.m.s. displacement exceeds 1/(2pq)¼ d/(2p), where d
is the ‘interplanar spacing’ of that Bragg peak. Higher-resolution
peaks turn off sooner, leading to lower counts accumulated on the
detector (Fig. 3a). For the derived t3 dependence of s2(t), the
turn-off time of a Bragg peak is estimated as toff¼ (2pqsT)22/3T,
where sT¼ s(T) is the r.m.s. atomic displacement at the end of
the pulse. Indeed, from equation (2) the disorder factor g(q; T)
tends towards

g(q;T) ≈ G(4/3) toff

T
≈ G(4/3)

(2pqsT )2/3 (3)

for pulse durations T . toff and where G is the gamma function.
Given high enough pulse irradiance I0, scattering will be observed,
even for pulses of longer duration than the explosion dynamics.
For example, the Cretin calculations predict an r.m.s. atomic dis-
placement of #0.25 nm by the end of a 40 fs pulse at an irradiance
of 1 × 1017 W cm22 for a homogeneous protein object (Fig. 2b). In
this case, the accumulated Bragg signal at a resolution of 1 nm (green
line in Fig. 3a) will be #60% of the undisturbed signal (dashed black
line) after 40 fs, as contributed by approximately the first 30 fs of the
pulse, while at the end of a 150-fs-duration pulse of the same irradiance
the peaks at 1 nm resolution will have accumulated only 25% of the
possible undisturbed signal.

We measured the effect of Bragg termination over a wide resol-
ution range, and as a function of pulse duration, by forming
‘virtual powder diffraction’ patterns. An example of such a
powder pattern is shown in Fig. 4a, obtained by summing 3,792
single-pulse single-crystal patterns acquired with pulses of 300 fs
duration. By averaging these patterns over shells of q, we obtain
measures of I(q; T) (Fig. 4b). As with conventional powder diffrac-
tion, these measurements are averaged over crystal shapes, orien-
tations, wavelength spread and beam divergence (0.1% and
0.5 mrad, respectively, in this case). Various pulse durations
between nominal values of 70 fs and 300 fs were achieved by
varying the compression of the free-electron laser electron pulses,
which keeps the pulse fluence I0T approximately constant.
Previous work has indicated that pulses below 100 fs may have
less than half the nominal duration20.

The effect of overall Bragg termination can be isolated from
other contributions in equation (1), such as the structure factors
F(q) and the initial room-temperature Debye–Waller factor, by
taking the ratio of I(q; T) to the shortest, least damaging duration,
I(q; T¼ ‘70 fs’). These ratios are plotted versus q in Fig. 4c,
showing that the relative Bragg diffraction efficiency at higher
scattering angles is diminished as pulse duration increases.
Dashed lines are from Cretin calculations matching the experimen-
tal conditions, but assuming the shortest pulses have 40 fs duration
and all others follow their nominal values (see Supplementary
Information). We expect from equation (3) that the ratios of
I(q; T) are independent of q when T . toff , which is indeed the
case for q . 0.75 nm21. In this regime, and for constant pulse

fluence I0T, the ratios are equal to the ratio of relative turn-off
times of the pulses, toff/T. At 300 fs, the 1 nm resolution Bragg
signal therefore originates from #0.25 of the contribution compared
with 40 fs pulses, which themselves contribute g(q; T)¼ 0.6 (for a
turn-off time of #0.25 × 300 fs× 0.6¼ 50 fs at this lower irradiance).
As the pulse irradiance is increased, the turn-off time toff becomes
shorter. However, we find from simulations that sT

2 depends linearly
on I0, whereby, from equation (3) the Bragg counts are proportional
to I0toff/ I0

2/3. In other words, the highest signals are achieved with
the highest irradiance pulses, and structure factors can be corrected
for Bragg peak termination using the observed pulse-length depen-
dence. Comparison of the dynamic disorder factor g(q; T) with
conventional Debye–Waller scaling shows appreciable differences
for long pulse lengths (Fig. 3d).

Future experiments will be carried out at shorter wavelengths
to access atomic resolution. The photoabsorption cross-sections
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however, accumulation of counts into higher-resolution peaks ends as crystal
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discernible signs of radiation damage. Also, when
the data were phased with molecular replace-
ment by using the turkey lysozyme structure as a
search model (PDB code 1LJN), the differences
between the two proteins were immediately ob-
vious from the maps (fig. S3).

Even though the underlying radiation dam-
age processes differ because of the different time
scales of the experiments using an XFEL and a
synchrotron or rotating anode (femtoseconds ver-
sus seconds or hours), no features related to ra-
diation damage are observed in difference maps
calculated between the SFX and the low-dose
synchrotron data (Fig. 2B). In addition to local
structural changes, metrics like I/I0 [the ratio
of measured intensities (I) to the ideal calcu-
lated intensities (I0)] and the Wilson B factor are
most often used to characterize global radiation
damage in protein crystallography (17). I/I0 is
not applicable to the SFX data. However, the
Wilson B factors of both SFX data sets show
values typical for room-temperature data sets and
do not differ significantly from those obtained
from synchrotron and rotating anode data sets
collected with different doses, using similarly
grown larger crystals kept at room temperature
and fully immersed in solution (11) (Table
1 and table S1). The R factors calculated be-
tween all collected data sets do not show a dose-
dependent increase (fig. S4). However, higher
R factors are observed for the SFX data, indi-
cating a systematic difference. This is not caused
by nonconvergence of the Monte Carlo integra-
tion, because scaling the 40- and 5-fs data to-
gether does not affect the scaling behavior.
Besides non-isomorphism or radiation damage,
possible explanations for this difference could
include suboptimal treatment of weak reflections,
the difficulties associated with processing still
diffraction images, and other SFX-specific steps
in the method. SFX is an emerging technique,
and data processing algorithms, detectors, and

data collection methods are under continuous
development.

A simple consideration shows the attainable
velocities of atoms in the sample depend on the
deposited x-ray energy versus the inertia of those
atoms: 〈v〉 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3kBT=m

p
, wherem is the mass of

a carbon atom, for example, T is temperature, and
kB is Boltzmann’s constant. For an impulse ab-
sorption of energy at the doses of our LCLS
measurements, we predict average velocities less
than 10 Å/ps, which gives negligible displace-
ment during the FEL pulses. On the time scale
of femtoseconds, radiation damage is primarily
caused by impulsive rearrangement of atoms and
electron density rather than the relatively slow-
processes of chemical bond breaking typical in
conventional crystallography using much lon-
ger exposures at much lower dose rates (the dose
rate in this experiment was about 0.75 MGy per
femtosecond).

Neither the SFX electron density maps nor
the Wilson B factors suggest obvious signs of
significant radiation damage. Very short pulses
(5-fs electron bunch) are not expected to produce
observable damage, according to simulations (3).
Furthermore, it has been reported that the actual
x-ray pulses are shorter than the electron bunches
for XFELs, making the pulse duration possibly
shorter than the relevant Auger decays (18). The
agreement between the SFX results using 40-fs
pulses and 5-fs pulses suggests similar damage
characteristics for the two pulse durations on
the basis of the available data. Our results dem-
onstrate that under the exposure conditions used,
SFX yields high-quality data suitable for struc-
tural determination. SFX reduces the require-
ments on crystal size and therefore the method is
of immediate relevance for the large group of
difficult-to-crystallize molecules, establishing
SFX as a very valuable high-resolution comple-
ment to existing macromolecular crystallogra-
phy techniques.
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Fig. 2. (A) Final, refined 2mFobs – DFcalc (1.5s) electron density map (17) of lysozyme at 1.9 Å resolution
calculated from 40-fs pulse data. (B) Fobs(40 fs) – Fobs (synchrotron) difference Fourier map, contoured at
+3 s (green) and –3 s (red). No interpretable features are apparent. The synchrotron data set was
collected with a radiation dose of 24 kGy.
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(hereafter called ‘the oxidized state’) (Supplementary Note). The 
O2-reduction site of CcO10 is composed of heme a3 iron (Fea3) 
and copper (CuB) sites as well as a putative peroxide ligand in the 
oxidized state in the purified preparation used in this study11. 
X-ray irradiation reduces the peroxide ligand to give a hydrox-
ide bound state (Fea33+-OH−, CuB2+-OH−), resulting in a longer 
interatomic distance between the peroxide oxygen atoms than is 
found in a typical peroxide molecule11.

We collected 1,396 still diffraction images, each rotated by a step 
of 0.1°, from 76 crystals of CcO at 100 K, each with a maximum 
width and thickness of 500 m and 100 m, respectively. The 
crystal rotation step of 0.1° was less than one-third of the average 
crystal mosaicity of 0.35°. The radiation dose was 9.9 MGy and 
was approximately the same for each exposure. The time between 
shots was 5 s according to the readout time of the detector. 1,107 
images were processed and scaled together using MOSFLM12 and 
SCALA13 (Supplementary Table 1). The sequential still diffrac-
tion images, covering an angular range of approximately 1.5° on 
average (the maximum and minimum were approximately 10° 
and 0.5°, respectively) were collected from one crystal. The Rmerge 
and Rpim (ref. 14) of the 1.9-Å diffraction data were 24.3% and 
13.7%, respectively.

We evaluated radiation damage to the peroxide ligand as follows  
(Online Methods). An Fo − Fc map calculated with the phases 
obtained by the refinement, performed without any atoms present 
between Fea3 and CuB, possessed an elongated electron density 
shape (Fig. 2a). This is consistent with two oxygen atoms of a 
peroxide anion. The peak height of the water molecule bound to 
the O  of Tyr244 in the Fo − Fc map (Fig. 2a), which increases 
along with the reduction of the peroxide ligand, is a reliable  
and sensitive way to determine the radiation damage to a peroxide  

ligand11. The refined structure without the peroxide ligand 
obtained using XFEL radiation had a water peak (38% of the  
single water molecule) and intensity virtually identical to that 
of cyanide-bound oxidized CcO (37%). The water peak was 
most likely due to spontaneously introduced exogenous water 
molecules, as cyanide completely removes the bound peroxide. 
We compared our XFEL result to data collected on standard 
(BL44XU/SPring-8) and microfocus (BL32XU/SPring-8) syn-
chrotron beamlines. The observed XFEL peak was clearly weaker 
than the intensities observed in the data obtained at BL44XU/
SPring-8 (62%) and BL32XU/SPring-8 (43%) (Supplementary 
Table 2). The water-peak intensity clearly indicated the absence 
of any radiation damage to the bound peroxide ligand using our 
new XFEL-based method.

During structure model refinement without any restraint condi-
tions on the peroxide oxygen atoms, the O-O distance converged 
to 1.75 Å. It was the shortest relative to those refined against 
the data collected at beamlines of BL44XU/SPring-8 in previous  
work11 (1.90 Å) and BL32XU/SPring-8 (1.81 Å). We refined 
six structural models with different O-O distances constrained  
to 1.20 Å, 1.30 Å, 1.40 Å, 1.50 Å, 1.60 Å and 1.70 Å, and we  
evaluated their structures in terms of the residual electron density 
of their Fo − Fc maps (Supplementary Fig. 1), as in the previous  
study11. Shortening the O-O distance increased the intensity 
of a residual peak close to CuB and near the peroxide, whereas  
a higher peak, located just next to the bond between the two  
oxygen atoms of the peroxide, appeared upon elongation of the  
O-O distance. The convergence point for the appearance of  
the two different residual densities with an increase in the O-O  
distance was between 1.50 Å and 1.60 Å for the XFEL data, 
whereas it was 1.70 Å and 1.65 Å for the data obtained at BL44XU/
SPring-8 (ref. 11) and BL32XU/SPring-8, respectively. These 
results showed that the reduction of the peroxide was minimized 
by using XFEL femtosecond pulses.
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Figure 1 | Schematic of the data collection approach using femtosecond 
crystallography at SACLA. (a) Experimental setup for femtosecond 
crystallography characterized by the combined usage of a large crystal and 
femtosecond XFEL pulses. The distance between each irradiation point 
was set to 50 m in the horizontal direction for any rotation angle. The 
vertical step size was varied depending on the rotation angle so as to 
maintain a 50- m distance between two neighboring beam footprints. 
(b) Propagation of the radiation damage on the CcO crystal. Shown is the 
variation in the number of diffraction spots observed along the vertical 
direction, as defined in Figure 1a. The blue and red curves were measured 
with sufficiently attenuated XFEL pulses before and after a non-attenuated 
XFEL pulse irradiation (at 0 m), respectively.
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Figure 2 | The O2-reduction site free of radiation damage. (a) Fo – Fc map 
in stereo at 1.9-Å resolution for the XFEL data. Electron density cages at 
the 3  level ( /0.041 e−/Å3) are depicted along with the structural model 
of the O2-reduction site, including the Fea3 (red) and CuB (blue) atoms 
and the oxygen atoms (cyan) of the two water molecules. The two water 
molecules 705 and 723 were not included in the structural refinements in 
order to compare the electron densities with the electron density between 
Fea3 and CuB as well as the electron density near Tyr244 O . The peak 
height of both water molecules is 9.0 , and the peak height near Tyr244 
is 3.4 . (b) Diagram of ligand binding. A stick model of the O2-reduction 
site with a major component (95%; thick stick) and a minor component 
(5%; thin stick) of peroxide anions, both with an O-O distance of 1.55 Å.  
The colors used to designate the atom species are the same as in a.  
The numerical values indicated between the metal atoms and the oxygen 
atoms of the peroxide anions represent the distance in angstroms.
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(hereafter called ‘the oxidized state’) (Supplementary Note). The 
O2-reduction site of CcO10 is composed of heme a3 iron (Fea3) 
and copper (CuB) sites as well as a putative peroxide ligand in the 
oxidized state in the purified preparation used in this study11. 
X-ray irradiation reduces the peroxide ligand to give a hydrox-
ide bound state (Fea33+-OH−, CuB2+-OH−), resulting in a longer 
interatomic distance between the peroxide oxygen atoms than is 
found in a typical peroxide molecule11.

We collected 1,396 still diffraction images, each rotated by a step 
of 0.1°, from 76 crystals of CcO at 100 K, each with a maximum 
width and thickness of 500 m and 100 m, respectively. The 
crystal rotation step of 0.1° was less than one-third of the average 
crystal mosaicity of 0.35°. The radiation dose was 9.9 MGy and 
was approximately the same for each exposure. The time between 
shots was 5 s according to the readout time of the detector. 1,107 
images were processed and scaled together using MOSFLM12 and 
SCALA13 (Supplementary Table 1). The sequential still diffrac-
tion images, covering an angular range of approximately 1.5° on 
average (the maximum and minimum were approximately 10° 
and 0.5°, respectively) were collected from one crystal. The Rmerge 
and Rpim (ref. 14) of the 1.9-Å diffraction data were 24.3% and 
13.7%, respectively.

We evaluated radiation damage to the peroxide ligand as follows  
(Online Methods). An Fo − Fc map calculated with the phases 
obtained by the refinement, performed without any atoms present 
between Fea3 and CuB, possessed an elongated electron density 
shape (Fig. 2a). This is consistent with two oxygen atoms of a 
peroxide anion. The peak height of the water molecule bound to 
the O  of Tyr244 in the Fo − Fc map (Fig. 2a), which increases 
along with the reduction of the peroxide ligand, is a reliable  
and sensitive way to determine the radiation damage to a peroxide  

ligand11. The refined structure without the peroxide ligand 
obtained using XFEL radiation had a water peak (38% of the  
single water molecule) and intensity virtually identical to that 
of cyanide-bound oxidized CcO (37%). The water peak was 
most likely due to spontaneously introduced exogenous water 
molecules, as cyanide completely removes the bound peroxide. 
We compared our XFEL result to data collected on standard 
(BL44XU/SPring-8) and microfocus (BL32XU/SPring-8) syn-
chrotron beamlines. The observed XFEL peak was clearly weaker 
than the intensities observed in the data obtained at BL44XU/
SPring-8 (62%) and BL32XU/SPring-8 (43%) (Supplementary 
Table 2). The water-peak intensity clearly indicated the absence 
of any radiation damage to the bound peroxide ligand using our 
new XFEL-based method.

During structure model refinement without any restraint condi-
tions on the peroxide oxygen atoms, the O-O distance converged 
to 1.75 Å. It was the shortest relative to those refined against 
the data collected at beamlines of BL44XU/SPring-8 in previous  
work11 (1.90 Å) and BL32XU/SPring-8 (1.81 Å). We refined 
six structural models with different O-O distances constrained  
to 1.20 Å, 1.30 Å, 1.40 Å, 1.50 Å, 1.60 Å and 1.70 Å, and we  
evaluated their structures in terms of the residual electron density 
of their Fo − Fc maps (Supplementary Fig. 1), as in the previous  
study11. Shortening the O-O distance increased the intensity 
of a residual peak close to CuB and near the peroxide, whereas  
a higher peak, located just next to the bond between the two  
oxygen atoms of the peroxide, appeared upon elongation of the  
O-O distance. The convergence point for the appearance of  
the two different residual densities with an increase in the O-O  
distance was between 1.50 Å and 1.60 Å for the XFEL data, 
whereas it was 1.70 Å and 1.65 Å for the data obtained at BL44XU/
SPring-8 (ref. 11) and BL32XU/SPring-8, respectively. These 
results showed that the reduction of the peroxide was minimized 
by using XFEL femtosecond pulses.
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Figure 1 | Schematic of the data collection approach using femtosecond 
crystallography at SACLA. (a) Experimental setup for femtosecond 
crystallography characterized by the combined usage of a large crystal and 
femtosecond XFEL pulses. The distance between each irradiation point 
was set to 50 m in the horizontal direction for any rotation angle. The 
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variation in the number of diffraction spots observed along the vertical 
direction, as defined in Figure 1a. The blue and red curves were measured 
with sufficiently attenuated XFEL pulses before and after a non-attenuated 
XFEL pulse irradiation (at 0 m), respectively.
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Figure 2 | The O2-reduction site free of radiation damage. (a) Fo – Fc map 
in stereo at 1.9-Å resolution for the XFEL data. Electron density cages at 
the 3  level ( /0.041 e−/Å3) are depicted along with the structural model 
of the O2-reduction site, including the Fea3 (red) and CuB (blue) atoms 
and the oxygen atoms (cyan) of the two water molecules. The two water 
molecules 705 and 723 were not included in the structural refinements in 
order to compare the electron densities with the electron density between 
Fea3 and CuB as well as the electron density near Tyr244 O . The peak 
height of both water molecules is 9.0 , and the peak height near Tyr244 
is 3.4 . (b) Diagram of ligand binding. A stick model of the O2-reduction 
site with a major component (95%; thick stick) and a minor component 
(5%; thin stick) of peroxide anions, both with an O-O distance of 1.55 Å.  
The colors used to designate the atom species are the same as in a.  
The numerical values indicated between the metal atoms and the oxygen 
atoms of the peroxide anions represent the distance in angstroms.
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SFX Highlight: G protein coupled receptors (GPCRs)

charged residues (306-KKFKR-312) in helix VIII of AT1R possibly
defines its orientation and explains its sensitivity to the negatively
charged lipids. Moreover, in AT1R there is no putative palmitoy-
lation site that is present inmanyGPCRs in this region, anchoring
helix VIII to the lipid membrane.

ZD7155 Interactions in AT1R Ligand-Binding Pocket
Small molecule antagonist ZD7155 was modeled into the prom-
inent and well-defined electron density inside the ligand-binding
pocket of AT1R (Figure 3A and 3B), interacting with residues
mainly from helices I, II, III, and VII, as well as ECL2. Side chains
of Arg167ECL2 and Tyr351.39 were found to form ionic and
hydrogen bond interactions with ZD7155. The positively charged
guanidine group of Arg167ECL2 forms an extensive interaction
network with the acidic tetrazole and the naphthyridin-2-one
moieties of ZD7155. Leveraging this information in mutagenesis
studies, we found that mutation of Arg167ECL2 to alanine abol-
ished both the peptide and non-peptide ligands binding to
AT1R (Table S2). However, the Arg167ECL2Lys mutant showed
only 2- to 3-fold reduced binding affinities for ZD7155, which

can be explained by the ability of lysine in this position to engage
in salt bridge and hydrogen bond interactions similar to Ar-
g167ECL2, although likely with less optimal interaction geometry.
The tetrazole moiety, or other acidic isostere in the ortho position
of the biphenyl group comprises the most common scaffold
among ARBs, and Arg167ECL2 is a unique residue of AT1R
compared to other structurally similar peptide GPCRs (Fig-
ure S2). This observation suggests that Arg167ECL2 may play
an essential role in determining AT1R ligand-binding affinity
and selectivity. An additional hydrogen bond forms between
Tyr351.39 and the naphthyridin-2-one moiety of ZD7155. Our
data showed that the Tyr351.39Ala mutant abolishes the binding
capabilities of both peptide and non-peptide ligands with AT1R
(Table S2). Tyr1.39 is a well conserved residue in the angiotensin,
chemokine, and opioid receptors (Figure S2). In the CCR5 struc-
ture, for example, Tyr371.39 interacts with its ligand maraviroc
(Tan et al., 2013).
The ZD7155 binding site in AT1R partially overlaps with known

ligand binding sites in the chemokine and opioid receptors (Fig-
ures 2G and 2H). Intriguingly, some of the residues that comprise

Figure 3. Interactions of ZD7155 with AT1R
(A) Cross-section view of AT1R highlighting the shape of the ligand binding pocket.

(B) Zoomed-in view of the ligand binding pocket showing all residues within 4 Å from the ligand ZD7155, along with the 2mFo-DFc electron density (blue mesh)

contoured at 1 s level. In (A) and (B) ZD7155 is shown as sticks with yellow carbons.

(C) Schematic representation of interactions between AT1R and ZD7155. Hydrogen bonds/salt bridges are shown as red dashed lines. The residues shown by

mutagenesis to be critical for ligand binding are labeled red, those that are important for either peptide or non-peptide ligands binding are labeled in yellow, and

the residues that discriminate between peptide and non-peptide ligands are labeled in purple.

See also Figure S2 and Table S2.
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human Angiotensin II type 1 receptor at 2.9Å

AT1R blockers are anti-hypertensive drugs but structure 
has been difficult due to inability to grow large crystalsGPCRs are membrane proteins that 

mediate cellular communication but are 
difficult to grow in large crystals

We have modified the SFX data collection ap-
proach (Fig. 1) and obtained a room-temperature
GPCR structure at 2.8 Å resolution using only
300 mg of protein crystallized in LCP. SFX exper-
iments were performed at the Coherent X-ray
Imaging (CXI) instrument of the Linac Coherent
Light Source (LCLS) (14). LCP-grown micro-
crystals (average size of 5 by 5 by 5 mm) (fig. S1)
(15) of the human serotonin 5-HT2B receptor (16)
bound to the agonist ergotamine were contin-
uously delivered across a ~1.5-mm-diameter XFEL
beam by using a specially designed LCP injector.
LCP with randomly distributed crystals was ex-

truded through a 20- to 50-mm capillary into a
vacuum chamber (10−4 torr) at room temperature
(21°C) (17) and a constant flow rate of 50 to
200 nL/min and was stabilized by a co-axial flow of
helium or nitrogen gas supplied at 20 to 30 bar.
We recorded single-pulse diffraction patterns (fig.
S2) using 9.5-keV (1.3 Å) x-ray pulses of 50 fs
duration at a 120 Hz repetition rate by means of
a Cornell-SLAC pixel array detector (CSPAD)
(18) positioned at a distance of 100 mm from the
sample. The XFEL beam was attenuated to 3 to
6% so as to avoid detector saturation. The aver-
age x-ray pulse energy at the sample was 50 mJ

(3 × 1010 photons/pulse), corresponding to a ra-
diation dose of up to 25 megagrays per crystal.
A total of 4,217,508 diffraction patterns were col-
lectedwithin 10 hours by using ~100 mLof crystal-
loaded LCP, corresponding to ~0.3 mg of protein.
Of these patterns, 152,651 were identified as crys-
tal hits (15 or more Bragg peaks) by the process-
ing software Cheetah (http://www.desy.de/~barty/
cheetah/), corresponding to a hit rate of 3.6%. Of
these crystal hits, 32,819 patterns (21.5%) were
successfully indexed and integrated by CrystFEL
(19) at 2.8 Å resolution (table S1). The structure
was determined throughmolecular replacement and
refined to Rwork/Rfree = 22.7/27.0%. Overall, the
final structure (fig. S3) has a well-defined density
for most residues, including the ligand ergota-
mine (fig. S4).

We compared the XFEL structure of the 5-HT2B
receptor/ergotamine complex (5-HT2B-XFEL) with
the recently published structure of the same
receptor/ligand complex obtained by means of
traditional microcrystallography at a synchro-
tron source [Protein Data Bank (PDB) ID 4IB4;
5-HT2B-SYN] (21). Synchrotron data were collected
at 100 K on cryo-cooled crystals of a much larger
size (average volume, ~104 mm3) than those used
for the XFEL structure (average volume, ~102 mm3)
(fig. S1). Other differences between data collec-
tion protocols are listed in table S1. Both data sets
were processed in the same spacegroup C2221,
which is expected given the very similar crystal-
lization conditions. However, the lattice param-
eters for the room-temperature XFEL crystals are
slightly longer in the a and b directions and slight-
ly shorter in the c direction, resulting in a 2.1%
larger unit cell volume. Concomitant with these
lattice changes, we observed a ~2.5° rotation of

Fig. 1. Experimental setup for SFX data collection using an LCP injector. 5-HT2B receptor micro-
crystals (first zoom level) dispersed in LCP (second zoom level) are injected as a continuous column of 20 to
50 mm in diameter—stabilized by a co-axial gas flow (blue dash curved lines)—inside a vacuum chamber
and intersected with 1.5-mm-diameter pulsed XFEL beam focused with Kirkpatrick-Baez (K-B) mirrors. Single-
pulse diffraction patterns were collected at 120 Hz by using a CSPAD detector. The entire XFEL beam path and
CSPAD are under vacuum.

Fig. 2. Comparison between 5-HT2B-XFEL
(light red) and 5-HT2B-SYN (teal) struc-
tures. Central image represents a backbone
overlay of the two structures. Dashed lines
correspond to membrane boundaries
defined by the Orientation of Proteins in
Membrane database (http://opm.phar.
umich.edu) (28). (A) Electron density for
the Glu212 side chain is missing in 5-
HT2B-SYN and fully resolved in 5-HT2B-XFEL.
(B) A salt bridge between Glu319 and
Lys247 links intracellular parts of helices
V and VI in the 5-HT2B-XFEL structure. In
the 5-HT2B-SYN structure, Lys247 makes a
hydrogen bond with Tyr1105 from the
BRIL fusion protein. (C) Extracellular tip
of helix II forms a regular helix in 5-
HT2B-XFEL with Thr114, making a stabiliz-
ing hydrogen bond with the backbone
carbonyl, whereas in 5-HT2B-SYN, a water-
stabilized kink is introduced at this posi-
tion. (D) Tyr87 forms a hydrogen bond
with Asn90 in 5-HT2B-XFEL; this hydrogen
bond is broken, and Tyr87 adopts a dif-
ferent rotamer conformation in the 5-
HT2B-SYN structure. 2mFobs-DFcalc maps
(contoured at 1s level) are shown only
around described residues.
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But GPCRs can be grown into 
small crystals in lipidic-cubic 
phase media which can be 
injected into SFX experiments
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SFX Highlight: Time-resolved SFX on Photosystem II
C. Kupitz et al. Nature 513, 261 (2014)

generated by the absorption of four photons by
the PS II reaction center are stored in the four
consecutive redox states of a Mn4CaO5 clus-
ter, known as the Si (i = 1 to 4) states. The
accumulated energy is used in the concerted oxi-
dation of two molecules of water to form dioxy-
gen (1), returning the catalyst to the most reduced
S0 state in the Kok cycle (Scheme 1). Due to its
efficient catalysis of the demanding four-electron
and four-proton chemistry of water oxidation,
the Mn4CaO5 cluster has been a model system
for synthesizing inorganic water oxidation cat-
alysts (2, 3).

The structure of PS II in its dark stable state
(S1) was studied extensively using x-ray diffrac-
tion (XRD) measurements on cryo-cooled crys-
tals (4–7) at synchrotron radiation (SR) sources
with resolutions ranging from 3.8 to 1.9 Å. One
inherent limitation of XRD measurements on
this system, however, is the high radiation sensi-
tivity of the Mn4CaO5 cluster. An increase of
the average metal-ligand and metal-metal dis-
tances is observed in the XRD data as compared
with the extended x-ray absorption fine structure
(EXAFS) data that were collected below the
threshold of radiation damage [reviewed in (8)],
indicating that the structure of the cluster is
either altered or disrupted. Such specific damage
(photoreduction of the metal center) (9, 10) oc-
curred despite the fact that all XRD measure-
ments were carried out at cryogenic temperatures
of 100 to 150 K. It is now generally recognized
that for some other redox-active metallopro-
teins, it is difficult to obtain intact structures with
SR-based XRD, even at cryogenic temperatures
(11, 12). Recently, a new approach to protein
crystallography was demonstrated at the X-ray
Free-Electron Laser (XFEL) of the Linac Coherent
Light Source (LCLS), with ultrashort x-ray pulses
of high intensity enabling collection of diffrac-
tion data at room temperature (RT) before the
onset of radiation damage in various systems
(13–18).

Whereas XRD is powerful in determining the
overall protein structure, various x-ray spectros-
copy techniques can provide critical comple-
mentary information about the active site due to
their element and chemical sensitivity (8, 19–22).

To understand the intricate interplay between
protein and metal cofactors that allows complex
reactions, it is desirable to combine both ap-
proaches in time-resolved studies under func-
tional conditions.

Among the various spectroscopic methods,
nonresonant x-ray emission spectroscopy (XES)
probes occupied electron levels (see Fig. 1, bot-
tom right). In particular, the Kb1,3 line is a probe
of the number of unpaired 3d electrons, hence
providing information about the oxidation and/or
spin state (22). Experimentally, XES performed
using an energy-dispersive x-ray spectrometer
(23) is particularly well suited for such combined
shot-by-shot studies, as excitation energies above
the 1s core hole of first-row transition metals are
also ideal for XRD; therefore, neither incident
nor emitted photon energy need to be scanned.
Although it has been demonstrated that the shot-
by-shot approach can probe the atomic struc-
ture of intact proteins at high resolution (17),
the question has remained whether ultrabright
femtosecond pulses can also probe the intact
electronic structure of active centers such as the

Mn4CaO5 cluster. This is by no means obvious,
because, in contrast to XRD, in which radiation-
induced damage leads to loss of diffractivity, such
a self-termination of the signal is not expected
in XES, and electronic structural changes hap-
pen on a much faster time scale than a Coulomb
explosion. Recently, we used solutions of Mn
model systems (24) in a liquid jet (25) at LCLS
to demonstrate the feasibility of RT femtosecond
Kb XES.

Building on the feasibility of these sepa-
rate femtosecond XRD studies of PS II (18) and
femtosecond XES results, we have designed
an experimental setup for simultaneous XRD
and XES data collection at the LCLS. We used
XES to determine the electronic-state integrity
of the Mn4CaO5 cluster. Simultaneously, we
used a visible-laser pump (centered at 527 nm)
and an x-ray laser probe to collect RT XRD
measurements of the S2 state, and we compared
our results with the XRD data from the dark
S1 state. The schematic of the setup is shown
in Fig. 1 (26). Suspensions of PS II microcrys-
tals (5 to 15 mm in the longest dimension) were

1Physical Biosciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Lab-
oratory, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA. 2Linac Coherent Light Source
(LCLS), SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, CA
94025, USA. 3Max-Volmer-Laboratorium für Biophysikalische
Chemie, Technische Universität, D-10623 Berlin, Germany.
4PULSE Institute, SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo
Park, CA 94025, USA. 5Institutionen för Kemi, Kemiskt Biologiskt
Centrum, Umeå Universitet, Umeå, Sweden. 6Stanford Synchro-
tron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL), SLAC National Accelerator
Laboratory, Menlo Park, CA 94025, USA. 7Department of Physics,
AlbaNova, Stockholm University, S-106 91 Stockholm, Sweden.
8European Synchrotron Radiation Facility, F-38043 Grenoble
Cedex 9, France.
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France.
†Corresponding author. E-mail: vkyachandra@lbl.gov
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gov ( J.Y.)

Scheme 1. Reaction cycle of wa-
ter oxidation at the Mn4CaO5 clus-
ter in PS II. h, Planck’s constant; n,
frequency.

Fig. 1. Setup of simultaneous x-ray spectroscopy and crystallography experiment at the CXI
instrument of LCLS. The crystal suspension is electric-field–focused into a microjet that intersects
the x-ray pulses. XRD data from a single crystal are collected downstream with a CSPAD detector,
and XES data from the same crystal are collected at ~90° to the beam via a multicrystal XES
spectrometer and a compact position-sensitive detector (PSD). A Nd-YLF laser (527 nm) is used to
illuminate the crystals. The timing protocol (top left) consists of a fixed time of flight Dt between
the optical pump and x-ray probe. The schematic of the energy dispersive spectrometer is shown
(bottom right), as well as the MnII and MnIV oxide Kb1,3 spectra and an energy-level diagram for
XES (bottom middle).
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J. Kern et al. Science 340, 491 (2013)

injected into the coherent x-ray imaging (CXI)
chamber (27) at LCLS using an electrospun
liquid microjet (25) to intersect the x-ray pulses
(~50-fs pulse length, peak x-ray dose of ~150
megagray per pulse). We used a Cornell-SLAC
pixel array detector (CSPAD) (28) to collect
XRD data. Mn Kb1,3 XES data were collected
simultaneously from the same sample using an
energy-dispersive spectrometer at ~90° to the
beam direction and a small CSPAD (26).

The dark-adapted PS II microcrystals showed
diffraction spots to 4.1 Å in the best cases (fig.
S1). Within 5 hours of run time (corresponding
to nearly 2,200,000 x-ray shots), we collected
90,000 shots identified as potential hits (16 or

more strong Bragg peaks). Out of these, 4663
shots were indexed and integrated (tables S1
and S2). We processed the diffraction data to a
resolution of 5.7 Å to generate the electron den-
sity map shown in Fig. 2, A and B [the 5.7 Å
cutoff was chosen on the basis of the multiplicity
and completeness (tables S1 and S2)]. How-
ever, we indexed Bragg spots to 4.1 Å resolu-
tion, and the signal strength, as measured by
I/s(I) (the ratio of the spot’s peak intensity to its
standard deviation), was still 1.9 out to 5 Å re-
solution (table S2).

The improved resolution of the electron den-
sity compared with that reported earlier at 6.5 Å
resolution (18) is manifested in a more detailed

map allowing for better tracing of the trans-
membrane helices and of the loop regions in the
membrane extrinsic areas of the complex facing
the inner compartment of the thylakoid (lumen)
and the cytoplasm (stroma). There is good agree-
ment between the 5.7 Å resolution electron den-
sity from the XFEL data (Fig. 2A) and previously
collected (6) SR data [Protein Data Bank iden-
tification number (PDB ID) 3bz1] truncated at
5.7 Å. Despite slight nonisomorphism between
the XFEL and SR data sets, the maps have an
overall correlation coefficient (CC) of 0.36 (a CC
of 0 means no correlation; a CC of 1 indicates
full correlation).

The influence of the phasing model on the
electron density omit maps was tested by exclud-
ing heavy elements (see supplementary mate-
rials and fig. S2). The use of random or uniform
structure factors instead of the experimental data
did not generate any density peaks in the omit
maps in the region of the Mn4CaO5 cluster, con-
firming that the density observed is from the
experimental data (fig. S3). It is similar to the
density obtained from the SR data but is slightly
more compact (Fig. 2B).

Figure 3A shows the Kb1,3 x-ray emission
spectra from PS II crystals collected simulta-
neously with the XRD data. The spectra aver-
age ~20,000 shots, recorded at 7-keV incident
energy, that we identified as crystal hits from
the XRD data. To illustrate the sensitivity of
this measurement, we estimated that the vol-
ume of sample probed by x-rays for this spectrum
is ~0.3 nl, containing a total of 2 × 10−12 molMn.
A spectrum using only data from crystals that
yield indexable diffraction patterns was com-
puted as well (fig. S4). Both spectra coincide in
peak position and shape and differ only in the
signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio due to the different
number of samples used for each of them. The
spectrum of PS II crystals matches very well with
the spectrum from dark-adapted PS II solution
(S1 state) (8.9 mM Chl, 1 mM Mn, 375,000 in-
dividual shots) collected with the same setup
at the CXI instrument (Fig. 3B). This implies
that the Mn cluster is in the same high-valent
state (Mn2

IIIMn2
IV) in both micrometer-sized

crystals and solution and that the crystallization
procedure did not alter the native PS II S1 state.

We used the SR solution data collected at
8 K and at RT to compare the shape and energy
position of the spectra. The RT SR spectrum rep-
resents a completely photoreduced (damaged)
PS II (Fig. 3C, pink), where all Mn is reduced to
MnII and the Kb1,3 peak is shifted toward the
position found for MnIICl2 in aqueous solution
(Fig. 3C, gray). The 8-K SR spectrum is from
an intact PS II S1 state (Fig. 3C, light blue). It is
evident that the XFEL PS II XES data at RT
are identical to the intact S1 state spectrum. Note
that we used roughly the same x-ray dose for
the XFEL and the SR measurements at RT (total
number of photons per sample spot for the SR
data and the number of photons per shot for
the XFEL data). The result clearly demonstrates

Fig. 2. Structure deduced from diffraction of micrometer-sized crystals of PS II using sub–50-fs
x-ray pulses at RT at LCLS. (A) 2mFo-DFc electron density map for the PS II complex in the dark S1 state
obtained at LCLS. One monomer of the protein is shown in yellow, and the electron density is contoured
at 1.2s (blue mesh; shown for a radius of 5 Å around the protein). (B) Detail of the same map in the area
of the Mn4CaO5 cluster in the dark S1 state, with mesh contoured at 1.0s (gray) and 4.0s (blue). Selected
residues from subunit D1 are labeled for orientation; Mn is shown as purple spheres and Ca as an orange
sphere (metal positions taken from PDB ID 3bz1).
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Fig. 3. Femtosecond XES of PS II. (A) Two-dimensional (2D) Kb1,3 x-ray emission spectra from
microcrystals of PS II collected with a PSD at the CXI instrument using sub–50-fs pulses of about 2 to
3 × 1011 photons per mm2 and pulse. (B) X-ray emission spectra of a solution of PS II (green curve)
and single crystals of PS II (red dashed curve) in the dark state, both collected at the CXI instrument,
obtained from the 2D plot in (A) by integration along the horizontal axis. (C) X-ray emission spectra
of PS II solutions in the dark state collected at the CXI instrument at RT (green) or collected using SR
under cryogenic conditions with a low x-ray dose (“8K intact,” light blue) or SR at RT under photo-
reducing conditions (“RT damaged,” pink). The spectrum from MnIICl2 in aqueous solution collected
at RT at the CXI instrument is shown (gray) for comparison.
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injected into the coherent x-ray imaging (CXI)
chamber (27) at LCLS using an electrospun
liquid microjet (25) to intersect the x-ray pulses
(~50-fs pulse length, peak x-ray dose of ~150
megagray per pulse). We used a Cornell-SLAC
pixel array detector (CSPAD) (28) to collect
XRD data. Mn Kb1,3 XES data were collected
simultaneously from the same sample using an
energy-dispersive spectrometer at ~90° to the
beam direction and a small CSPAD (26).

The dark-adapted PS II microcrystals showed
diffraction spots to 4.1 Å in the best cases (fig.
S1). Within 5 hours of run time (corresponding
to nearly 2,200,000 x-ray shots), we collected
90,000 shots identified as potential hits (16 or

more strong Bragg peaks). Out of these, 4663
shots were indexed and integrated (tables S1
and S2). We processed the diffraction data to a
resolution of 5.7 Å to generate the electron den-
sity map shown in Fig. 2, A and B [the 5.7 Å
cutoff was chosen on the basis of the multiplicity
and completeness (tables S1 and S2)]. How-
ever, we indexed Bragg spots to 4.1 Å resolu-
tion, and the signal strength, as measured by
I/s(I) (the ratio of the spot’s peak intensity to its
standard deviation), was still 1.9 out to 5 Å re-
solution (table S2).

The improved resolution of the electron den-
sity compared with that reported earlier at 6.5 Å
resolution (18) is manifested in a more detailed

map allowing for better tracing of the trans-
membrane helices and of the loop regions in the
membrane extrinsic areas of the complex facing
the inner compartment of the thylakoid (lumen)
and the cytoplasm (stroma). There is good agree-
ment between the 5.7 Å resolution electron den-
sity from the XFEL data (Fig. 2A) and previously
collected (6) SR data [Protein Data Bank iden-
tification number (PDB ID) 3bz1] truncated at
5.7 Å. Despite slight nonisomorphism between
the XFEL and SR data sets, the maps have an
overall correlation coefficient (CC) of 0.36 (a CC
of 0 means no correlation; a CC of 1 indicates
full correlation).

The influence of the phasing model on the
electron density omit maps was tested by exclud-
ing heavy elements (see supplementary mate-
rials and fig. S2). The use of random or uniform
structure factors instead of the experimental data
did not generate any density peaks in the omit
maps in the region of the Mn4CaO5 cluster, con-
firming that the density observed is from the
experimental data (fig. S3). It is similar to the
density obtained from the SR data but is slightly
more compact (Fig. 2B).

Figure 3A shows the Kb1,3 x-ray emission
spectra from PS II crystals collected simulta-
neously with the XRD data. The spectra aver-
age ~20,000 shots, recorded at 7-keV incident
energy, that we identified as crystal hits from
the XRD data. To illustrate the sensitivity of
this measurement, we estimated that the vol-
ume of sample probed by x-rays for this spectrum
is ~0.3 nl, containing a total of 2 × 10−12 molMn.
A spectrum using only data from crystals that
yield indexable diffraction patterns was com-
puted as well (fig. S4). Both spectra coincide in
peak position and shape and differ only in the
signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio due to the different
number of samples used for each of them. The
spectrum of PS II crystals matches very well with
the spectrum from dark-adapted PS II solution
(S1 state) (8.9 mM Chl, 1 mM Mn, 375,000 in-
dividual shots) collected with the same setup
at the CXI instrument (Fig. 3B). This implies
that the Mn cluster is in the same high-valent
state (Mn2

IIIMn2
IV) in both micrometer-sized

crystals and solution and that the crystallization
procedure did not alter the native PS II S1 state.

We used the SR solution data collected at
8 K and at RT to compare the shape and energy
position of the spectra. The RT SR spectrum rep-
resents a completely photoreduced (damaged)
PS II (Fig. 3C, pink), where all Mn is reduced to
MnII and the Kb1,3 peak is shifted toward the
position found for MnIICl2 in aqueous solution
(Fig. 3C, gray). The 8-K SR spectrum is from
an intact PS II S1 state (Fig. 3C, light blue). It is
evident that the XFEL PS II XES data at RT
are identical to the intact S1 state spectrum. Note
that we used roughly the same x-ray dose for
the XFEL and the SR measurements at RT (total
number of photons per sample spot for the SR
data and the number of photons per shot for
the XFEL data). The result clearly demonstrates

Fig. 2. Structure deduced from diffraction of micrometer-sized crystals of PS II using sub–50-fs
x-ray pulses at RT at LCLS. (A) 2mFo-DFc electron density map for the PS II complex in the dark S1 state
obtained at LCLS. One monomer of the protein is shown in yellow, and the electron density is contoured
at 1.2s (blue mesh; shown for a radius of 5 Å around the protein). (B) Detail of the same map in the area
of the Mn4CaO5 cluster in the dark S1 state, with mesh contoured at 1.0s (gray) and 4.0s (blue). Selected
residues from subunit D1 are labeled for orientation; Mn is shown as purple spheres and Ca as an orange
sphere (metal positions taken from PDB ID 3bz1).
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Fig. 3. Femtosecond XES of PS II. (A) Two-dimensional (2D) Kb1,3 x-ray emission spectra from
microcrystals of PS II collected with a PSD at the CXI instrument using sub–50-fs pulses of about 2 to
3 × 1011 photons per mm2 and pulse. (B) X-ray emission spectra of a solution of PS II (green curve)
and single crystals of PS II (red dashed curve) in the dark state, both collected at the CXI instrument,
obtained from the 2D plot in (A) by integration along the horizontal axis. (C) X-ray emission spectra
of PS II solutions in the dark state collected at the CXI instrument at RT (green) or collected using SR
under cryogenic conditions with a low x-ray dose (“8K intact,” light blue) or SR at RT under photo-
reducing conditions (“RT damaged,” pink). The spectrum from MnIICl2 in aqueous solution collected
at RT at the CXI instrument is shown (gray) for comparison.
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combined X-ray emission 
and diffraction experiment

The data were phased by molecular replacement using a truncated
version of the 1.9 Å structure (PDB accession code 3ARC)6. Rigid body
refinement (phenix.refine) was performed for both the dark and double-
flash structures (see Methods for further details on molecular replace-
ment and refinement). To reduce model bias, we calculated omit maps
and simulated annealed maps (SA-omit maps) for the dark and double-
flash data, deleting the coordinates of the Mn4CaO5 cluster from the
model.

Figure 2a–c shows the arrangement of protein subunits and cofactors
of photosystem II, including the electron transport chain. The com-
parison of the electron density maps for the dark state (green) and the
double-flash state (white) at a contour level of 1.5s is shown in Fig. 2d–f.
Both maps show clear electron densities for the transmembrane heli-
ces as well as loops and cofactors. Additional electron density maps for
representative structural elements of PSII are shown in Extended Data
Figs 5, 6, 7 and 8. Overall, the protein fits into the electron densities for
the dark and double-flash states and matches with the high resolution
structural model. However, differences appear in regions of the Mn4CaO5
cluster and the acceptor side, where the quinones and the non-haem iron
are located. Determining the significance of these changes and their cor-
relations is complicated due to the resolution limit of the data. Figure 2g–i
shows detailed views of the loops at the acceptor side of PSII. The quinones

are not visible at the current resolution of 5 Å. The maps indicate dif-
ferences between the electron densities of the dark and double-flash states
in the loop regions and also in the position of the non-haem iron that is
coordinated by the loops.

We now focus on the structure in the undamaged dark S1 state of the
metal cluster in the OEC and the potential light-induced structural changes
that may occur during the S-state transition. Extended Data Fig. 8 shows
the SA-omit map of the OEC in the dark S1 state for the Mn cluster in
PSII with the 1.9 Å X-ray structure in ref. 6. Interestingly, the electron-
density map of the dangler Mn atom from the 1.9 Å structure is located
outside the dark S1 state electron density, a feature also visible in the
electron density map of ref. 13. These structural observations are con-
sistent with spectroscopic results, which indicate that the distance between
the dangler Mn and the Mn3OxCa distorted cubane is indeed shorter in
the dark S1 state than in the 1.9 Å structure based on the synchrotron
data, which might be influenced by X-ray induced reduction of the Mn
ions in the metal cluster18,19. This shorter distance is in agreement with
density function theory (DFT) studies4,18,20 based on the 1.9 Å structure
of PSII6, however, the current resolution limit of 5 Å does not allow a
quantitative assessment.

The mechanism of water splitting is intensely debated and many models
have been proposed. The recent 1.9 Å X-ray structure6 formed the basis
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Figure 2 | Overall structure and omit map electron density of photosystem II.
a, Transmembrane helices and cofactors in photosystem II (stromal view
density map). The proteins are named according to their genes and labelled
with coloured letters. b, Side view of PSII at its longest axis along the membrane
plane. c, Electron transport chain of PSII (P680 (blue), accessory chlorophylls
(olive-green), pheophytins (yellow) and plastoquinones PQA (white) and
PQB (cyan)); atoms of the OEC are depicted as spheres (Mn purple, Ca green,

O light red). d–f, Omit map electron densities (view as in b) at 1.5s for the dark
state (S1) (green) (d), double-flash state (putative S3 state) (white) (e) and
overlay of the two omit maps (f). g–i, Omit maps (1.5s) of the electron
acceptor side of photosystem II for the dark (S1) (green) (g), double-flash
(putative S3 state) (white) (h) and overlay of the two omit maps (i). Note that
changes include a shift of the electron density of the non-haem iron.
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Serial time-resolved crystallography of
photosystem II using a femtosecond X-ray laser
Christopher Kupitz1*, Shibom Basu1*, Ingo Grotjohann1, Raimund Fromme1, Nadia A. Zatsepin2, Kimberly N. Rendek1,
Mark S. Hunter1,3, Robert L. Shoeman4, Thomas A. White5, Dingjie Wang2, Daniel James2, Jay-How Yang1, Danielle E. Cobb1,
Brenda Reeder1, Raymond G. Sierra6, Haiguang Liu2, Anton Barty5, Andrew L. Aquila5,7, Daniel Deponte5,8, Richard A. Kirian2,5,
Sadia Bari9,10, Jesse J. Bergkamp1, Kenneth R. Beyerlein5, Michael J. Bogan6, Carl Caleman5,11, Tzu-Chiao Chao1,12,
Chelsie E. Conrad1, Katherine M. Davis13, Holger Fleckenstein5, Lorenzo Galli5,14, Stefan P. Hau-Riege3, Stephan Kassemeyer4,9,
Hartawan Laksmono6, Mengning Liang5, Lukas Lomb4, Stefano Marchesini15, Andrew V. Martin5,16, Marc Messerschmidt8,
Despina Milathianaki8, Karol Nass4,5,14, Alexandra Ros1, Shatabdi Roy-Chowdhury1, Kevin Schmidt2, Marvin Seibert8,17,
Jan Steinbrener4, Francesco Stellato5, Lifen Yan13, Chunhong Yoon5,7, Thomas A. Moore1, Ana L. Moore1, Yulia Pushkar13,
Garth J. Williams8, Sébastien Boutet8, R. Bruce Doak2, Uwe Weierstall2, Matthias Frank3, Henry N. Chapman5,14,18,
John C. H. Spence2 & Petra Fromme1

Photosynthesis, a process catalysed by plants, algae and cyanobac-
teria converts sunlight to energy thus sustaining all higher life on
Earth. Two large membrane protein complexes, photosystem I and
II (PSI and PSII), act in series to catalyse the light-driven reactions
in photosynthesis. PSII catalyses the light-driven water splitting pro-
cess, which maintains the Earth’s oxygenic atmosphere1. In this pro-
cess, the oxygen-evolving complex (OEC) of PSII cycles through five
states, S0 to S4, in which four electrons are sequentially extracted from
the OEC in four light-driven charge-separation events. Here we describe
time resolved experiments on PSII nano/microcrystals from Thermo-
synechococcus elongatus performed with the recently developed2 tech-
nique of serial femtosecond crystallography. Structures have been
determined from PSII in the dark S1 state and after double laser exci-
tation (putative S3 state) at 5 and 5.5 Å resolution, respectively. The
results provide evidence that PSII undergoes significant conforma-
tional changes at the electron acceptor side and at the Mn4CaO5 core
of the OEC. These include an elongation of the metal cluster, accom-
panied by changes in the protein environment, which could allow for
binding of the second substrate water molecule between the more dis-
tant protruding Mn (referred to as the ‘dangler’ Mn) and the Mn3CaOx

cubane in the S2 to S3 transition, as predicted by spectroscopic and
computational studies3,4. This work shows the great potential for
time-resolved serial femtosecond crystallography for investigation
of catalytic processes in biomolecules.

The first X-ray structure of PSII was determined to a resolution of
3.8 Å in 2001 (ref. 5) revealing the protein’s architecture and the overall
shape and location of the OEC. In 2011, Shen and co-workers achieved
a breakthrough in the structural elucidation by dramatically improving
crystal quality, enabling determination at 1.9 Å resolution6. This struc-
ture showed the OEC at near atomic resolution. However, the OEC was
probably affected by X-ray damage, a fundamental problem in X-ray
crystallography.

The X-ray damage problem may be overcome through the use of serial
femtosecond crystallography (SFX)2,7,8, an advance enabled by the advent
of the X-ray free electron laser (XFEL). In SFX, a stream of microcrystals

in their mother liquor is exposed to intense 120 Hz femtosecond XFEL
pulses, thereby collecting millions of X-ray diffraction ‘snapshots’ in a
time-frame of hours. Each X-ray FEL pulse is so intense that it destroys
the sample; however, the pulse duration is so short that diffraction is
observed before destruction occurs9.

Conventional X-ray structures correspond to a temporal and spatially
averaged representation of biomolecules, leading to a ‘static’ picture. To
capture dynamic processes such as water oxidation in PSII, time-resolved
X-ray data can be collected using SFX10–12. Conformational changes may
be observed at a time-resolution ranging from femtoseconds to micro-
seconds by combining visible laser excitation with the SFX setup and
varying time delays between the optical pump and the X-ray probe snap-
shot. As partial reflections from crystals in random orientations are
recorded, many snapshots must be collected for adequate sampling of
the full reflections and three-dimensional reconstruction. A time-resolved
pump-probe experiment was performed in 2010 using PSI-ferredoxin
crystals as a model system, in which changes in diffraction intensities,
consistent with a light-induced electron transfer process in the PSI-
ferredoxin complex and dissociation of the PSI-ferredoxin complex
were seen10.

The catalytic reaction in PSII is a dynamic process. The oxygen evo-
lution reaction is catalysed by the oxygen-evolving complex (OEC), in
which the electrons are extracted from the OEC in four sequential charge
separation events through the S-state cycle (Kok cycle), as shown in
Fig. 1a (see ref. 1 for a review). SFX diffraction and X-ray emission spec-
troscopy (XES) were reported investigating the dark S1 state and the
single flash (S2 state) of PSII13. The XES data show that the electronic
structure of the highly radiation sensitive Mn4CaO5 cluster does not
change during femtosecond X-ray exposure13. However, the quantity
and quality of X-ray diffraction data was insufficient to determine if
any structural changes occurred.

We report on microsecond time-resolved SFX experiments conducted
at the CXI instrument14 at the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS)15. The
experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1b, c. We developed a multiple-laser
illumination scheme that progressively excites the OEC in dark-adapted
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the observed relationships between recruitment/
survival and mismatch (21), and projected the
population forward in time under the same three
scenarios of climate change as described in (27).
For each scenario, predicted changes in PM were
first calculated using output from models of great
tit and caterpillar phenology described in (27) and
then used as inputs to the current simulation mod-
el. The simulations showed that a gradual decline
in population size would result if PM increases
over the next century (assuming no evolutionary
response and the same DDC in recruitment rates
as observed in the historical data), with the decline
being strongest under the most extreme scenario of
climate change (Fig. 3A). When DDC in recruit-
ment rates was ‘turned off’ in the simulations, the
rate of population decline for each scenario became
substantially stronger (Fig. 3B). This demonstrates
that DDC modulates the impacts of mismatch on
population growth by partially buffering the pop-
ulation from otherwise more rapid declines.

We found that increasing phenological mis-
match driven by climate change had little effect
on population growth rates over a study period
of almost four decades, despite intensifying di-
rectional selection on laying dates. Population
numbers therefore remained stable even though
late spring temperatures increased by 3.7°C (21).
Density dependence within the life cycle par-
tially buffered population growth rate against the
negative effects of environmental change, in ef-
fect dampening the demographic cost of direc-
tional selection. Indeed, theory suggests that the
magnitude of the lag load will depend on the
form and strength of density regulation, as well
as the magnitude of stochastic environmental fluc-
tuations (28). The DDC mechanism we describe
here is therefore likely to be of general importance
in a wide range of species. For example, Wilson
and Arcese (29) found that the population growth
of song sparrows was not affected by year-to-year
variation in the timing of breeding, despite the latter
being strongly correlated with climate. They sug-
gested, but did not demonstrate explicitly, thatDDC
in recruitment rates could explain this uncoupling.
Similar buffering mechanisms might also play a
role in dampening the effects of climate change on
density-regulated mammal populations, although
reductions in mean fitness may be unavoidable
when large phenological changes occur (30).
Further studies characterizing the lag load in wild
populations with different life histories will be
crucial to understanding and predicting climate
change impacts on population dynamics. Evolu-
tionary adaptation will be critical for persistence
in the long run (27), but our results imply that con-
siderable directional selection might be demo-
graphically tolerable on decadal time scales without
immediate population declines, effectively buying
time for microevolution to restore adaptation.
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Simultaneous Femtosecond X-ray
Spectroscopy and Diffraction of
Photosystem II at Room Temperature
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Intense femtosecond x-ray pulses produced at the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) were used for
simultaneous x-ray diffraction (XRD) and x-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) of microcrystals of
photosystem II (PS II) at room temperature. This method probes the overall protein structure and
the electronic structure of the Mn4CaO5 cluster in the oxygen-evolving complex of PS II. XRD
data are presented from both the dark state (S1) and the first illuminated state (S2) of PS II.
Our simultaneous XRD-XES study shows that the PS II crystals are intact during our measurements
at the LCLS, not only with respect to the structure of PS II, but also with regard to the electronic
structure of the highly radiation-sensitive Mn4CaO5 cluster, opening new directions for future
dynamics studies.

One of the metalloenzymes most critical
for sustaining aerobic life is photosys-
tem II (PS II)—a membrane-bound pro-

tein complex found in green plants, algae, and
cyanobacteria—that catalyzes the light-driven
water oxidation reaction. The oxidation equivalents
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Structure of a photosynthetic reaction centre
determined by serial femtosecond crystallography
Linda C. Johansson1, David Arnlund1, Gergely Katona1, Thomas A. White2, Anton Barty2, Daniel P. DePonte2,

Robert L. Shoeman3,4, Cecilia Wickstrand1, Amit Sharma1, Garth J. Williams5, Andrew Aquila2,

Michael J. Bogan6, Carl Caleman2, Jan Davidsson7, R. Bruce Doak8, Matthias Frank9, Raimund Fromme10,

Lorenzo Galli2,11, Ingo Grotjohann10, Mark S. Hunter10, Stephan Kassemeyer3,4, Richard A. Kirian8,

Christopher Kupitz10, Mengning Liang2, Lukas Lomb3,4, Erik Malmerberg1, Andrew V. Martin2, Marc

Messerschmidt5, Karol Nass2,11, Lars Redecke12, M. Marvin Seibert5, Jennie Sjöhamn1, Jan Steinbrener3,4,

Francesco Stellato2, Dingjie Wang8, Weixaio Y. Wahlgren1, Uwe Weierstall8, Sebastian Westenhoff1,

Nadia A. Zatsepin8, Sébastien Boutet5, John C.H. Spence8, Ilme Schlichting3,4, Henry N. Chapman2,11,

Petra Fromme10 & Richard Neutze1

Serial femtosecond crystallography is an X-ray free-electron-laser-based method with

considerable potential to have an impact on challenging problems in structural biology. Here

we present X-ray diffraction data recorded from microcrystals of the Blastochloris viridis

photosynthetic reaction centre to 2.8 Å resolution and determine its serial femtosecond

crystallography structure to 3.5 Å resolution. Although every microcrystal is exposed to a

dose of 33 MGy, no signs of X-ray-induced radiation damage are visible in this integral

membrane protein structure.
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High-Resolution Protein Structure
Determination by Serial
Femtosecond Crystallography
Sébastien Boutet,1* Lukas Lomb,2,3 Garth J. Williams,1 Thomas R. M. Barends,2,3 Andrew Aquila,4

R. Bruce Doak,5 Uwe Weierstall,5 Daniel P. DePonte,4 Jan Steinbrener,2,3 Robert L. Shoeman,2,3

Marc Messerschmidt,1 Anton Barty,4 Thomas A. White,4 Stephan Kassemeyer,2,3 Richard A. Kirian,5

M. Marvin Seibert,1 Paul A. Montanez,1 Chris Kenney,6 Ryan Herbst,6 Philip Hart,6 Jack Pines,6

Gunther Haller,6 Sol M. Gruner,7,8 Hugh T. Philipp,7 Mark W. Tate,7 Marianne Hromalik,9

Lucas J. Koerner,10 Niels van Bakel,11 John Morse,12 Wilfred Ghonsalves,1 David Arnlund,13

Michael J. Bogan,14 Carl Caleman,4 Raimund Fromme,15 Christina Y. Hampton,14 Mark S. Hunter,15

Linda C. Johansson,13 Gergely Katona,13 Christopher Kupitz,15 Mengning Liang,4 Andrew V. Martin,4

Karol Nass,16 Lars Redecke,17,18 Francesco Stellato,4 Nicusor Timneanu,19 Dingjie Wang,5

Nadia A. Zatsepin,5 Donald Schafer,1 James Defever,1 Richard Neutze,13 Petra Fromme,15

John C. H. Spence,5 Henry N. Chapman,4,16 Ilme Schlichting2,3

Structure determination of proteins and other macromolecules has historically required the growth
of high-quality crystals sufficiently large to diffract x-rays efficiently while withstanding radiation
damage. We applied serial femtosecond crystallography (SFX) using an x-ray free-electron laser
(XFEL) to obtain high-resolution structural information from microcrystals (less than 1 micrometer
by 1 micrometer by 3 micrometers) of the well-characterized model protein lysozyme. The
agreement with synchrotron data demonstrates the immediate relevance of SFX for analyzing
the structure of the large group of difficult-to-crystallize molecules.

Elucidating macromolecular structures by
x-ray crystallography is an important step
in the quest to understand the chemical

mechanisms underlying biological function. Al-
though facilitated greatly by synchrotron x-ray
sources, the method is limited by crystal quality
and radiation damage (1). Crystal size and ra-
diation damage are inherently linked, because
reducing radiation damage requires lowering the
incident fluence. This in turn calls for large crys-
tals that yield sufficient diffraction intensitieswhile
reducing the dose to individual molecules in
the crystal. Unfortunately, growing well-ordered
large crystals can be difficult in many cases, par-
ticularly for large macromolecular assemblies and
membrane proteins. In contrast, micrometer-sized
crystals are frequently observed.Although diffrac-
tion data of small crystals can be collected by using
microfocus synchrotron beamlines, this remains

a challenging approach because of the rapid dam-
age suffered by these small crystals (1).

Serial femtosecond crystallography (SFX) using
x-ray free-electron laser (XFEL) radiation is an
emergingmethod for three-dimensional (3D) struc-
ture determination using crystals ranging from a
few micrometers to a few hundred nanometers
in size and potentially even smaller. This method
relies on x-ray pulses that are sufficiently intense
to produce high-quality diffraction while of short
enough duration to terminate before the onset of
substantial radiation damage (2–4). X-ray pulses
of only 70-fs duration terminate before any chem-
ical damage processes have time to occur, leaving
primarily ionization and x-ray–induced thermal
motion as the main sources of radiation damage
(2–4). SFX therefore promises to break the cor-
relation between sample size, damage, and res-
olution in structural biology. In SFX, a liquid

microjet is used to introduce fully hydrated, ran-
domly oriented crystals into the single-pulseXFEL
beam (5–8), as illustrated in Fig.1. A recent low-
resolution proof-of-principle demonstration of
SFXperformed at the LinacCoherent Light Source
(LCLS) (9) using crystals of photosystem I ranging
in size from 200 nm to 2 mm produced interpret-
able electron density maps (6). Other demonstra-
tion experiments using crystals grown in vivo (7),
as well as in the lipidic sponge phase for mem-
brane proteins (8), were recently published. How-
ever, in all these cases, the x-ray energy of 1.8 keV
(6.9 Å) limited the resolution of the collected data
to about 8 Å. Data collection to a resolution better
than 2Å became possible with the recent commis-
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versity, Ithaca, NY 14853,USA. 8Wilson Laboratory, Cornell High
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NY 14853, USA. 9Electrical and Computer Engineering, State
University of New York (SUNY) Oswego, Oswego, NY 13126,
USA. 10The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Labora-
tory, 11100 Johns Hopkins Road, Laurel, MD 20723, USA.
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radiation damage, showed that the femtosecond exposure time 
is markedly shorter than the time needed for the development of 
radiation damage4,5.

In the serial femtosecond crystallography approach, a stream of 
microcrystals is flowed into the XFEL beam such that occasion-
ally a microcrystal will be hit with an X-ray pulse and produce a 
diffraction pattern. The intensity of Bragg spots, each of which  
is regarded as a diffraction from a three-dimensional periodic 
structure, must be reconstructed in a Monte Carlo approach6, 
which involves taking the average of many independent observa-
tions of the intensity of each Bragg spot from different microcrys-
tals illuminated by XFEL pulses having variable pulse parameters. 
As the total diffraction count generally scales linearly with the 
crystal volume interacting with the X-ray, a large crystal is desir-
able for high-resolution data collection7, even though there are 
potential drawbacks, such as extensive mosaicity and lattice 
defects. Large crystals also afford the capacity to record a series 
of diffraction images in a known rotation sequence, which allows  
accurate scaling and merging of data using existing tools  
developed for traditional crystallography instead of a Monte  
Carlo approach that requires highly redundant observation of the 
intensity of Bragg spots.

In our approach, we rotated a large single crystal with a  
size range of several hundred micrometers by a small angle in a 
stepwise fashion in order to record still diffraction images that 
are discrete and sequential in the course of the crystal rotation. 
The size of the stepwise crystal rotation, specifying how finely  
a diffraction spot is sampled along the crystal rotation, has a  
profound effect on the quality of the resultant diffraction data. 
We obtained preliminary experimental results using sequential 
still diffraction images of a lysozyme crystal collected at beamline 
BL26B2/SPring-8, finding that one-third of a crystal mosaicity 
was an optimal step size (Online Methods).

We recorded each diffraction image from an independent 
portion of the crystal, translating the crystal before every X-ray 
pulse irradiation so as to maintain a 50- m distance apart from 
neighboring beam footprints (Fig. 1a). The translational size of  
50 m was experimentally determined to be a size free of  
radiation damage (Online Methods and Fig. 1b).

We applied the method to multiple crystals of bovine heart 
cytochrome c oxidase (CcO)8, an O2 reduction–coupled proton 
pump with a unit cell volume of 6.7 MÅ3, at experimental hutch 3 
of beamline 3 of SACLA9, to elucidate the radiation damage–free 
ligand structure of CcO in the fully oxidized ‘resting fast’ state 

Determination of damage-
free crystal structure 
of an X-ray–sensitive 
protein using an XFEL
Kunio Hirata1,2,9, Kyoko Shinzawa-Itoh3,9,  
Naomine Yano2,3, Shuhei Takemura3, Koji Kato3,8, 
Miki Hatanaka3, Kazumasa Muramoto3,  
Takako Kawahara3, Tomitake Tsukihara2–4,  
Eiki Yamashita4, Kensuke Tono5, Go Ueno1,  
Takaaki Hikima1, Hironori Murakami1,  
Yuichi Inubushi1, Makina Yabashi1, Tetsuya Ishikawa1, 
Masaki Yamamoto1, Takashi Ogura6, Hiroshi Sugimoto1,  
Jian-Ren Shen7, Shinya Yoshikawa3 & Hideo Ago1

We report a method of femtosecond crystallography for solving 
radiation damage–free crystal structures of large proteins at 
sub-angstrom spatial resolution, using a large single crystal  
and the femtosecond pulses of an X-ray free-electron laser 
(XFEL). We demonstrated the performance of the method  
by determining a 1.9-Å radiation damage–free structure 
of bovine cytochrome c oxidase, a large (420-kDa), highly 
radiation-sensitive membrane protein.

The modern synchrotron has contributed to high-resolution  
crystal structure determination by providing an especially bright 
X-ray beam. However, a method of radiation damage–free crystal 
structure analysis of proteins has not been fully realized. This is 
because reactive species, which form on a picosecond timescale 
upon X-ray irradiation, attack the molecules in the crystal even 
at cryogenic temperatures1,2.

We report a radiation damage–free data collection method, 
developed at the SPring-8 angstrom compact free-electron laser 
(SACLA) facility and based on a combined usage of a large crystal 
and the femtosecond X-ray pulses of an XFEL. A femtosecond 
X-ray pulse provides a diffraction image before the chemical 
structure of the protein is destroyed by the X-ray pulse3. Early 
studies using photosystem II, a metalloprotein susceptible to such 
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SUMMARY

Angiotensin II type 1 receptor (AT1R) is a G protein-
coupled receptor that serves as a primary regulator
for blood pressure maintenance. Although several
anti-hypertensive drugs have been developed as
AT1R blockers (ARBs), the structural basis for AT1R
ligand-binding and regulation has remained elusive,
mostly due to the difficulties of growing high-quality
crystals for structure determination using synchro-
tron radiation. By applying the recently developed
method of serial femtosecond crystallography at an
X-ray free-electron laser, we successfully deter-
mined the room-temperature crystal structure of
the human AT1R in complex with its selective antag-
onist ZD7155 at 2.9-Å resolution. The AT1R-ZD7155
complex structure revealed key structural features
of AT1R and critical interactions for ZD7155 binding.
Docking simulations of the clinically used ARBs into
the AT1R structure further elucidated both the
common and distinct binding modes for these anti-
hypertensive drugs. Our results thereby provide
fundamental insights into AT1R structure-function
relationship and structure-based drug design.

INTRODUCTION

Cardiovascular disease remains one of the main causes of death
throughout the world despite impressive advances in diagnosis

and therapeutics during the past few decades. Hypertension is
the most common modifiable risk factor in cardiovascular dis-
ease, as myocardial infarction, stroke, heart failure, and renal
disease can be greatly reduced by lowering blood pressure (Za-
man et al., 2002). The best known regulator of blood pressure is
the renin-angiotensin system (RAS). Over-stimulation of the RAS
is implicated in hypertension, cardiac hypertrophy, heart failure,
ischemic heart disease, and nephropathy (Balakumar and Jaga-
deesh, 2014). A cascade of proteolytic reactions in the RAS can
generate various angiotensin peptides. Renin cleaves the pre-
cursor protein, angiotensinogen, releasing the inactive angio-
tensin I. Subsequently, angiotensin I is cleaved by angiotensin
converting enzyme (ACE) to generate angiotensin II (AngII),
angiotensin III, and angiotensin 1-7. These peptides exert
diverse functions; angiotensins II and III act as vasoconstrictors,
while angiotensin 1-7 acts as a vasodilator (Zaman et al., 2002).
AngII is also responsible for cell migration, protein synthesis,
endothelial dysfunction, inflammation, and fibrosis (Ramchan-
dran et al., 2006).
In humans, AngII binds to two subtypes of angiotensin G pro-

tein-coupled receptors (GPCRs), angiotensin II type 1 receptor
(AT1R) and angiotensin II type 2 receptor (AT2R) (Oliveira et al.,
2007). Almost all physiological and pathophysiological effects
of AngII are mediated by AT1R (de Gasparo et al., 2000), while
the function of AT2R remains largely unknown (Akazawa et al.,
2013). AT1R exhibits multiple active conformations, thereby acti-
vating different signaling pathways with differential functional
outcomes (Shenoy and Lefkowitz, 2005). The G protein-depen-
dent signaling by AT1R is vital for normal cardiovascular homeo-
stasis yet detrimental in chronic dysfunction, which associates
with cell death and tissue fibrosis and leads to cardiac
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developmental potential, even before their
physical disappearance. The role of CRL4VPRBP

in mammalian oocytes is summarized in Fig. 4E.
Although CRL4VPRBP is crucial for TET

activities, our results suggest that TET1, 2, and
3 are not the only CRL4VPRBP substrates in
oocytes. More than one-third of the embryos de-
rived from TET3-deleted oocytes could develop
to term (11). However, all embryos that were
derived from DDB1-deleted oocytes died before
the eight-cell stage, which indicated that they had
defects other than TET3-mediated genome
reprogramming. CRL4 might also recruit other
substrate adaptors, poly-ubiquitinate a number of
protein substrates, and direct them toward
degradation. Identifying other CRL4VPRBP sub-
strates will shed new light on the molecular reg-
ulatory mechanisms of oocyte functions.
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Serial Femtosecond Crystallography
of G Protein–Coupled Receptors
Wei Liu,1 Daniel Wacker,1 Cornelius Gati,2 Gye Won Han,1 Daniel James,3 Dingjie Wang,3
Garrett Nelson,3 Uwe Weierstall,3 Vsevolod Katritch,1 Anton Barty,2 Nadia A. Zatsepin,3
Dianfan Li,4 Marc Messerschmidt,5 Sébastien Boutet,5 Garth J. Williams,5 Jason E. Koglin,5
M. Marvin Seibert,5,6 Chong Wang,1 Syed T. A. Shah,4 Shibom Basu,7 Raimund Fromme,7
Christopher Kupitz,7 Kimberley N. Rendek,7 Ingo Grotjohann,7 Petra Fromme,7
Richard A. Kirian,2,3 Kenneth R. Beyerlein,2 Thomas A. White,2 Henry N. Chapman,2,8,9
Martin Caffrey,4 John C. H. Spence,3 Raymond C. Stevens,1 Vadim Cherezov1*

X-ray crystallography of G protein–coupled receptors and other membrane proteins is hampered
by difficulties associated with growing sufficiently large crystals that withstand radiation
damage and yield high-resolution data at synchrotron sources. We used an x-ray free-electron laser
(XFEL) with individual 50-femtosecond-duration x-ray pulses to minimize radiation damage and
obtained a high-resolution room-temperature structure of a human serotonin receptor using
sub-10-micrometer microcrystals grown in a membrane mimetic matrix known as lipidic cubic
phase. Compared with the structure solved by using traditional microcrystallography from cryo-cooled
crystals of about two orders of magnitude larger volume, the room-temperature XFEL structure
displays a distinct distribution of thermal motions and conformations of residues that likely
more accurately represent the receptor structure and dynamics in a cellular environment.

Gprotein–coupled receptors (GPCRs) rep-
resent a highly diverse superfamily of eu-
karyotic membrane proteins that mediate

cellular communication. In humans, ~800 GPCRs
respond to a variety of extracellular signaling mol-

ecules and transmit signals inside the cell by
coupling to heterotrimeric G proteins and other
effectors. Their involvement in key physiological
and sensory processes in humans makes GPCRs
prominent drug targets. Despite the high bio-
medical relevance and decades of dedicated re-
search, knowledge of the structural mechanisms
of ligand recognition, receptor activation, and
signaling in this broad family remains limited.
Challenges for GPCR structural studies include
low-expression yields, low receptor stability after
detergent extraction from native membranes, and
high conformational heterogeneity. Many years
of developments aimed at receptor stabilization,
crystallization, and microcrystallography culmi-
nated in a series of breakthroughs in GPCR struc-
tural biology leading to the structure determination
of 22 receptors, some of which were solved in
several conformational states and one in com-
plex with its G protein partner (1–5).

Nonetheless, crystallographic studies of GPCRs
remain difficult because many of them produce
only microcrystals. Most GPCR structures to date
have been obtained by using crystallization from
the membrane-mimetic environment of a lipidic
cubic phase (LCP) (6, 7). LCP crystallization has
proven successful for obtaining high-resolution
structures of a variety of membrane proteins, in-
cluding ion channels, transporters, and enzymes,
in addition to GPCRs (8, 9). This method leads
to highly ordered crystals that are, however, often
limited in size. Microfocus x-ray beams of high
intensity (~109 photons/s/mm2) and long exposures
(~5 s) are typically required in order to obtain
sufficient intensity for high-resolution data from
weakly diffracting microcrystals. The high-radiation
doses induce severe radiation damage and require
merging data from multiple crystals in order to
obtain complete data sets of sufficient quality.
Accordingly, sub-10-mm GPCR crystals are cur-
rently not suitable for high-resolution data col-
lection, even at the most powerful synchrotron
microfocus beamlines (7, 10).

Serial femtosecond crystallography (SFX) (11),
which takes advantage of x-ray free-electron lasers
(XFEL), has recently demonstrated great promise
for obtaining room-temperature high-resolution
data from micrometer- and sub-micrometer–size
crystals of soluble proteins, with minimal radiation
damage (12, 13). The highly intense (~2 mJ, 1012

photons per pulse) and ultrashort (<50 fs) x-ray
pulses produced by XFELs enable the recording
of high-resolution diffraction snapshots from in-
dividual crystals at single orientations before their
destruction. SFX data collection, therefore, relies
on a continuous supply of small crystals intersect-
ing the XFEL beam in random orientations—
typically provided by a fast-running liquid mi-
crojet (12)—which is incompatible with streaming
highly viscous gel-like materials such as LCP and
requires tens to hundreds of milligrams of crys-
tallized protein for data collection (11). For many
membrane proteins, including most human
membrane proteins, obtaining such quantities is
not practical.
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Self-terminating diffraction gates femtosecond
X-ray nanocrystallography measurements
Anton Barty, Carl Caleman and Henry N. Chapman et al.*

X-ray free-electron lasers have enabled new approaches to the
structural determination of protein crystals that are too small
or radiation-sensitive for conventional analysis1. For sufficiently
short pulses, diffraction is collected before significant changes
occur to the sample, and it has been predicted that pulses as
short as 10 fs may be required to acquire atomic-
resolution structural information1–4. Here, we describe a mechan-
ism unique to ultrafast, ultra-intense X-ray experiments that
allows structural information to be collected from crystalline
samples using high radiation doses without the requirement
for the pulse to terminate before the onset of sample damage.
Instead, the diffracted X-rays are gated by a rapid loss of crystal-
line periodicity, producing apparent pulse lengths significantly
shorter than the duration of the incident pulse. The shortest
apparent pulse lengths occur at the highest resolution, and our
measurements indicate that current X-ray free-electron laser
technology5 should enable structural determination from submi-
crometre protein crystals with atomic resolution.

The Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) at SLAC National
Accelerator Laboratory produces individual X-ray pulses with
energies of up to 3 mJ and durations that can be varied between
!30 and 400 fs, corresponding to !1 × 1013 photons per pulse at
a photon energy of 2 keV (wavelength, 0.6 nm)5. On exposure to
an X-ray pulse, energy is primarily transferred to matter by photo-
absorption. For example, for a 40 fs, 2 keV pulse at an irradiance of
1 × 1017 W cm22, !10% of carbon atoms in a protein crystal
absorb a photon. Energy is initially released through the emission
of photoelectrons and Auger electrons, followed by a cascade of
lower-energy electrons caused by secondary impact or field ioniz-
ations taking place on a 10–100 fs timescale. The Coulomb repul-
sion of the ions and the rapid rise in electron temperature of the
system causes displacement of both atoms and ions during the
pulse. This heating leads to a high pressure that drives the explosion
of the sample. During the pulse, all chemical bonds are broken, and
the temperature rises to over 500,000 K, completely vaporizing the
sample. Simulations by molecular dynamics2,6,7 and hydrodynamic
codes8–11 have predicted that motions of the ions of 0.5 nm can
occur in less than 100 fs, and that pulses as short as 10 fs may be
required to achieve atomic resolution.

On the other hand, strong diffraction peaks can be observed from
single nanocrystals of Photosystem I (PSI) protein complex12

flowing across the focused LCLS beam1 using peak X-ray fluences
of 4 kJ cm22 and pulse durations up to 300 fs. The single-shot dif-
fraction pattern shown in Fig. 1, for example, was recorded to a res-
olution of 8 Å using a single 250-fs-duration pulse at a photon
energy of 2 keV. The maximum dose to each protein crystal is
3 GGy per pulse, 100 times higher than tolerable doses for cryogeni-
cally cooled crystals exposed at synchrotron sources13–15. The obser-
vation of strong diffraction for pulses with a duration of up to 300 fs
appears at first sight to be at odds with conventional radiation
damage models.

This remarkable tolerance to radiation dose can be explained by
acknowledging that crystalline order is lost on timescales shorter
than the pulse duration. As the atomic disorder increases, Bragg dif-
fraction from the crystal decreases and ultimately turns off before
the end of the incident pulse, resulting in apparent pulse lengths sig-
nificantly shorter than the duration of the incident pulse. As the
explosion progresses over the duration of the pulse, disordering of
the atomic positions proceeds to ever-longer length scales, as
depicted in Fig. 2a. As the correlation of structure between individ-
ual unit cells (periodic order) is lost on progressively longer length
scales, the scattered photon flux accumulating into the correspond-
ing Bragg peaks diminishes and eventually terminates. The pulse
integrated counts in Bragg peaks are proportional to their undis-
turbed diffraction efficiencies, the pulse irradiance and their life-
times. Simultaneously, diffuse scattering accumulates until the end
of the pulse. The strength of the accumulated Bragg signals relative
to this background depends proportionally on the number of unit
cells in the crystal and inversely on the pulse duration (see
Supplementary Information). Although this background is negli-
gible for the crystal sizes, pulse durations and resolution considered
here, it could be minimized using the shortest possible pulses.

The pulse-integrated diffraction pattern can be modelled in
terms of the distinct processes of ionization and displacement of
the atoms in the crystal. Ionization of atoms in the crystal occurs
randomly, modifying atomic scattering factors16,17 and leading to
both a resolution-dependent reduction in Bragg signal and the
addition of uniform diffuse scattering18. For example, single ioniz-
ation of half the atoms decreases the Bragg signals by !20%. Our
measurements are not sensitive to this uniform change.

We calculated the atomic displacements caused by the X-ray
interaction using the plasma modelling code Cretin19 on a homo-
geneous protein sample in water (see Methods). As the ion tempera-
ture rises during the X-ray pulse, so too does the root mean square
(r.m.s.) atomic displacement, shown in Fig. 2b. At any point in time,
the displacement of any particular atom in the unit cell is considered
to be random and isotropic with zero mean. As with the familiar
analysis of a thermally disordered crystal18, the diffraction
pattern is modified from the perfect crystal by an addition of a
diffuse scattering term that increases with increasing scattering
angle, and a compensating reduction in the Bragg signal by a
term exp(24p2q2s2(t)), where q¼ (2/l)sin u for wavelength l
and scattering angle 2u, and s2(t)¼ kD2(t)l where D is the com-
ponent of the atomic displacement in the direction of the photon
momentum transfer of the Bragg peak at time t during the pulse.
Cretin simulations show that for the conditions of our experiment,
the mean square displacement s2(t) increases approximately as
t3 for high irradiance pulses and times longer than 10 fs (see
Fig. 2b). For a pulse of irradiance I0 and duration T, the accumulated
Bragg signal is therefore given by

I(q;T) = I0Tr2
e PDV|F(q)|2g(q;T) (1)

*A full list of authors and their affiliations appears at the end of the paper.
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Femtosecond X-ray protein nanocrystallography
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Guillaume Potdevin12, Heinz Graafsma12, Björn Nilsson12 & John C. H. Spence4

X-ray crystallography provides the vast majority of macromolecular
structures, but the success of the method relies on growing crystals of
sufficient size. In conventional measurements, the necessary increase
in X-ray dose to record data from crystals that are too small leads to
extensive damage before a diffraction signal can be recorded1–3. It is
particularly challenging to obtain large, well-diffracting crystals of
membrane proteins, for which fewer than 300 unique structures have
been determined despite their importance in all living cells. Here we
present a method for structure determination where single-crystal
X-ray diffraction ‘snapshots’ are collected from a fully hydrated
stream of nanocrystals using femtosecond pulses from a hard-X-
ray free-electron laser, the Linac Coherent Light Source4. We prove
this concept with nanocrystals of photosystem I, one of the largest
membrane protein complexes5. More than 3,000,000 diffraction
patterns were collected in this study, and a three-dimensional data
set was assembled from individual photosystem I nanocrystals
( 200 nm to 2 mm in size). We mitigate the problem of radiation
damage in crystallography by using pulses briefer than the timescale
of most damage processes6. This offers a new approach to structure
determination of macromolecules that do not yield crystals of suf-
ficient size for studies using conventional radiation sources or are
particularly sensitive to radiation damage.

Radiation damage has always limited resolution in biological
imaging using electrons or X-rays2. With the recent invention of the
femtosecond X-ray laser, an opportunity has arisen to break the nexus
between radiation dose and spatial resolution. It has been proposed
that femtosecond X-ray pulses can be used to outrun even the fastest
damage processes by using single pulses so brief that they terminate
before the manifestation of damage to the sample6. Experiments at the
FLASH free-electron laser (FEL), Germany, confirmed the feasibility of
‘diffraction before destruction’ at resolution lengths down to 60 Å on
test samples fixed on silicon nitride membranes7. It was predicted that

the irradiance (or power density) of focused pulses from a hard-X-ray
FEL such as the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS), USA, would be
sufficient to produce diffraction patterns at near-atomic resolution6.

We demonstrate here that this notion of diffraction before destruc-
tion operates at subnanometre resolution, using the membrane protein
photosystem I as a model system, and establish an approach to structure
determination based on X-ray diffraction data from a stream of nano-
crystals6,8. Membrane proteins have a central role in the functioning of
cells and viruses, yet our knowledge of the structure and dynamics
responsible for their functioning remains limited. Photosystem I is a
large membrane protein complex (1-MDa molecular mass, 36 proteins,
381 cofactors) that acts as a biosolar energy converter in the process of
oxygenic photosynthesis. Its crystals display the symmetry of space
group P63, with unit-cell parameters a 5 b 5 281 Å and c 5 165 Å,
and consist of 78% solvent by volume. We show that diffraction data
can be recorded from these fragile protein nanocrystals before destruc-
tion occurs. Furthermore, we demonstrate that structure factors can be
extracted from the ‘partial’ reflections of tens of thousands of single-
crystal diffraction snapshots, showing that interpretable high-quality,
three-dimensional (3D) structure factor data can be obtained from a
suspension of submicrometre crystals.

Our experimental set-up (Fig. 1 and Methods) records single-crystal
diffraction data from a stream of crystals carried in a 4-mm-diameter,
continuous liquid water jet9 that flows across the focused LCLS X-ray
beam in vacuum at 10ml min21. In contrast to cryo-electron micro-
scopy10,11 or standard crystallography on microcrystals3, which require
cryogenic cooling, these data were collected on fully hydrated, 3D
nanocrystals. The crystal located in the interaction region when an
X-ray pulse arrives gives rise to a diffraction pattern that is detected
on a set of two low-noise, X-ray p–n junction charge-coupled device
(pnCCD) modules12 and read out before the arrival of the next pulse at
the FEL repetition rate of 30 Hz, or 1,800 patterns per minute. The

1Center for Free-Electron Laser Science, DESY, Notkestrasse 85, 22607 Hamburg, Germany. 2University of Hamburg, Luruper Chaussee 149, 22761 Hamburg, Germany. 3Department of Chemistry and
Biochemistry, Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona 85287-1604, USA. 4Department of Physics, Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona 85287, USA. 5Laboratory of Molecular Biophysics, Department
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22607 Hamburg, Germany. 7Max-Planck-Institut für Medizinische Forschung, Jahnstrasse 29, 69120 Heidelberg, Germany. 8Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik, Saupfercheckweg 1, 69117 Heidelberg,
Germany. 9PNSensor GmbH, Otto-Hahn-Ring 6, 81739 München, Germany. 10Max-Planck-Institut Halbleiterlabor, Otto-Hahn-Ring 6, 81739 München, Germany. 11Max-Planck-Institut für
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ZEL, 52425 Jülich, Germany. 16Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, 7000 East Avenue, Mail Stop L-211, Livermore, California 94551, USA. 17Advanced Light Source, Lawrence Berkeley National
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Wow, so all we’ve managed to do is 
some fancy protein crystallography ?
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Live-cell imaging using an XFEL

Radiation damage is a serious problem in high-resolution
microscopy, for example, electron microscopy or X-ray
microscopy, which limits achievable resolution1,2. X-ray

free-electron lasers (XFELs) can overcome the problem by
freezing the sample in time using the femtosecond pulse
duration instead of cryogenically cooling the sample3–6.
Coherent X-ray diffraction (CXD) using XFELs thus has great
potential for high-resolution imaging of biospecimens7,8. CXD
has been developed using synchrotron radiation9,10 and applied
to high-contrast imaging of biological samples without the need
for crystallization11–19.

The femtosecond pulse duration of XFELs also has great
potential to capture snapshots of biological samples close to its
natural state. In this study, we use XFEL to observe living
bacterial cells, Microbacterium lacticum (M. lacticum)20. Bacterial
genetic information is generally contained in irregularly shaped
nucleoids, which have stronger X-ray scattering power because of
their phosphorus content21,22. M. lacticum, discovered in milk, is
a heat-stable Gram-positive bacterium and is the type species of
the genus23. Although contamination by thermoduric bacteria in
raw milk is a severe agricultural problem24, little information is
available about their cell biology because of their submicron size.
M. lacticum has a typical rod shape but is much smaller than
ordinary bacteria: it is about half the length and 10% of the
volume as compared with Escherichia coli. Therefore, it is difficult
to observe internal structures of the cell using conventional
optical microscopy.

We propose pulsed coherent X-ray solution scattering (PCXSS)
using X-ray laser diffraction, which aims to achieve high-
resolution imaging of biological samples in close-to-natural
conditions. Figure 1 shows the PCXSS experiment schematically.
The key component of our PCXSS experiment is a micro-liquid
enclosure array (MLEA) to keep biological samples in a solution
close-to-natural conditions. The array structure is necessary in
PCXSS experiments because the thin silicon nitride membranes,
which separate the solution sample from the vacuum environ-
ment, are destroyed by a single XFEL pulse exposure. Similar
liquid enclosures have been used to image biological samples
in solution with scanning transmission electron microscopy25 and
CXD microscopy26. XFEL can further resolve the radiation
damage problem for biological samples in solution. We perform

PCXSS measurement to observe living M. lacticum cells in MLEA
chips and successfully reveal the internal structures.

Results
Live cells in MLEA. Figure 2a shows an MLEA chip we devel-
oped. We enclosed M. lacticum cells in MLEA and observed
under fluorescence microscope (Fig. 2b,c). In the fluorescence
microscopy study, live cells are labelled in green and the dead
ones in red (Methods). Our experiment revealed that 99% of the
cells are alive in MLEAs at 1 h after enclosure being placed in a
vacuum environment. Note here that no fluorescent labelling was
applied to the samples used in the PCXSS measurement. We also
verified that each enclosure remained tightly sealed and retained
the solution sample, even when an adjacent enclosure was broken
in a vacuum environment. Figure 2d shows a scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) image of M. lacticum cells for reference.

PCXSS experimental setup. We performed PCXSS experiments
using the SPring-8 Angstrom Compact Free-Electron Laser
(SACLA)27 (Methods). The XFEL pulses from the SACLA with
a photon energy of 5.5 keV, a pulse duration of B10 fs and
a repetition rate of 10 Hz were coherently focused to a
1.5 mm! 2.0 mm spot size28. The focused XFEL beam
illuminated the sample in an MLEA that was contained in a
Multiple Application X-ray Imaging Chamber (MAXIC). Single-
shot CXD patterns were recorded with a multiport charge-
coupled device (MPCCD) octal sensor29 located 2.319 m
downstream from the sample. The MPCCD has 2048! 2048
pixels with a pixel size of 50mm! 50 mm.

When using MLEAs, the amount of sample required per XFEL
shot does not depend on the repetition rate of XFEL in contrast to
continuous sample injection schemes5,6, where samples are
wasted in the intervals between XFEL pulses. Therefore, MLEA
can bring great benefit to maintain a high efficiency of sample
utilization even with a low repetition rate of SACLA.

Background scattering reduction by MLEA. In a CXD
experiment, it is essential to reduce background scattering for
high-quality data acquisition. In our PCXSS experiment, MLEA
containing saline solution produced lower background scattering

SACLA X-ray pulses
(5.5 keV)

Microbacterium
lacticum

Micro-liquid
enclosure

KB mirror system

Micro-liquid enclosure array (MLEA)
(z = 0 m : focal point)

MPCCD octal sensor
(z = 2.319 m)

Figure 1 | PCXSS experiment for live cells. The XFEL beam from the SPring-8 Angstrom Compact Free-Electron Laser (SACLA) with a photon energy of
5.5 keV was focused at the sample position to a spot size of 1.5mm! 2.0 mm using a Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) mirror system27,28. An MLEA containing
living M. lacticum cells was placed in a vacuum in the MAXIC instrument. The MLEA was scanned to shoot each enclosure with a single XFEL pulse.
Because the pulse duration of the XFEL beam was as short as B10 fs, X-ray laser diffraction occurs before the sample is destroyed3–6. Single-shot CXD
patterns were recorded with a multiport charge-coupled device (MPCCD) octal sensor29.
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in multiple directions (Supplementary Figs 1a, 2b). The above
considerations strongly indicate that the experimental CXD pat-
tern originates from a single M. lacticum cell. In addition, the
reduced fringe visibility observed in Fig. 4b has a close relation to
the intracellular structure (Fig. 4e, Methods). The simulations
above also suggest the possibility of 3D modelling from a single-
shot CXD pattern when the sample structure can be para-
meterized with a simple model.

Image reconstruction. We performed image reconstruction from
the experimental CXD pattern shown in Fig. 4a by using the

relaxed averaged alternating reflections (RAAR) algorithm33, the
noise-tolerant hybrid input-output (HIO) algorithm34 and
the shrink-wrap algorithm35 (Methods). Figure 4f shows the
reconstructed image of an M. lacticum cell. It is rod shaped with a
width and length of B194 nm and B570 nm, respectively, which
agreed well with the known shape and size of M. lacticum cells.
To test the consistency of the reconstruction, we performed two
independent image reconstruction runs using different initial
random seeds, and the result in Supplementary Fig. 3 shows
the small dependence of reconstruction on initial phases.
Full-period spatial resolution of the reconstructed image in
the fringe direction was estimated to be B37 nm (Fig. 5)12,36.
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Figure 4 | Experimental CXD pattern and reconstruction. (a) Measured CXD pattern from a live M. lacticum cell. (b) Line profile in the fringe direction of
the measured CXD pattern. (c,d) Simulated CXD patterns in the cylinder (c) and capsule (d) models (Methods). Corresponding 3D structures with
Euler angles (28!, !40!, 0!) are shown in the lower panels. (e) Line profiles of the simulated CXD patterns in the fringe direction in the single-cylinder
(blue) and the two-cylinder (red) models (Methods). The fringe visibility degrades in the two-cylinder model as compared in the single-cylinder
model. (f) Reconstructed image of an M. lacticum cell. (g) TEM image of an M. lacticum cell. a–e are shown in a logarithmic scale; f and g are shown
in a linear scale. Scale bars: 100 nm (in f and g).
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in multiple directions (Supplementary Figs 1a, 2b). The above
considerations strongly indicate that the experimental CXD pat-
tern originates from a single M. lacticum cell. In addition, the
reduced fringe visibility observed in Fig. 4b has a close relation to
the intracellular structure (Fig. 4e, Methods). The simulations
above also suggest the possibility of 3D modelling from a single-
shot CXD pattern when the sample structure can be para-
meterized with a simple model.

Image reconstruction. We performed image reconstruction from
the experimental CXD pattern shown in Fig. 4a by using the

relaxed averaged alternating reflections (RAAR) algorithm33, the
noise-tolerant hybrid input-output (HIO) algorithm34 and
the shrink-wrap algorithm35 (Methods). Figure 4f shows the
reconstructed image of an M. lacticum cell. It is rod shaped with a
width and length of B194 nm and B570 nm, respectively, which
agreed well with the known shape and size of M. lacticum cells.
To test the consistency of the reconstruction, we performed two
independent image reconstruction runs using different initial
random seeds, and the result in Supplementary Fig. 3 shows
the small dependence of reconstruction on initial phases.
Full-period spatial resolution of the reconstructed image in
the fringe direction was estimated to be B37 nm (Fig. 5)12,36.
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Figure 4 | Experimental CXD pattern and reconstruction. (a) Measured CXD pattern from a live M. lacticum cell. (b) Line profile in the fringe direction of
the measured CXD pattern. (c,d) Simulated CXD patterns in the cylinder (c) and capsule (d) models (Methods). Corresponding 3D structures with
Euler angles (28!, !40!, 0!) are shown in the lower panels. (e) Line profiles of the simulated CXD patterns in the fringe direction in the single-cylinder
(blue) and the two-cylinder (red) models (Methods). The fringe visibility degrades in the two-cylinder model as compared in the single-cylinder
model. (f) Reconstructed image of an M. lacticum cell. (g) TEM image of an M. lacticum cell. a–e are shown in a logarithmic scale; f and g are shown
in a linear scale. Scale bars: 100 nm (in f and g).
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reconstructed image TEM image

T. Kimura et al. Nat. Comm. 5, 3052 (2014)

coherent diffraction 
pattern from live cell

28 nm resolution

than the case without MLEA (Fig. 3); the window frame of each
enclosure with an aperture size of B20 mm acts as a guard slit and
helps reduce parasitic scattering from upstream components. In
addition, because the XFEL beam enters and exits perpendicular
to the flat surfaces of enclosure windows, uniform phase-advance
occurs but no parasitic scattering is generated in principle. The
thickness of the MLEA solution layer can be controlled precisely
by using a nanometre-scale spacer. It is ideal to make the solution
layer slightly thicker than the sample size to minimize back-
ground scattering from the solvent. In our experiment, we set the

solution layer to 500 nm to match M. lacticum dimensions, which
have a rod shape with B200 nm in diameter and 500–1,000 nm
in length (Fig. 2d).

CXD patterns from live cells. We succeeded in recording CXD
patterns from intact M. lacticum cells with single XFEL pulses
(Fig. 4, Supplementary Fig. 1). A few percent of recorded data
indicate hitting M. lacticum cells, and a few tens of percent of the
hits are likely from a single cell (see Methods for more details on
the measurement efficiency). We consider that the low hit rate is
due to gravitational settling, and it can be improved by, for
example, immobilizing cells using silicon nitride membranes
coated with polylysine30,31. Note that gravitational settling does
not occur for smaller-sized particles where diffusion due to
Brownian motion becomes dominant over the gravitational effect
(Methods).

X-ray scattering from a submicrometre-sized M. lacticum is
weak and is comparable in intensity to the background scattering
without MLEA shown in Fig. 3a. This implies that the back-
ground scattering reduction effect of MLEA demonstrated in
Fig. 3b was essential to the successful recording of the CXD
pattern from an M. lacticum.

The dose applied to the cell was estimated to be B100 MGy
from an XFEL pulse energy of B60 mJ at the sample position.
Note that even highly radiation-resistant Deinococcus radio-
durans cannot survive at 20 kGy in conventional imaging
methods32.

Numerical simulation of CXD patterns. The CXD pattern in
Fig. 4a contains a clear fringe extending in one direction. The
fringe spacing and orientation indicates a sample width of 194 nm
and is tilted by 28!. The width is comparable to the diameter of
an M. lacticum cell. The full-period resolution estimated from the
highest scattering angle of the fringe is 28 nm (Fig. 4b). Although
a CXD pattern from a two-dimensional rectangular object gen-
erally produces fringes extending in two directions perpendicular
to each other, CXD patterns simulated with three-dimensional
cylinder and capsule models typically produce a fringe that
extends in one direction (Fig. 4c,d, Supplementary Fig. 2,
Methods); a fringe cannot be observed when it does not intersect
the Ewald sphere in 3D reciprocal space. When multiple samples
are present under an illuminated volume, fringes should appear

Dead

Live

Soon after enclosure 1 h later

10 mm

Figure 2 | MLEA and live-dead experiment. (a) MLEA can retain biological
samples in a solution between two thin silicon nitride membranes,
which separate the solution sample from a vacuum environment. In the
current design, a single 10 mm! 10 mm MLEA chip contains a 10! 10 array
of enclosures. (b,c) Live-dead experiment was performed to confirm that
the MLEA can preserve live cells long enough to perform a PCXSS
measurement (Methods). The fluorescence microscopy images show live
cells in green and dead cells in red and were taken soon after enclosure
(b) and 1 h after enclosure (c). During the 1 h interval, MLEA was placed in a
vacuum environment to simulate PCXSS measurement. The experiment
showed that 99% of the cells are alive in MLEAs at 1 h after enclosure.
Scale bars: 5mm (in b and c). (d) A scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
image of M. lacticum cells shows the typical shapes and sizes (Methods).
Scale bar: 500 nm (in d).
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Figure 3 | Reduction of background scattering by MLEA window frame. (a) Scattering pattern when nothing was placed at the focal plane. (b) Scattering
pattern from saline solution (NaCl 0.9% (w/v)) in MLEA with a solution layer thickness of 500 nm. a and b are shown in a logarithmic scale. The average
of 73 shots for each case is shown. The maximum photon counts per pixel for the averaged scattering patterns are 452 for a and 45 for b, and the
reduction rate is 9.9%. The average photon counts per pixel are 3.5 for a and 0.5 for b, and the reduction rate is 14.4%. The result demonstrates that the
frame of the MLEA window helped reduce parasitic scattering. The average incident pulse energies measured at the optics hutch downstream of the
double total-reflection mirrors are 203 and 195mJ per pulse for a and b, respectively. Note that X-ray absorption is negligible for b with a transmission of
98% for 5.5 keV X-rays.
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Time-resolved Wide-Angle X-ray Scattering (WAXS)
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X-ray detector readout rate were 120 Hz; thus, wide-angle X-ray  
scattering (WAXS) data were recorded for each and every X-ray  
pulse. The 800-nm pump laser was operated at 60 Hz with dark 
and light images interleaved. The 800-nm laser path length 
through the microjet was ~10 m, giving a low sample optical 
density (OD800  0.04) and ensuring homogeneous excitation. 
The vacuum sample chamber removed background from air scat-
tering. The major disadvantages of this experimental geometry 
were instabilities in the microjet and X-ray detector, which led to 
more data being rejected from statistical criteria than is typical for 
TR-WAXS studies at synchrotrons (Online Methods).

We photoactivated samples using 800-nm optical pulses of 500-fs  
duration and a pulse fluence of 5.3 mJ mm−2, which leads to 
considerable multiphoton absorption in RCvir (approximately  
800 photons per RC molecule; Online Methods). Bacteriochlorophyll  
cofactors are highly resilient to high fluence; thus, despite the 
energy absorbed by every RCvir molecule being orders of magnitude 
above the activation energy of protein unfolding18, photoexcited 
RCvir molecules largely survived undamaged in control experi-
ments at a similar pump-laser fluence (Supplementary Fig. 2).  
X-ray images were integrated in rings, and difference scattering 
amplitudes ( S(q, t), photoactivated minus dark; q = 4 sin( )/ , 
where  is half the deflection angle of the scattered X-ray beam 
and  is the X-ray wavelength) were calculated as a function  
of the time delay ( t) between the optical laser and XFEL  
pulses (Fig. 1b).

We separated TR-WAXS data (Fig. 1b) into their major com-
ponents by spectral decomposition8, which exploits differences 
in the rates of growth and decay of each component (Fig. 1c) to 
extract basis spectra (Fig. 1d). These data were described by a 
minimal set of four components: an ultrafast component (C1) 
that was set equal to S(q, t) averaged over the first three time 
points after photoactivation, a protein component (C2) that dis-
plays oscillatory features characteristic of protein difference scat-
tering7–14 (Supplementary Fig. 3), and non-equilibrated (C3) 
and equilibrated (C4) heating components. Because the photoac-
tivated sample volume is thermally homogeneous within 100 ps, 
but this timescale precedes the onset of thermal expansion10, 
the equilibrated heating basis spectrum (C4) is almost identi-
cal to S(q, t) averaged over the final three time points. We 
estimated the temperature jump induced by the 800-nm pump 
laser to be 7  1 °C by comparing S(q, t) for the 280-ps time 
delay with temperature calibration WAXS curves measured using 
synchrotron radiation (Supplementary Fig. 4). All experimental 
data were well approximated by a linear sum of the basis spectra 

C1–C4 (Fig. 1b). Conversely, the time dependence of the linear 
amplitudes of components C1–C4 were well approximated by the 
modeled time-dependent amplitudes used to extract these basis 
spectra (Supplementary Fig. 5).

We used molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of detergent-
solubilized RCvir with 15,000 kJ mol−1 of energy deposited into 
the bacteriochlorophyll cofactors to characterize the flow of heat 
from the bacteriochlorophyll cofactors into, and out of, the pro-
tein. This impulse instantaneously heated the cofactors by a few 
thousand Kelvin (Fig. 2a), which cooled by half within 7 ps as heat 
was dispersed into the surrounding protein, micelle and solvent. 
The timescale for when the heat content of the protein peaks as 
estimated by MD simulations (tmax = 14 ps; Fig. 2b) agreed strik-
ingly well with the measured peak of the non-equilibrated heating 
component C3 (tmax = 14 ps; Fig. 1c and Supplementary Fig. 5c).  
Similarly, the time dependence of the experimental equilibrated 
heating component C4 agreed with the flow of heat out of the 
protein and into the surrounding solvent as predicted from MD 
simulations (Fig. 2b). We therefore concluded that C3 and C4 
measure the flow of heat through the protein and into the sur-
rounding medium, respectively, and can be experimentally distin-
guished owing to contrast between the temperature dependence  
of the protein and solvent WAXS spectra. Accordingly, heat  
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Figure 1 | Time-dependent changes in WAXS data recorded from  
detergent-solubilized samples of RCvir. (a) Experimental setup  
illustrating the microjet of solubilized RCvir (green), X-ray detector,  
XFEL beam (orange) and 800-nm pump laser (red). (b) Time-resolved  
WAXS difference data, S(q, t) = Slight(q, t) – Sdark(q), recorded as 
a function of the time delay between the arrival of the 800-nm pump 
laser and the XFEL probe for 15 of 41 measured time delays. Linear sums 
of the four basis spectra (red) shown in d are superimposed upon the 
experimental difference data (black). (c) Time-dependent amplitudes  
of the components C1–C4 used to extract the basis spectra. (d) Basis 
spectra extracted from the experimental data by spectral decomposition: 
C1, an ultrafast component (green); C2, a protein component (blue);  
C3, non-equilibrated (black) heating component; C4, equilibrated 
(magenta) heating component. a.u., arbitrary units.
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pulse. The 800-nm pump laser was operated at 60 Hz with dark 
and light images interleaved. The 800-nm laser path length 
through the microjet was ~10 m, giving a low sample optical 
density (OD800  0.04) and ensuring homogeneous excitation. 
The vacuum sample chamber removed background from air scat-
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were instabilities in the microjet and X-ray detector, which led to 
more data being rejected from statistical criteria than is typical for 
TR-WAXS studies at synchrotrons (Online Methods).
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duration and a pulse fluence of 5.3 mJ mm−2, which leads to 
considerable multiphoton absorption in RCvir (approximately  
800 photons per RC molecule; Online Methods). Bacteriochlorophyll  
cofactors are highly resilient to high fluence; thus, despite the 
energy absorbed by every RCvir molecule being orders of magnitude 
above the activation energy of protein unfolding18, photoexcited 
RCvir molecules largely survived undamaged in control experi-
ments at a similar pump-laser fluence (Supplementary Fig. 2).  
X-ray images were integrated in rings, and difference scattering 
amplitudes ( S(q, t), photoactivated minus dark; q = 4 sin( )/ , 
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the equilibrated heating basis spectrum (C4) is almost identi-
cal to S(q, t) averaged over the final three time points. We 
estimated the temperature jump induced by the 800-nm pump 
laser to be 7  1 °C by comparing S(q, t) for the 280-ps time 
delay with temperature calibration WAXS curves measured using 
synchrotron radiation (Supplementary Fig. 4). All experimental 
data were well approximated by a linear sum of the basis spectra 
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amplitudes of components C1–C4 were well approximated by the 
modeled time-dependent amplitudes used to extract these basis 
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solubilized RCvir with 15,000 kJ mol−1 of energy deposited into 
the bacteriochlorophyll cofactors to characterize the flow of heat 
from the bacteriochlorophyll cofactors into, and out of, the pro-
tein. This impulse instantaneously heated the cofactors by a few 
thousand Kelvin (Fig. 2a), which cooled by half within 7 ps as heat 
was dispersed into the surrounding protein, micelle and solvent. 
The timescale for when the heat content of the protein peaks as 
estimated by MD simulations (tmax = 14 ps; Fig. 2b) agreed strik-
ingly well with the measured peak of the non-equilibrated heating 
component C3 (tmax = 14 ps; Fig. 1c and Supplementary Fig. 5c).  
Similarly, the time dependence of the experimental equilibrated 
heating component C4 agreed with the flow of heat out of the 
protein and into the surrounding solvent as predicted from MD 
simulations (Fig. 2b). We therefore concluded that C3 and C4 
measure the flow of heat through the protein and into the sur-
rounding medium, respectively, and can be experimentally distin-
guished owing to contrast between the temperature dependence  
of the protein and solvent WAXS spectra. Accordingly, heat  
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Figure 1 | Time-dependent changes in WAXS data recorded from  
detergent-solubilized samples of RCvir. (a) Experimental setup  
illustrating the microjet of solubilized RCvir (green), X-ray detector,  
XFEL beam (orange) and 800-nm pump laser (red). (b) Time-resolved  
WAXS difference data, S(q, t) = Slight(q, t) – Sdark(q), recorded as 
a function of the time delay between the arrival of the 800-nm pump 
laser and the XFEL probe for 15 of 41 measured time delays. Linear sums 
of the four basis spectra (red) shown in d are superimposed upon the 
experimental difference data (black). (c) Time-dependent amplitudes  
of the components C1–C4 used to extract the basis spectra. (d) Basis 
spectra extracted from the experimental data by spectral decomposition: 
C1, an ultrafast component (green); C2, a protein component (blue);  
C3, non-equilibrated (black) heating component; C4, equilibrated 
(magenta) heating component. a.u., arbitrary units.
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2D crystallography at an XFEL

crystals. Additionally, while the !30 fs
pulses used here demonstrate the ability
to outrun damage, at least to !8 Å, it is
possible that even shorter pulses may be
required to prevent high-resolution
component degradation either from
direct beam interactions with the
sample or potentially from photoelec-
trons generated by the support film. At
the same time, the pulses themselves
may be fast enough to maintain the
high-resolution components but might
not have enough photon density for
sufficient scattering at high angles so a
smaller beam size or increased bright-
ness could also yield better diffraction.
Finally, new algorithms for data analysis
could evaluate whether merging of large
datasets might reveal higher-resolution
information that is already present in
the data but currently appears buried
within the noise for individual patterns.

While any one, or a combination, of
the above experimental considerations
may improve the attainable resolution,
a tilting stage will be needed to collect
data for 3-D reconstructions from 2-D
crystals. Our presented results only
include diffraction patterns acquired at
zero-degree tilt (normal incidence to
2-D crystal plane) due to physical
limitations of the available fixed target
sample stage at the time of these
experiments. As in conventional X-ray
approaches for 3-D crystals, the phase
problem remains one of the largest
challenges for XFEL imaging of 2-D
crystals. The lack of tilted data
restricted us to using a single-pattern
molecular replacement method to
simulate the electron density maps;
however, the compact nature of 2-D
crystals may permit new approaches for
direct phasing (Spence et al., 2003) when
tilted data are available. Furthermore,
hybrid approaches may also provide an
answer to the phase problem. Electron
crystallography of 2-D crystals already
combines the diffraction pattern peak
intensities with phase information
derived from images of equivalent
crystals (Gonen et al., 2005) and a
similar approach may be possible to
enhance XFEL data with phase infor-
mation from electron microscopy. The
incorporation of fixed target sample
stages with tilting capability and hybrid
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Figure 1
Bragg diffraction at sub-nanometer resolution from soluble protein 2-D crystals. (a) Background-
subtracted diffraction pattern for 2-D crystals of streptavidin. Blue circles signify resolution rings at
30.0, 15.0 and 7.5 Å (inner to outer). The zoomed-in red circles indicate Bragg spots with highest
resolution at 8.0 Å, (h, k) = (#10, 2) and (2, 10), while the black box zoom highlights two lattice
spots at intermediate resolution. The diffraction patterns were acquired with a sample-to-detector
distance of 560 mm and a photon energy of 8448 eV. Owing to C222 symmetry (h + k = 2n), the
innermost reflections are (0, 2), (1, 1) and (2, 0). (b) 2-D electron density projection map (2$ 2 unit
cells) from coupling the observed integrated peak intensities with the corresponding calculated
phases from the known crystal structure. (c) Ribbon diagram of a 2 $ 2 unit cell of streptavidin
created using the known crystal structure, symmetry and unit cell for comparison with (b). The scale
bar is equivalent for panels (b) and (c).

Figure 2
Bragg diffraction at sub-nanometer resolution from membrane protein 2-D crystals. (a)
Background-subtracted diffraction patterns for 2-D crystals of bacteriorhodopsin. Blue circles
signify resolution rings at 30.0, 15.0 and 7.5 Å (inner to outer). The zoomed-in red circle highlights
the peaks with highest resolution at 8.5 and 8.7 Å, (h, k) = (2, 5) and (3, 4), respectively. The
diffraction patterns were acquired with a sample-to-detector distance of 340 mm and a photon
energy of 8448 eV. (b) Experimental 2-D electron density projection map (2 $ 2 unit cells) from
coupling the observed integrated peak intensities with the corresponding calculated phases from the
known crystal structure of bacteriorhodopsin. (c) Ribbon diagram (2 $ 2 unit cells) of
bacteriorhodopsin created using the known crystal structure, symmetry and unit cell for comparison
with (b). The scale bar is equivalent for panels (b) and (c).

B. Pedrini et al. Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc B 369, 20130500 (2014)
M. Frank et al. IUCrJ 1, 1-6 (2014)

diffraction from 2D crystals of bacteriorhodopsin

and phase of the Bragg reflections are experimentally accessi-
ble [8]. Continuous methodological improvements [9–11]
that include, in particular, cryo-cooling of the sample [12]
have led to structures at atomic resolution [13]. However, a
real breakthrough in terms of high-throughput has always
been hampered by radiation damage.

The situation is even more critical with X-rays, for which the
ratio between useful diffraction and damaging absorption events
is far worse [14]. Until the advent of X-ray free-electron lasers
(XFELs) [15,16], the experiments were limited to powder diffrac-
tion in transmission from pelleted bacteriorhodopsin (bR)
two-dimensional crystals [17], and to grazing-incidence dif-
fraction from bR two-dimensional crystals floating at the
water–air interface [18]. While X-ray diffraction from a single
two-dimensional crystal would offer remarkable advantages,
synchrotron sources are limiting, in that radiation damage
destroys the sample faster than the accumulation of sufficient
signal in the Bragg peaks. At XFELs, the situation is radically
different: diffract-before-destroy experiments in the framework
of serial femtosecond crystallography [19] on submicrometre-
sized three-dimensional crystals have recently proved that the
femtosecond XFEL pulses outrun the damage, and that they
are of sufficient intensity to generate meaningful Bragg peak sig-
nals. The above results prompted us to extend the application of
the diffract-before-destroy concept to two-dimensional protein
crystals under close-to-physiological conditions of hydration
and temperature, thus avoiding the deleterious effects of
cryogenic cooling. Further considerations in support of this
approach were related to the stronger penetration power of
X-rays, which possibly allows the acquisition of diffraction
data at larger tilt angles than feasible with cryo-EM, as well
as to the perspective of exploiting the finite size of the two-
dimensional crystal in the direction perpendicular to the crystal
plane for direct phase retrieval [20], not possible in standard
three-dimensional crystallography.

Even though the single-layer arrangement strongly reduces
the scattering power of two-dimensional crystals, the feasibility
of diffract-before-destroy experiments was demonstrated
during a Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) beamtime at the
coherent diffraction imaging (CXI) station in May 2012, where
we captured subnanometre Bragg diffraction from individual
two-dimensional crystals [21]. The submicrometre-sized
X-ray focus available at CXI enhanced the probability of
simultaneously illuminating only a small number of two-dimen-
sional crystals. However, during this initial beamtime, the single-
crystal hit rate was so low that averaging data for a complete
sampling of all Bragg peaks was impossible. Thus, the attainable
resolution remained signal-to-noise limited, which affected the
overall interpretability of the achieved results.

Here, we describe a larger dataset acquired in May 2013,
and show that a key point is to merge data from different crys-
tals to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio of the measurable
Bragg reflections. Although limited by the small number of
analysable diffraction images, our approach led us to conclude
that the prepared sample diffracts to at least 7 Å, and indi-
cates that reliable determination of the reflection intensities
just requires more diffraction patterns.

2. Methods
(a) X-ray diffraction measurements
The measurements were performed at the 0.1 mm focus environ-
ment of the CXI experimental station of the LCLS XFEL [22], at

an X-ray wavelength of 8.8 keV (1.4 Å) and with nominal pulse
energies of about 2 mJ.

The sample was supported by a solid silicon wafer, shaped
with an extended array of 100 ! 100 mm2 thin windows con-
sisting of a 5 nm carbon film with a 40 nm poly(methyl
methacrylate) layer. About 2.2 mg bR two-dimensional crystals,
with a typical size of 0.5–1.0 mm, were suspended in 15 ml of
0.5% w/v glucose solution. This was painted on the backside
part of the wafer, so that it could adhere to the carbon face of
the windows. After drying, the remaining layer of glucose
acted as protection against dehydration in the vacuum chamber.

The XFEL was run in ‘burst mode’, and the wafer was moved
transversely to the beam, so that every X-ray pulse hit a new,
undamaged window. In this way, the effective rate of
diffraction image acquisition was about 1 Hz.

(b) Diffraction image analysis
For a two-dimensional crystal, the X-ray cross section is markedly
different from zero only around the Bragg rods. These are lines per-
pendicular to the two-dimensional crystal plane. Their projection
onto this plane corresponds to the reciprocal lattice of the two-
dimensional crystal lattice. Each rod is therefore labelled by indices
(h, k) corresponding to the two reciprocal unit cell vectors (a*, b*).
Peaks in two-dimensional crystal diffraction images originate
from the intersection of the Ewald sphere with the Bragg rods,
and thus they are labelled with the same pair of indices. In the sim-
plest approach, we considered only the images which exhibited a
clear diffraction pattern from a single two-dimensional crystal,
with the crystal plane almost perpendicular to the incoming
beam. Such images were tagged because of the characteristic dif-
fraction peak positions (‘peak lattice’). In an individual image,
only the most prominent peaks are visible. To evaluate the potential
completeness of the measurable peaks, we enhanced the signal-to-
noise ratio by averaging the intensities of small sectors of diffraction
images, with the sectors centred at the position of equivalent peaks.
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Figure 1. Example of a diffraction image from a single bR two-dimensional
crystal. The dashed ring corresponds to 10 Å resolution. The circles mark the
positions of expected diffraction peaks at lower than 7 Å resolution. The pre-
cise orientation of the peak lattice was derived from the positions of the
prominent, easily identifiable peaks encircled in red. The basis vectors (a*,
b*) of the two-dimensional reciprocal space lattice are shown as green
arrows. The small arrows mark the position of peaks in the classes ((7,
1)) (black), ((1, 7)) (magenta), ((27, 21)) (orange) and ((21, 27))
(cyan), each class consisting of three equivalent peaks.
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Single-particle imaging at an XFEL

the LCLS pulses. The X-ray energy was 1.80 keV (6.9-Å wavelength)
and the pulse length was 70 fs (full-duration at half-maximum). The
X-ray beam diameter at the interaction point was about 10mm (full-
width at half-maximum), with a maximum of 1.6 3 1010 photons per
square micrometre in the centre of this beam. This translates to a peak
power density of 6.5 3 1015 W cm22. Forward-scattered diffraction
patterns were recorded on a pair of pnCCD detectors12. The direct beam
exited through an opening between the two detector halves and was
absorbed in a beam dump behind the detectors (Fig. 1). The detector
pair was placed 564 mm away from the interaction point, giving
maximum full-period resolutions of 10.2 nm at the edges and 7.2 nm
at the corners of the compound detector at 1.8-keV photon energy.

Figure 2a, b shows single shot X-ray diffraction patterns of individual
mimivirus particles, and Fig. 2c shows a transmission electron micro-
graph of a single mimivirus particle. Each of the diffraction patterns
contains about 1,700,000 scattered photons. The lowest-resolution data
are missing between the two detector halves, so the total number of
scattered photons exceeds this number. Figure 2d, e shows autocorrela-
tion functions calculated from the diffraction patterns. Missing low-
resolution data act as a high-pass filter. For an object of extent D, the
extent of its autocorrelation is 2D and the diffraction intensities are
band-limited with a Nyquist rate of 1/2D. The size and shape of the
autocorrelation functions in Fig. 2d, e are indicative of hits on single
virus particles. Figure 2f, g shows the reconstructed exit wavefronts for
these mimivirus particles. The shapes and sizes of the reconstructed
objects agree with data from prior cryo-electron microscopy studies in
which 30,000 images were averaged7. In contrast, the reconstructed
structures in Fig. 2f, g come from single shots from single particles,
and demonstrate the power of this new imaging concept1.

We performed image reconstruction by iterative phase retrieval
implemented in the Hawk software package16, using the RAAR algo-
rithm17 enhanced with both reality and positivity constraints. The sup-
port was handled by a Shrinkwrap algorithm18 with the constraint of
having a specific area that was estimated from the autocorrelation func-
tion. Weakly constrained modes in the reconstructions were identified
and removed, using the formalism of ref. 19. This is a linear algebra
method to compensate for noise, or the lack of constraints in the missing
central region of the pattern. The uncertainty in the overall density was
less than 10% after the identification and removal of the unconstrained
modes. We then fitted these modes to match the total density of a
spherical or a suitably rotated icosahedral profile. The missing modes
were adjusted to give a total density that best matched the target.

Residual phase fluctuations were then suppressed by averaging many
reconstructions, using different random seeds. The results gave
improved image reliability. For details, see Methods.

We estimated the image resolution in the reconstruction by com-
puting the phase retrieval transfer function2,20 (PRTF; Fig. 2h, i), which
represents the confidence in the retrieved phases as a function of
resolution. No consensus has emerged so far on what single PRTF
value should be used as the measure of resolution (values between
0.5 and 0.1 can be found in the literature; see Methods). We characterize
resolution by the point where the PRTF drops to 1/e (ref. 20), and this
corresponds to a full-period resolution of 32 nm in both cases. We
expect significantly higher resolutions in such experiments with shorter
and brighter photon pulses focused to a smaller area.

In principle, resolution could reach less than 1 nm in a single expo-
sure with a biological object of similar size to the mimivirus particle3.
This resolution would require a free-electron laser pulse shorter than
about 5 fs at 1.8-keV energy and a photon flux on the sample of more
than 3 3 1011 photons per square micrometre3. This pulse length and
photon flux are beyond the initial capabilities of the LCLS, although
there have already been indications of nearly transform-limited LCLS
pulses lasting only a few femtoseconds and containing about 5 3 1011

photons per pulse in the unfocused beam21.
With very short pulses, exposures could be over before there is time

for significant Auger emission or for the development of secondary
electron cascades in the sample1. The conventional handicap of X-rays
relative to electrons in imaging could thus be reversed and made into a
net gain over a broad range of sample sizes. First experiments at the
LCLS show a significant drop in the photoelectric cross-section of
hollow atoms22. This effect was predicted earlier1, but it is larger than
expected and can already be measured with LCLS pulses 20–80 fs in
duration22. The results show photoabsorption decreased 20-fold in
hollow neon to equal the cross-section of coherent scattering22. In
addition, neon ions with double core holes had an extended lifetime22.
At 1.8-keV photon energy, more than 90% of the total photoelectric
cross-section of carbon, nitrogen and oxygen can be attributed to 1s
electrons. Ejection of these electrons at the beginning of an intense and
short pulse could practically stop photoionization without signifi-
cantly changing the elastic cross-sections of outer-shell electrons.

We see no measurable sample deterioration. With the X-ray pulses
used in this study, the explosion of micrometre-sized objects is hydro-
dynamic3 and the sample burns from the outside inwards, rarefying and
destroying outer contours first. Trapped electrons move inwards to neu-
tralize an increasingly positive core, and leave behind a positively charged
outer layer, which then peels off over some picoseconds23. The recon-
structed exit wavefront of the mimivirus particle shows well-defined outer
contours and gives a sample size consistent with the intact virus capsid
(we do not expect to see the thin viral fibrils at the length scales accessible
here). Other studies of protein nanocrystals24 at the LCLS at 0.9-nm
resolution show no measurable deterioration of Bragg peaks during illu-
mination with pulses similar to those used here. The size of these protein
nanocrystals was similar to the size of the mimivirus particles.

At this stage, it is unclear how reproducible is the interior structure
of mimivirus particles (or that of any other viral particles) in terms of
atomic positions, and this will need further study. The viral inner
capsid consists of a thin protein shell (about 7 nm thick) lined with
phospholipid membranes. The structure of the protein shell seems to
be reproducible to at least 6.5 nm resolution7. Figure 2d, e suggests an
inhomogeneous interior structure for the virion. The interior structure
does not necessarily follow the pseudo-icosahedral outer shape (the
capsid is believed to have a single, five-fold symmetry axis7).

The penetration depth of X-rays permits studies on the interiors of
large objects. The methods applied here require no modifications to
the sample such as staining, freezing, sectioning, radiolabelling or
crystallization, and can also be used to image cells that are alive at
the time of the exposure. The amount of missing data can be reduced
by adding an additional detector pair behind the first pair. Another

Aerosol sample injector

10–6 mbar

LCLS X-ray pulses Detector assembly

Beam
dump

Figure 1 | The experimental arrangement. Mimivirus particles were injected
into the pulse train of the LCLS at the AMO experimental station13 with a
sample injector built in Uppsala. The injector was mounted into the CAMP
instrument12. The aerodynamic lens stack is visible in the centre of the injector
body, on the left. Particles leaving the injector enter the vacuum chamber and
are intercepted randomly by the LCLS pulses. The far-field diffraction pattern
of each particle hit by an X-ray pulse is recorded on a pair of fast p–n junction
charge-coupled device (pnCCD) detectors12. The intense, direct beam passes
through an opening in the centre of the detector assembly and is absorbed
harmlessly behind the sensitive detectors. Some of the low-resolution data also
go through this gap and are lost in the current set-up.
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necessary improvement is to increase the dynamic range of the detec-
tors. In our experiments, there were shots extending to significantly
higher resolutions than those reported here but they contained too
many saturated pixels at low angles (more missing modes), prevent-
ing image reconstruction. With reproducible samples, where the experi-
ment can be repeated on a new object, a three-dimensional data set can
be collected, and the resolution extended (even from weak individual

exposures) by merging redundant data25–29. Studies of virus particles
with higher-intensity photon pulses and improved detectors could
answer the question of whether the core is reproducible to subnano-
metre resolution or whether the viral genome has the ‘molecular indi-
vidualism’ that genomic DNA structures explore in vitro30.
Note added in proof: In a previous study31, synchrotron radiation was
used to obtain X-ray diffraction data on a herpes virus.
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Figure 2 | Single-shot diffraction patterns on single virus particles give
interpretable results. a, b, Experimentally recorded far-field diffraction
patterns (in false-colour representation) from individual virus particles
captured in two different orientations. c, Transmission electron micrograph of
an unstained Mimivirus particle, showing pseudo-icosahedral appearance7.
d, e, Autocorrelation functions for a (d) and b (e). The shape and size of each
autocorrelation correspond to those of a single virus particle after high-pass
filtering due to missing low-resolution data. f, g, Reconstructed images after
iterative phase retrieval with the Hawk software package16. The size of a pixel
corresponds to 9 nm in the images. Three different reconstructions are shown
for each virus particle: an averaged reconstruction with unconstrained Fourier

modes19 and two averaged images after fitting unconstrained low-resolution
modes to a spherical or an icosahedral profile, respectively. The orientation of
the icosahedron was determined from the diffraction data. The results show
small differences between the spherical and icosahedral fits. h, i, The PRTF for
reconstructions where the unconstrained low-resolution modes were fitted to
an icosahedron. All reconstructions gave similar resolutions. We characterize
resolution by the point where the PRTF drops to 1/e (ref. 20). This corresponds
to 32-nm full-period resolution in both exposures. Arrows mark the resolution
range with other cut-off criteria found in the literature (Methods). Resolution
can be substantially extended for samples available in multiple identical
copies1,25–28.
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single-shot scattering pattern gives 
enough information to reconstruct 
the structure of the mimivirus

Single-particle structure determination by X-ray
free-electron lasers: Possibilities and challenges

A. Hosseinizadeh,a) A. Dashti,a) P. Schwander, R. Fung, and A. Ourmazdb)

Department of Physics, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211, USA

(Received 15 April 2015; accepted 21 April 2015; published online 30 April 2015)

Single-particle structure recovery without crystals or radiation damage is a
revolutionary possibility offered by X-ray free-electron lasers, but it involves
formidable experimental and data-analytical challenges. Many of these difficulties
were encountered during the development of cryogenic electron microscopy of
biological systems. Electron microscopy of biological entities has now reached a
spatial resolution of about 0.3 nm, with a rapidly emerging capability to map
discrete and continuous conformational changes and the energy landscapes of
biomolecular machines. Nonetheless, single-particle imaging by X-ray free-
electron lasers remains important for a range of applications, including the study of
large “electron-opaque” objects and time-resolved examination of key biological
processes at physiological temperatures. After summarizing the state of the art in
the study of structure and conformations by cryogenic electron microscopy,
we identify the primary opportunities and challenges facing X-ray-based
single-particle approaches, and possible means for circumventing them. VC 2015
Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a
Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4919740]

I. INTRODUCTION

Determining the structure and function of biological nanomachines is a key goal of molec-
ular biology. Electron-microscopic single-particle imaging approaches, augmented by powerful
algorithmic techniques, have served this goal by revealing the three-dimensional (3D) structure
(Frank, 2006), discrete (Scheres, 2012) and continuous conformational changes, and energy
landscapes (Dashti et al., 2014) from 2D snapshots of individual objects in unknown orienta-
tional and conformational states. These set a high bar for competing techniques. In order to
delineate the opportunities for single-particle structure determination by methods based on
X-ray free-electron lasers (XFEL’s), it is necessary to begin with a summary of the state of the
art in cryogenic electron microscopy (cryo-EM).

II. STRUCTURE OF BIOLOGICAL ENTITIES BY CRYOGENIC ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

Electron microscopy exploits the scattering of high-energy (100–300 kV) electrons passing
through the sample of interest. Biological entities are captured in their “native” state in vitreous
ice by plunge-freezing (Frank, 2006). This and the need to minimize radiation damage limit the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of cryoEM snapshots to the range of 0.1–0.01. Each electron micro-
graph represents a 2D “projection view” of a single particle in an unknown orientational and
conformational state. The reliable extraction of conformational information has become possible
only recently (Scheres, 2012 and Dashti et al., 2014).

a)A. Hosseinizadeh and A. Dashti contributed equally to this work.
b)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: ourmazd@uwm.edu.
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Perspectives for imaging single protein molecules with the
present design of the European XFEL

Kartik Ayyer,1 Gianluca Geloni,2 Vitali Kocharyan,3 Evgeni Saldin,3

Svitozar Serkez,3 Oleksandr Yefanov,1 and Igor Zagorodnov3

1Center for Free-Electron Laser Science, Hamburg, Germany
2European XFEL GmbH, Hamburg, Germany
3Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY), Hamburg, Germany

(Received 26 February 2015; accepted 16 April 2015; published online 27 April 2015)

The Single Particles, Clusters and Biomolecules & Serial Femtosecond
Crystallography (SPB/SFX) instrument at the European XFEL is located behind
the SASE1 undulator and aims to support imaging and structure determination of
biological specimen between about 0.1 lm and 1 lm size. The instrument is
designed to work at photon energies from 3 keV up to 16 keV. Here, we propose a
cost-effective proof-of-principle experiment, aiming to demonstrate the actual fea-
sibility of a single molecule diffraction experiment at the European XFEL. To this
end, we assume self-seeding capabilities at SASE1 and we suggest to make use of
the baseline European XFEL accelerator complex—with the addition of a slotted-
foil setup—and of the SPB/SFX instrument. As a first step towards the realization
of an actual experiment, we developed a complete package of computational tools
for start-to-end simulations predicting its performance. Single biomolecule imaging
capabilities at the European XFEL can be reached by exploiting special modes of
operation of the accelerator complex and of the SASE1 undulator. The output peak
power can be increased up to more than 1.5 TW, which allows to relax the require-
ments on the focusing efficiency of the optics and to reach the required fluence
without changing the present design of the SPB/SFX instrument. Explicit simula-
tions are presented using the 15-nm size RNA Polymerase II molecule as a case
study. Noisy diffraction patterns were generated and they were processed to gener-
ate the 3D intensity distribution. We discuss requirements to the signal-to-back-
ground ratio needed to obtain a correct pattern orientation. When these are fulfilled,
our results indicate that one can achieve diffraction without destruction with about
0.1 photons per Shannon pixel per shot at 4 Å resolution with 1013 photons in a 4 fs
pulse at 4 keV photon energy and in a 0.3 lm focus, corresponding to a fluence of
1014 photons/lm2. We assume negligible structured background. At this signal
level, one needs only about 30 000 diffraction patterns to recover full 3D informa-
tion. At the highest repetition rate manageable by detectors at European XFEL, one
will be able to accumulate these data within a fraction of an hour, even assuming a
relatively low hit probability of about a percent. VC 2015 Author(s). All article
content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution 3.0 Unported License. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4919301]

I. INTRODUCTION AND REQUIREMENTS

Imaging of single molecules at near-atomic resolution is expected to result in a significant
advance in structural biology. One could obtain structural information of large macromolecular
assemblies that cannot crystallize, like membrane proteins. In order to perform single molecule
imaging, a straightforward “diffraction before destruction” method has been proposed.1–4 A
great number of single molecules with the same structure are injected into vacuum and interact
with ultrashort X-ray pulses, before being completely destroyed. A sufficient number of diffrac-
tion patterns is recorded, with unknown orientation. Next, the relative orientations of the
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The linac coherent light source single particle imaging road
map
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(Received 30 March 2015; accepted 6 April 2015; published online 21 April 2015)

Intense femtosecond x-ray pulses from free-electron laser sources allow the imag-
ing of individual particles in a single shot. Early experiments at the Linac Coherent
Light Source (LCLS) have led to rapid progress in the field and, so far, coherent
diffractive images have been recorded from biological specimens, aerosols, and
quantum systems with a few-tens-of-nanometers resolution. In March 2014, LCLS
held a workshop to discuss the scientific and technical challenges for reaching the
ultimate goal of atomic resolution with single-shot coherent diffractive imaging.

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: bostedt@slac.stanford.edu
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Single shot scattering from Acanthamoeba polyphaga mimivirus 
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Conclusion: Biology is well represented at XFELs

Volume 2, Issue 4, July 2015

SPECIAL TOPIC: BIOLOGY 
WITH X-RAY LASERS

Discussion Meeting Issue ‘Biology with free-electron X-ray lasers’ 
17 July 2014; volume 369, issue 1647
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The future: Ultrafast events in vision
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Now that you’re convinced how 
awesome they are, let’s build one !
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SwissFEL under construction
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Aramis: 1-7 Å (2-12.4 keV) hard X-ray SASE FEL,  
In-vacuum , planar undulators with variable gap.  
User operation from mid 2017  

Athos : 
(2nd phase)

7-70 Å soft X-ray FEL for  SASE & Seeded operation .  
APPLE II undulators with variable gap and full polarization 
control. 
To be implemented after 2017

715	  m

Phase	  2,	  2017-‐19Phase	  1,	  2012-‐16

SwissFEL	  parameters	  

Wavelength	  from	  	  	  	  	  	  	  1	  Å	  -‐	  70	  Å	  

Photon	  energy	   	   0.2-‐12	  keV	  

Photon	  /	  pulse	  (1Å)	   7.3E+10	  	  

Pulse	  duraYon	  	   	   1	  fs	  -‐	  20	  fs	  

Energy	  bandwidth	   0.05-‐0.16%	  

e-‐	  	  Energy	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  5.8	  GeV	  

e-‐	  Bunch	  charge	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  10-‐200	  pC	  

RepeYYon	  rate	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  100	  Hz	  

What are we going to put into this building ?

1.77-12.4 keV

2012-2017

after 2017
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SwissFEL design parameters at 1 Å Sven Reiche 
and co-workers
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Aramis Experimental Hutches
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SwissFEL Experimental Stations

ESA:
Ultrafast 
photochemistry 
and 
photobiology

ESB:
Pump-probe 
crystallography

ESC:
Materials science and 
nanocrystallography

PSI Bericht Nr. 09-10 
September 2009

Ultrafast Phenomena at  
the  Nanoscale:
Science opportunities at the SwissFEL X-ray Laser

http://www.psi.ch/swissfel/

Phase I: 
Ready by 2017

Phase II: >2017

Scientific Case 
B. Patterson 
editor

Bruce Patterson 
and co-workers

generated by the absorption of four photons by
the PS II reaction center are stored in the four
consecutive redox states of a Mn4CaO5 clus-
ter, known as the Si (i = 1 to 4) states. The
accumulated energy is used in the concerted oxi-
dation of two molecules of water to form dioxy-
gen (1), returning the catalyst to the most reduced
S0 state in the Kok cycle (Scheme 1). Due to its
efficient catalysis of the demanding four-electron
and four-proton chemistry of water oxidation,
the Mn4CaO5 cluster has been a model system
for synthesizing inorganic water oxidation cat-
alysts (2, 3).

The structure of PS II in its dark stable state
(S1) was studied extensively using x-ray diffrac-
tion (XRD) measurements on cryo-cooled crys-
tals (4–7) at synchrotron radiation (SR) sources
with resolutions ranging from 3.8 to 1.9 Å. One
inherent limitation of XRD measurements on
this system, however, is the high radiation sensi-
tivity of the Mn4CaO5 cluster. An increase of
the average metal-ligand and metal-metal dis-
tances is observed in the XRD data as compared
with the extended x-ray absorption fine structure
(EXAFS) data that were collected below the
threshold of radiation damage [reviewed in (8)],
indicating that the structure of the cluster is
either altered or disrupted. Such specific damage
(photoreduction of the metal center) (9, 10) oc-
curred despite the fact that all XRD measure-
ments were carried out at cryogenic temperatures
of 100 to 150 K. It is now generally recognized
that for some other redox-active metallopro-
teins, it is difficult to obtain intact structures with
SR-based XRD, even at cryogenic temperatures
(11, 12). Recently, a new approach to protein
crystallography was demonstrated at the X-ray
Free-Electron Laser (XFEL) of the Linac Coherent
Light Source (LCLS), with ultrashort x-ray pulses
of high intensity enabling collection of diffrac-
tion data at room temperature (RT) before the
onset of radiation damage in various systems
(13–18).

Whereas XRD is powerful in determining the
overall protein structure, various x-ray spectros-
copy techniques can provide critical comple-
mentary information about the active site due to
their element and chemical sensitivity (8, 19–22).

To understand the intricate interplay between
protein and metal cofactors that allows complex
reactions, it is desirable to combine both ap-
proaches in time-resolved studies under func-
tional conditions.

Among the various spectroscopic methods,
nonresonant x-ray emission spectroscopy (XES)
probes occupied electron levels (see Fig. 1, bot-
tom right). In particular, the Kb1,3 line is a probe
of the number of unpaired 3d electrons, hence
providing information about the oxidation and/or
spin state (22). Experimentally, XES performed
using an energy-dispersive x-ray spectrometer
(23) is particularly well suited for such combined
shot-by-shot studies, as excitation energies above
the 1s core hole of first-row transition metals are
also ideal for XRD; therefore, neither incident
nor emitted photon energy need to be scanned.
Although it has been demonstrated that the shot-
by-shot approach can probe the atomic struc-
ture of intact proteins at high resolution (17),
the question has remained whether ultrabright
femtosecond pulses can also probe the intact
electronic structure of active centers such as the

Mn4CaO5 cluster. This is by no means obvious,
because, in contrast to XRD, in which radiation-
induced damage leads to loss of diffractivity, such
a self-termination of the signal is not expected
in XES, and electronic structural changes hap-
pen on a much faster time scale than a Coulomb
explosion. Recently, we used solutions of Mn
model systems (24) in a liquid jet (25) at LCLS
to demonstrate the feasibility of RT femtosecond
Kb XES.

Building on the feasibility of these sepa-
rate femtosecond XRD studies of PS II (18) and
femtosecond XES results, we have designed
an experimental setup for simultaneous XRD
and XES data collection at the LCLS. We used
XES to determine the electronic-state integrity
of the Mn4CaO5 cluster. Simultaneously, we
used a visible-laser pump (centered at 527 nm)
and an x-ray laser probe to collect RT XRD
measurements of the S2 state, and we compared
our results with the XRD data from the dark
S1 state. The schematic of the setup is shown
in Fig. 1 (26). Suspensions of PS II microcrys-
tals (5 to 15 mm in the longest dimension) were

1Physical Biosciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Lab-
oratory, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA. 2Linac Coherent Light Source
(LCLS), SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, CA
94025, USA. 3Max-Volmer-Laboratorium für Biophysikalische
Chemie, Technische Universität, D-10623 Berlin, Germany.
4PULSE Institute, SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo
Park, CA 94025, USA. 5Institutionen för Kemi, Kemiskt Biologiskt
Centrum, Umeå Universitet, Umeå, Sweden. 6Stanford Synchro-
tron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL), SLAC National Accelerator
Laboratory, Menlo Park, CA 94025, USA. 7Department of Physics,
AlbaNova, Stockholm University, S-106 91 Stockholm, Sweden.
8European Synchrotron Radiation Facility, F-38043 Grenoble
Cedex 9, France.

*Present address: Synchrotron SOLEIL, F-91192 Gif-Sur-Yvette,
France.
†Corresponding author. E-mail: vkyachandra@lbl.gov
(V.K.Y.); bergmann@slac.stanford.edu (U.B.); jyano@lbl.
gov ( J.Y.)

Scheme 1. Reaction cycle of wa-
ter oxidation at the Mn4CaO5 clus-
ter in PS II. h, Planck’s constant; n,
frequency.

Fig. 1. Setup of simultaneous x-ray spectroscopy and crystallography experiment at the CXI
instrument of LCLS. The crystal suspension is electric-field–focused into a microjet that intersects
the x-ray pulses. XRD data from a single crystal are collected downstream with a CSPAD detector,
and XES data from the same crystal are collected at ~90° to the beam via a multicrystal XES
spectrometer and a compact position-sensitive detector (PSD). A Nd-YLF laser (527 nm) is used to
illuminate the crystals. The timing protocol (top left) consists of a fixed time of flight Dt between
the optical pump and x-ray probe. The schematic of the energy dispersive spectrometer is shown
(bottom right), as well as the MnII and MnIV oxide Kb1,3 spectra and an energy-level diagram for
XES (bottom middle).
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ESB: Probing Correlated Coupled Dynamics & Fluctuations

→ pump: launch coherent excitation 
(phonon, spin wave, charge wave, orbital wave, ...)

→ tune system close to critical point 
(apply static pressure or B-field at low T)

→ X-ray probe: how does the (coherent) excitation evolve in time ?

↔ tr-XRD: measures changes in lattice constants & symmetry 
↔ tr-RXRD: sensitive to coupling of charge-, orbital- and spin-order (↔ polarization) 
↔ tr-(N)TDS: measures S(q,ω = 0) & fluctuating coherence length ξF 

↔ tr-(R)IXS: measures S(q,ω) & change of momentum dispersion
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ESB: The X-ray probe techniques

TDS from Si(100) measured at the SLS (courtesy J. Johnson)

+

Elastic X-ray Diffuse Scattering

Resonant X-ray 
Diffraction

X-ray Diffraction

Gerhard Ingold 
and Paul Beaud
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ESA: Ultrafast photochemistry and photobiology

A. Listorti et al. Rev. Chem. Mater. 23, 3381 (2011); 
A. Hagfeldt et al. Chem. Rev. 110, 6595 (2010);  
M. Henderson Surf. Sci. Rep. 66, 185 (2011);  
S.C. Roy et al. ACS Nano 4, 1259 (2010)

M.A. Henderson / Surface Science Reports 66 (2011) 185–297 187

List of acronyms and symbols

2PPE two photon photoemission
A anatase
AFM atomic force microscopy
ATR attenuated total reflectance
B brookite
CB conduction band
CT charge transfer
DFT density functional theory
DOS density of states
DSSC dye sensitized solar cell
e�/h+ electron–hole pair
EDTA ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
EELS electron energy loss spectroscopy
EMA effective mass approximation
EPR electron paramagnetic resonance
ESR electron spin resonance
EXAFS extended X-ray absorption fine structure
FTIR Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
HOMO highest occupied molecular orbital
HREELS high resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy
HRTEM high resolution transmission electron microscopy
IEP isoelectric point
IPA isopropyl alcohol
IPS inverse photoemission spectroscopy
IR infrared
LDA local density approximation
LUMO lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
m0 electron rest mass
me electron effective mass
mh hole effective mass
MBE molecular beam epitaxy
MD molecular dynamics
ML monolayer
Nint interstitial N
Nsub substitutional N
NEXAFS near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure
NMR nuclear magnetic resonance
NRA nuclear reaction analysis
Ovac oxygen vacancy
OHbr bridging OH group
OHt terminal OH group
OPAMBE oxygen plasma assisted MBE
P-25 Degussa P-25, mixed anatase and rutile commercial

TiO2 standard
PED photoelectron diffraction
PSD photon stimulated desorption
QMMD quantum mechanical molecular dynamics
R rutile
RH relative humidity
RHEED reflection high energy electron diffraction
SEM scanning electron microscopy
SFG sum frequency generation
SHG second harmonic generation
STM scanning tunneling microscopy
TCE trichloroethylene
TEM transmission electron microscopy
TMA trimethyl acetate
TMAA trimethyl acetic acid
TOF time of flight
TPD temperature programmed desorption
UHV ultrahigh vacuum
UPS ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy
UV ultraviolet

UV–vis ultraviolet–visible optical absorption spectroscopy
VB valence band
XANES X-ray absorption near-edge structure
XAS X-ray absorption spectroscopy
XES X-ray emission spectroscopy
XPS X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
XRD X-ray diffraction
habci family of vectors equivalent to the [abc] vector
[abc] specific crystal vector
{abc} family of surfaces equivalent to that defined by the

normal vector [abc]
(abc) specific surface termination defined by the vector

[abc]

Fig. 1. Schematic model illustrating the seven fundamental issues associated with
TiO2 photocatalysis addressed in the review.

phenomena occurring as a result of photon irradiation of TiO2 sin-
gle crystal surfaces. In these reviews, Yates and coworkers explored
the relationships between a surface’s properties (e.g., reactivity,
structure, electronic properties, etc.) and various observed photo-
chemical events (e.g., O2 photodesorption). This approach allows
the researcher to understand and control for many variables (such
as coverage, surface structure, temperature, etc.) while examining
in detail various fundamental aspects of photon-initiated events.
The surface science approach typically utilizes well-defined mate-
rials (e.g., single crystals) and ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) techniques
to understand physical and chemical phenomenon occurring at in-
terfaces. It is the aim of this review tomotivate readers to approach
the subject of TiO2 photocatalysis from the same perspective.

The structure of this review was developed using an expanded
version of the common TiO2 photocatalysis cartoon shown in Fig. 1.
This cartoon shows a TiO2 nanoparticle with superimposed on it a
simple electronic structure of the TiO2 valence band (VB) states,
the conduction band (CB) states and the bandgap. The cartoon
illustrates seven key issues (labeled 1 through 7) that will be
considered in discussing the fundamental processes important
to TiO2 photocatalysis. The first of these is photon absorption
(Section 1). Much effort has been aimed at understanding and
altering the optical properties of TiO2, particularly for enhancing
visible light absorption. In contrast, much less is known about
the optical properties of TiO2 surfaces or about how alterations of
bulk optical properties affect surfaces. The second issue involves
the behaviors of charge carriers after their creation (Section 2),
in particular how these carriers reach surfaces and what happens
to them there prior to being involved in transfer chemistry. Since
the essential characteristic of TiO2 photocatalysis is the electron
transfer event, the third subject is dedicated to reviewing various
electron transfer processes at TiO2 surfaces (Section 3), with
the focus on the dynamics of single electron transfer events. In
order for electron transfer to occur, donor and acceptor molecules
must approach the TiO2 surface, and in many cases, become

sider herein a means for using sunlight to convert CO2

and water vapor into hydrocarbon fuels that are com-
patible with the current energy infrastructure. Ideally,
such solar energy powered photocatalytic materials,
used on a closed-loop basis as depicted in Figure 1, can
be used to recycle CO2 from a climate altering waste
product into a fuel.

While encouraging progress has been achieved to-
ward photocatalytic conversion of CO2 using sunlight,
further effort is required for increasing sunlight-to-fuel
photoconversion efficiencies. Immediate research op-
portunities include uniform cocatalyst sensitization of
the entire nanotube array surface for enhanced conver-
sion rates, and the design of cocatalysts to improve
and control the product selectivity. Highly efficient pho-
tocatalytic materials will enable the use of flow-through
photocatalytic membranes, wherein CO2 and water va-
por would enter one side of the nanotube array mem-
brane with a fuel exiting from the other (see Figure 16).
Paulose et al. have reported fabrication of free-standing,
mechanically robust, TiO2 nanotube array membranes
of uniform pore size with thicknesses ranging from 4.4
!m to 1 mm;91 work is currently underway to explore
such membranes for photocatalytic reduction of CO2.
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Figure 16. Depiction of flow-through photocatalytic membrane
for CO2 conversion.
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We want time-resolved electronic and structural information on these systems as they evolve

Electronic relaxation in nanoparticles

the formation of [Fe(CN)5OH]4� is also been considered21. Importantly, while the calculated

dissociation bond energy of Fe-CN23 would appear to rule out a dissociative mechanism

associated with the pentacoordinated intermediate, the signal contribution originating from

the existence of such an intermediate would be expected to be more pronounced at early

times. In contrast because the formation of [Fe(CN)5OH]4� requires a secondary di↵usion

limited reaction, it will contribute more at later times. Fig. 6 shows the pre-edge intensity

of these systems. For the pentacoordinated species (yellow line), [Fe(CN)5]3�, the pre-edge

feature is significantly stronger and shifted to lower energies than [Fe(CN)5OH2]3�. Given

that this component should decrease with time, the fact that the pre-edge features actually

increases with time is not consistent with the presence of an [Fe(CN)5]3� intermediate.

[Fe(CN)5OH]4�, would be expected to give rise to a decrease in the strength of the pre-

edge feature which will become more pronounced with time. This is not consistent with

the observed trend and therefore we rule this product out within the time scales presented

here. However, it is important to note that while the calculations demonstrate that on the

time-scales (picoseconds) investigated here these products do not contribute, this does not

rule of their contributions at shorter or longer times. For example, a dissociative mechanism,

and therefore the formation of [Fe(CN)5OH2]3�, i.e. via a Fe(CN)5]3� intermediate may still

occur, but these results demonstrate that such changes would be expected to occur on a

time-scale much less than our present resolution of 50 ps.

FIG. 6. Calculated pre-edge intensity as for the proposed intermediate structures.

Another possibility for the changes between the 50 ps and 100 ns transient spectra is

the formation of the double ligand substituted product, [Fe(CN)4(H2O)2]2�, previously sug-
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Bond breaking and bond making

Figure 4: The angular solvent density of water (a) and ethylene glycol (b) around [Fe(CN)6]4�.
These density plot, shown with the same isovalue are generated using the Situs program [32].

Figure S3 showing the pre-edge spectrum of [Fe(CN)6]4� in water. The principal molecular orbitals

for the important transitions clearly demonstrate the increasing role of the solvent for the higher

transitions, and this is strongest for the highest transition, D.

By comparing the spectra in water and ethylene glycol, the changes in the B and C features

reflect the solvent induced changes to the electronic structure of the complexes. For ethylene glycol,

the shift of C (composed of ⇡⇤(CN) + Fe 3d) to lower energies (compared to water) reflects an

increase in ⇡-backbonding consistent with the multiplet simulations of ref. [11]. Here, the hydrogen

bonds formed between the solvent and the CN� are crucial as they withdraws ⇡-electron density

from the CN�, helping to stabilise the negative charge on ligands. This is compensated by an

increase in the ⇡-backbonding with the metal centre and concomitantly a reduction of �-donation

for Fe-CN, which shifts the B feature in ethylene glycol to higher energies [11].

A similar situation was reported for the nitroprusside ([Fe(CN)5NO]2�) complex. Here, the in-

crease in the ⇡-backbonding for the cyanide ligands was reflected in the weakening of ⇡-backbonding

for the NO ligand [34,35], due to the latter having a weaker interaction with the solvent. IR spec-

troscopy showed that the overall bond strength of the cyanide ligands do not change much due to

the compensating ⇡-backbonding and �-donation e↵ects, highlighting the importance in the NO

asymmetry of the complex for observing this e↵ect. For the present complexes, the presence of 6

cyanide ligands means that the complexes does not have any asymmetry, but molecular motions

of the surrounding solvent can introduce a local time-dependent, anisotropic environment [36].

Our MD simulations show that for water this e↵ect is likely to be smaller than ethylene glycol,

as the disordered solvent shell of the latter means solute-solvent interactions at one CN� will less

likely be compensated for by interactions at the CN� in trans position, giving asymmetry and

6

hν

355	  nm
[Fe(CN)6]4-

Protein function

Intermediate states of homodimeric hemoglobin (HbI) ligated with CO

R. Neutze and K. Moffat Curr. Op. Struc. Bio. 22, 651 (2012)

Photochemistry

Supporting Information, section S1.1). Cuts at fixed emission
wavelengths provide kinetic traces, shown in Figures 2b and
S1. The emission in the 400 nm region is due to fluorescence
from the initially excited 1A2u state.13 At least two kinetic
components are contained in the data, and the emission shows
clear modulations at early times (see insets) due to vibrational
coherences (wave packets) in the 1A2u state potential. The traces
of Figures 2b and S1 were globally fitted to a sum of two
exponential decay components convoluted with the experimental
response function (190 fs fwhm) and an oscillatory component
multiplied by an exponential decay representing the wave packet
oscillation and coherence decay, respectively (see eq S5 in the
Supporting Information). The best fit yields the kinetic time
constants that are listed in Table 1. Short (1.5-2 ps) and long
(15-30 ps) components show up, which are solvent dependent,
as is also the damping time of the oscillations. The long decay
component can be identified as the rate of ISC, while the short
one, manifested as a narrowing of the emission band, is
attributed to vibrational cooling in the singlet 1A2u state. The
oscillation period is 224 ( 1 fs (149 cm-1, independent of the
solvent), in good agreement with the excited 1A2u state Pt-Pt
vibration frequency from steady-state absorption spectroscopy.8,18

These results are complemented by detailed TA studies in a
broader range of solvents.

2.2. Femtosecond Broadband Transient Absorption Spec-
troscopy. Figure 3a shows a representative set of time-
wavelength TA data upon excitation at 370 nm into the 1A2u

(dσ*fpσ) band of PtPOP in ethylene glycol. All data have been
corrected for group velocity dispersion as described in the
Supporting Information (section S1.2).

The transient spectra contain four features: two excited-state
absorptions (ESA, positive change in optical density, but plotted
against the negative ordinate axis), the ground-state bleach
(GSB, the dip at 370 nm is a pump artifact), and stimulated
emission (SE, both negative change in optical density, but
plotted against the positive ordinate axis). The latter two features
overlap in the 370-400 nm region. The GSB remains un-
changed up to the longest time delay of our experiment
(1.6 ns), in agreement with the final excited state (3A2u) lifetime
of several microseconds.8 Based on Figure 2a, the SE band
around 400 nm is due to the 1A2u state. The ESA bands around
335 (ESA1) and 460 nm (ESA2) are present at all time delays
but seem to red-shift on the time scale of several to tens of
picoseconds. The evolution is more pronounced for ESA2 than
ESA1. Their large intensity indicates that they belong to allowed
transitions from the 1A2u (at early times) and 3A2u (at late times)
excited states (vide infra). Figure 3b shows a 3D zoom into the
region of the SE band. It reveals a spectral substructure that
initially decays in the very red wing while increasing closer to

the center of the band around 400 nm. The central “hole” at
early times is filled up on a time scale of ∼2 ps.

Cuts at fixed time delays deliver the corresponding transient
spectra, which are shown in Figure 4a. The ESA around
335 nm could be assigned to the A2ufA1g (5dσ f 5dσ*)
transition on the basis of the calculated 5dσ-5dσ* splitting of
∼4 eV.5,17 The ESA around 460 nm most likely belongs to the
transitions from the A2u singlet and triplet states to 1,3Eg states
that can be described by the electronic configuration (5dxz,
5dyz)7(6pσ)1 (the dxz, dyz manifold splits into π (eu) and π* (eg)
levels for a d8-d8 complex10). Additional information is
contained in the kinetic traces, which for three characteristic
wavelengths (340, 410, and 460 nm) are shown in Figure 4b.
They reveal dynamics on the time scales of hundreds of
femtoseconds (modulations), a few picoseconds, and tens of(18) Rice, S.; Gray, H. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1983, 105, 4571–4575.

Table 1. Comparison of Relaxation Time Constants (Standard Deviations in Parentheses) for PtPOP in Four Different Solvents, Obtained
from the Analysis of the Transient Absorption (TA) (Excitation at 370 nm) and the Time-Resolved Fluorescence Up-Conversion (FU) Data
(Excitation at 380 nm)a

τ1/fs τ2/ps τC/ps τ3/ps T1/fs

solvent TA TA FU TA FU TA FU TA

ethylene glycol 260(20) 2.14(0.02) 1.93(0.04) 30.3(0.2) 224.0(0.1)
ethanol 280(70) 2.11(0.03) 2.0(0.2) 2.30(0.08) 2.3(0.4) 25.6(0.2) 28.9(0.4) 223.8(0.1)
water 210(40) 1.31(0.04) 1.5(0.2) 1.76(0.08) 1.5(0.5) 13.7(0.2) 15.4(0.3) 224.5(0.1)
DMF 45(5) 1.69(0.04) 1.75(0.08) 11.0(0.1) 222.8(0.1)

a τ1 and τ2 are vibrational relaxation times, τC is the coherence decay time, τ3 is the intersystem crossing time, and T1 is the coherent oscillation
period in the excited-state potential. The τC times were obtained from a global analysis on a set of representative kinetic traces.

Figure 3. Transient absorption (TA) spectra for PtPOP in ethylene glycol
excited with a ∼100 fs laser pulse at 370 nm. (a) 2D time-wavelength
plot of the TA data. The inset zooms into the initial 10 ps. (b) 3D
time-wavelength-∆OD plot zoomed into the region of the SE band which
partially overlaps with the GSB in the region <400 nm (same data as in a).
One recognizes periodic intensity modulations and a spectral fine structure
in the long-wavelength lobe of the SE band, indicated by dashed arrows
and magnified in the upper-left inset. The “hole” in the GSB band is a
pump artifact. ESA, excited-state absorption; GSB, ground-state bleach;
SE, stimulated emission.
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After having quantified the kinetic decay components, we
now turn to the analysis of the vibrational coherences. Figure 6
shows the linear combination of the fourth and fifth largest time
profiles from the SVD analysis scaled by their respective
singular values (see Figure S2, Supporting Information). These
vectors contain most of the oscillatory features in the TA
spectrum and can therefore be used to determine the charac-
teristic time constants of the wave packet dynamics, independent
of the kinetic processes analyzed above. The coherent modula-
tions strikingly persist for more than 5.5 ps after excitation (∼25
oscillations). The oscillatory trace of Figure 6 was fitted to a
superposition of two cosine functions with different amplitudes
(A1, A2), phases (φ1, φ2), and periods (T1, T2), multiplied by an
exponential decay function with time constant τC being a
quantitative measure for the coherence decay time of the wave
packet dynamics, according to

An excellent fit is achieved for T1 ) 224.0 ( 0.1 fs, T2 ) 281
( 1 fs, and τC ) 2.16 ( 0.05 ps (the fit region started around
300 fs to avoid the coherent artifact around time zero). The
T1 ) 224 fs component is identified as the Pt-Pt stretch
vibration in the 1A2u excited state and is in very good agreement
with the fluorescence up-conversion data. The superimposed 280
fs oscillation, causing the beat pattern in Figure 6, is due to
coherent vibrational Pt-Pt stretch oscillations in the ground-
state (GS) potential that are excited via a resonant impulsive
Raman-type process (resonant impulsive stimulated Raman
scattering, RISRS).20 It is noted that the excited-state coherent
oscillations are exceptionally harmonic and the coherence decay
can be perfectly fit by a purely exponential decay function.

We also performed a global analysis of the TA spectra without
prior decomposition of the data. A representative set of kinetic
traces at fixed wavelengths were globally fitted to a function
which is the sum of the population kinetics (eq 1) and the wave
packet oscillations (eq 2, without the second cosine because its
contribution was too weak) as employed in the SVD analysis.
The global analysis result presented in Figure 7 shows a good
match with the experimental traces over the whole spectro-
temporal range, and the fit parameter values (see the Supporting

Information for details) are in good agreement with the
parameters from the SVD analysis. Characteristic of a wave
packet oscillating between the classical turning point of the
potential, the modulations exhibit a phase shift of approximately
π between the red and blue sides of the stimulated emission
band, as is clearly visible for the traces at 407 and 380 nm in
Figure 7a.

Transient absorption data sets were measured for different
excitation wavelengths (360, 370, and 380 nm) within the 1A2u-
state absorption band. SVD/GF and global analyses were
performed on them in order to extract and compare the
quantitative kinetic components (see Supporting Information,
Tables S1, S2 and Figures S4, S5, for details). Time constant
τ3, assigned to the ISC rate, was found to be independent of
the excitation wavelength (within the measurement uncertainty).
The rate of vibrational cooling (τ2), however, changes by almost
40% for excitation between 360 and 380 nm (Table S1). The
τ1 time constant could not be determined with sufficient accuracy
for the off-resonance excitation wavelengths. For the sake of
comparison, it was fixed to 0.2 ps. A very small lengthening of
the wave packet period on the order of 1 fs (or, equivalently,
∼1 cm-1) with increasing excitation energy is obtained from
the analysis (see Table S2), which can be understood as resulting
from a slight anharmonicity of the potential toward longer Pt-Pt
bond lengths, showing that the 1A2u state potential is largely
harmonic.

2.4. Solvent Effect on the Relaxation Processes. The results
from the SVD/GF analysis of the TA data sets in the different
solvents for excitation at 370 nm are given in Table 1 (see
Supporting Information, Figures S8 and S9). In general, the TA
and FU fitting results are in satisfactory agreement, given the
different excitation wavelengths in the two experiments. Both
the vibrational cooling (τ2) and the ISC (τ3) times show a(20) Pollard, W.; Lee, S.; Mathies, R. J. Chem. Phys. 1990, 92, 4012.

Figure 6. Linear combination of the fourth and fifth largest kinetic
amplitude vectors from the SVD (open black circles), together with the fit
to an exponentially damped superposition of two cosine functions with
different periods (red curve). Fit results: T1 ) 224 fs, T2 ) 281 fs, and τC

) 2.1 ps. The inset shows a zoom into a short time range.

fosc(t) ) e(t-t0)/τC(A1 cos[2πt
T1

+ φ1] + A2 cos[2πt
T2

+ φ2])
(2)

Figure 7. Kinetic traces from the transient absorption at fixed wavelengths,
together with their fit functions using a global fit model (see text and eq S6
in the Supporting Information) for 2 mM PtPOP in ethylene glycol excited
at 370 nm. (a) Short time range. The vertical dashed lines facilitate the
observation of the phase shift of π between the oscillations at the red and
blue sides of the stimulated emission band (e.g., 407 and 380 nm). (b) Long
time range. The traces have been offset vertically for clarity.
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photochemical reactivity.1 The UV-visible absorption spectrum
of PtPOP is characterized by a strong, narrow band around
370 nm due to absorption into the 1A2u (d-σ*fpσ) state and a
weak band around 460 nm assigned to the corresponding triplet
3A2u state. Franck-Condon analyses of the low-temperature
vibronic progressions of these absorption bands and their
corresponding fluorescence and phosphorescence spectra (around
400 and 520 nm, respectively, see Figure 1) have demonstrated
that they are dominated by the Pt-Pt stretch vibration, with a
vibrational frequency of ∼150 cm-1 for the singlet and triplet
absorption bands and ∼118 cm-1 for the emission bands.8-10,14

The mechanism of ISC, i.e., the nonradiative relaxation from
the 1A2u to the 3A2u state, in binuclear d8-d8 complexes is still
a subject of debate.15,13 In PtPOP, the formation of the triplet
state from the singlet occurs with unity quantum yield8 on a
picosecond time scale.10,13 Direct spin-orbit coupling between
these states is, however, symmetry forbidden. In addition, their
potential curves are vertically parallel10 (Figure 1) and separated
by a large energy gap, while no intermediate state is known to
lie between them.5,15 A higher-lying 3B2u triplet state has been
invoked as a thermally activated channel for ISC in both
PtPOP13 and Rh2b4

2+ (b ) bridging ligand)12 complexes in order
to explain the temperature dependence of the ISC rate.

In this paper we combine femtosecond polychromatic fluo-
rescence up-conversion with femtosecond broadband transient
absorption (TA) spectroscopy in order to elucidate the details
of the early-time relaxation processes in the PtPOP anion, which
have yet remained unresolved. This broadband experimental
approach, in combination with the analysis of the transient
spectra using singular value decomposition (SVD) and global
fitting, allows us to unravel the details of the relaxation cascade
during the first tens of picoseconds after excitation. We also

report on the observation of a vibrational wave packet evolving
in the singlet-state potential. By means of spectrally and
temporally resolving the stimulated emission, we fully map out
the wave packet motion along the Pt-Pt coordinate. Finally,
we propose a simple relaxation model that could be applicable
to the whole class of binuclear d8-d8 complexes, unifying the
experimental observations of wave packet dynamics, vibrational
relaxation, and ISC and their dependences on the excitation
wavelength and the solvent. This work should also be cast in
the context of our previous static and picosecond-resolved X-ray
absorption studies of the geometric and electronic structures of
the singlet ground16 and excited6,17 triplet states of the complex
in solution. The present study addresses the electronic and
structural relaxation dynamics at ultrashort time scales, which
are so far not routinely accessible by X-ray techniques, and
delivers insight into the important role of the environment in
affecting them.

The experimental setup and details about the analysis are
presented in the Supporting Information.

2. Results and Analysis

2.1. Femtosecond Polychromatic Fluorescence Up-Conver-
sion. Figure 2a shows a typical two-dimensional (2D) time-
wavelength plot of the time-resolved fluorescence spectrum
obtained upon excitation of aqueous PtPOP at 380 nm. Due to
excessive scatter from the excitation beam, only the red part
>400 nm of the fluorescence band could be detected (see

(14) Ikeyama, T.; Yamamoto, S.; Azumi, T. J. Phys. Chem. 1988, 92, 6899.
(15) Shimizu, Y.; Tanaka, Y.; Azumi, T. J. Phys. Chem. 1984, 88, 2423–
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Figure 1. Simplified potential energy scheme of the 1A1g ground state and
1,3A2u lowest-excited states of [Pt2(P2O5H2)4]4- (PtPOP). Note that the 1A2u

and 3A2u potential curves are vertically parallel. The optical transitions are
indicated by vertical arrows. The molecular structure of PtPOP is shown
on the left.

Figure 2. Time-resolved fluorescence data for PtPOP in water excited with
a ∼120 fs laser pulse at 380 nm. (a) 2D time-wavelength plot of time-
resolved fluorescence spectra. The inset shows a zoom into the initial 1.7
ps time window. (b) Fluorescence time traces (open circles) at various
wavelengths (same data as in a), together with their fit functions using a
global fit model (solid lines, see text). The inset shows a zoom into the
initial 3.7 ps time window. The weak modulation during the first 3 ps is
due to a slow fluctuation in the laser power.
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resolution set of time-dependent structure factor ampli-
tudes from which the variation with time of the average
conformational state of a protein is obtained. A time
resolution of !100 ps to 5 ns was achieved in studies of
photodissociation and rebinding of CO to myoglobin
[3,9,10], dimeric hemoglobin (Figure 1a) [11], and of
the reversible photocycle of the blue light signaling
photoreceptor known as photoactive yellow protein,
PYP (Figure 2a) [12–14,15"]. Technical challenges
specific to Laue diffraction, such as energy overlaps
and closely spaced spots, have been overcome [8,16,17].

When X-rays are generated from highly stable undulator
sources at a third generation synchrotron, Laue diffraction
readily yields structure amplitudes accurate enough to
reveal small structural differences such as the time-de-
pendent location of a partially occupied CO molecule
[3,11,12]. The electron density differences between myo-
globin structures after and before CO photodissociation
showed remarkable agreement [18] with similar studies
using cryotrapping techniques [19,20] but, in addition,
directly measured the trajectory and time scale of CO
motion [3,9,10]. In contrast to myoglobin, ligand binding
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Time-resolved Laue diffraction and WAXS studies of homodimeric hemoglobin (HbI). (a) Light minus dark 1.6 Å resolution Fobs # Fobs difference Fourier
map of subunit B 100 ps after photodissociation of CO (green positive difference density contoured at 7s; red negative difference density contoured at
#7s; s is the rmsd electron density in the unit cell). Reproduced with permission from reference [21""]. (b) Time-resolved difference WAXS curves
DS(q,Dt) (laser on minus laser off; time-delay Dt indicated) recorded from HbI. Black curves, experimental data; red curves, modeled curves generated
from linear combinations of three time-independent species-associated difference scattering curves derived from a kinetic analysis. (c) Population
changes with time of the three intermediates I1, I2 and I3, for wild type HbI. (d) Schematic of the structural transitions for wild type HbI between the CO-
bound form denoted HbI(CO)2 and the partly liganded intermediates I1, I2 and I3. The green and blue arrows indicate the magnitudes and directions of
the differences in heme–heme distances and subunit rotation angles relative to HbI(CO)2.
Panels (b), (c), and (d) are adapted with permission from Ref. [36""].
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medium-pressure nozzle connected to a heated sample reser-
voir (Ihee et al., 2001). Typically, the pressure at the nozzle is
about 5 torr when the backing pressure is about 100 torr. At
this condition, the ambient pressure inside the vacuum
chamber can be as high as 10!3 torr. To maintain a good
vacuum in adjacent chambers, differential pumping should be
employed. For both electron and X-ray diffraction experi-
ments, the carrier gas that is normally used in time-resolved
spectroscopic experiments is not desirable because the carrier
gas also contributes to the diffraction, thereby increasing
the background and deteriorating the signal-to-noise ratio.
However, a carrier gas of low-Z value such as helium can still
be used because of its relatively low scattering intensity versus
atoms with higher Z. Clusters of atoms or molecules can be
obtained as well by using a sufficiently high backing pressure.

4. Photochemistry in the liquid and solution phases

The chemistry in the solution and liquid phases has formed an
important field of research because many biological and
industrially important chemical reactions occur in solution.
The major challenge in understanding solution-phase chem-
istry arises from the presence of numerous solvent molecules
surrounding a solute molecule, leading to solute–solvent
interactions. The solute–solvent interaction often alters the
rates, pathways and branching ratios of chemical reactions
through the cage effect (Hynes, 1994; Frauenfelder &
Wolynes, 1985; Maroncelli et al., 1989; Bagchi & Chandra,
1991; Weaver, 1992). For example, the timescale of the
response of solvent molecules to electronic rearrangement of
solute molecules critically affects the rates of photochemical
reactions in liquid phase. Therefore, to have a better under-
standing of solution-phase chemical dynamics, it is crucial to
consider the complex influence of the solvent medium on the
reaction energetics and dynamics, i.e. the solvation effect.

It has been demonstrated that the solvent reorganization
response to a change in solute charge distribution is strongly
bimodal, that is, an initial ultrafast response owing to inertial
motions followed by a slow response owing to diffusive
motions (Impey et al., 1982; Maroncelli & Fleming, 1988;
Jimenez et al., 1994). The timescale of the former is of the
order of tens to hundreds of femtoseconds so, to resolve such
fast dynamics, it is required to have an experimental tool with
sufficient time resolution. In that regard, ultrafast laser spec-
troscopy in the optical and infrared regime has flourished in
studying reaction dynamics in solution phase owing to their
superb time resolution. While optical spectroscopies are
highly sensitive to specific electronic or vibrational states, they
are unable to provide information on global molecular struc-
ture. In contrast, time-resolved X-ray scattering (or diffrac-
tion) techniques can provide rather direct information on the
global structure of reacting molecules, complementing the
optical spectroscopy.

In recent years, we have witnessed that synchrotron-based
TRXD can serve as an excellent tool for studying elementary
chemical reactions in liquid and solution. For example, struc-
tural dynamics and transient intermediates in solution reac-
tions of small molecules and proteins have been elucidated
with a time resolution of 100 ps (Plech et al., 2004; Bratos et al.,
2004; Davidsson et al., 2005; Ihee et al., 2005a; Wulff et al.,
2006; Kim et al., 2006, 2009; Lee et al., 2008; Cammarata et al.,
2008; Ihee, 2009). However, owing to the limited time reso-
lution, TRXD has been only used for probing rather slow
processes leading to intermediates in quasi-equilibrium, with
ultrafast dynamics arising from the interplay between the
solute and solvent beyond its scope. Now that highly coherent,
sub-100 fs X-ray pulses are available for use with the advent of
XFELs, TRXD can reach the realm of optical spectroscopy in
its capability of resolving ultrafast processes. Thus, femto-
second resolution brought by the XFEL should allow inves-
tigation of ultrafast reaction dynamics in the presence of
solvent interaction.

Among the candidates for the first femtosecond solution-
phase TRXD experiment are diatomic molecules (I2 and Br2),
hydrocarbons (stilbene), haloalkanes (CBr4, CHI3, CH2I2,
C2H4I2 and C2F4I2), organometallic compounds [Platinum
Pop, ferrocene, Fe(CO)5, Ru3(CO)12 and Os3(CO)12] and
protein molecules (myoglobin, hemoglobin and cytochrome
c), which have been studied previously by using time-resolved
X-ray diffraction with 100 ps time resolution. In particular,
molecules containing heavy atoms will be promising since
heavy atoms give a large signal and thus a good contrast of the
solute signal against solvent background. In that regard,
iodine (I2) in solution is a good example for XFEL-based
time-resolved X-ray diffraction experiments. The photo-
dissociation and recombination of iodine in solution has been
regarded as a prototype example for the solvent cage effect
and thus has been a topic of intense studies (Meadows &
Noyes, 1960; Harris et al., 1988; Yan et al., 1992; Scherer et al.,
1993). As shown in Fig. 5, once an iodine molecule is excited to
a bound B state and relaxes to a repulsive 1! state, the two
iodine atoms start to separate as in the gas phase. However,
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Figure 4
Schematic of the experimental set-up for time-resolved X-ray diffraction.
An optical laser pulse initiates the chemical reaction in the molecules
supplied by one of the sample-flowing systems, depending on the phase of
the sample. Subsequently, a time-delayed X-ray pulse synchronized with
the laser pulse probes the structural dynamics of the reaction. The
diffracted signal is detected by a two-dimensional CCD detector to record
the diffraction pattern.
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